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THE BASES OF EDUCATION.*

BY WILLIAM D. LE SUEUR, B.A., OTTAVA.

M AN'S intellectual superiority con-
sists in his recognition of law;

and therefore to make that recogni-
tion more complete should be the
great.end of intellectual education. It
is by alternately knowing and not
knowing, attaining certainty and grap-
pling with doubt, that the mind is
kept in motion and that its faculties
are developed. Had there been no
law in nature, there could have been
no form of organization at all. Had
natural laws been intermittently or ar-
bitrarily administered there might
possibly have been animal life, but
there could not have been intellectual
life. It is by successive recognitions
of fixed facts, of uniform sequences,
in nature that thought acquires defin-
iteness, that man is enabled to say,
"I know," and that he gains a solid
foundation for such efforts as he may
desire to make in his own behalf.
We see this principle illustrated in the
case of every child whose mental
growth we have an opportunity of
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watching. From the first there is
sensation, but attention, perception,
recognition, expectation, are subse-
quently developed. And how? By
the constancy of recurrence of cer-
tain phenomena. To the infant mind
all is chaos, a confused medley of im-
pressions; little by little a certain
order of occurrence amongst the im-
pressionsis perceived, and people begin
to say that the child " notices." This
noticing is simply attention given to
an objtct as having been seen before.
By frequently creating the same im-
pression, a given object makes a way
for itself, so to speak, in the child's
brain, and becomes to the child what
it was not before - an individual
thing. It is so much rescued from
the general chaos of the object world.
This is an immense step gained, and
it is very proper that it should be
regarded by nurses and parents as a
matter of extraordinary interest. From
this time the child's education ad-
vances rapidly; object after object
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detaches itself from the maze of un-
distinguished things; and by and by
a stage is rcached when things begin
to excite attention by their utnfamiliar-
ity, when a strange face, for example,
wll even make the child cry. Every-
one, I am well aware, understands all
this after a fàshion, but the practical
lesson which it is designed to teach is
in general but feebly realised. That
lesson, I take it, is this, that the
great business of the mind is to watch
for, and take note of, the uniformi-
ties of nature, and that any education
that does not promote this habit is
useless, or worse than useless, for in-
tellectual purposes. How far our
systerms of education have been from
keeping this great principle steadily in
view, may be judged from the fqct
that the majority of people, instead of
loving especially to dwell on the uni-
formities of nature, instead of wishing
to narrow the realni of chaos, and ex-
tend that of ordered knowledge, show
tastes and dispositions of a precisely
opposite kind. They run after the
marvellous; they love to hear of an
effect produced without a cause, or of
a cause that failed to produce its ef-
fect. The more extraordinary the
story you tell them the less exacting
they seen to be in the matter of evi-
dence. One would think that the
human race had an interest in escap-
ing from the reign of law, and making
chance, or sorpe arbitrary inscrutable
will, the controller of its destinies.
From one point of view all this is very
ridiculous; but from another it is
nothing less than sad. Here is nature,
the great nurse and teacher, to whose
fostering care and incessant monitions
we owe our whole physical and men-
tal development, and who offers us
every hour and every day the true
bread of life; and yet we turn from
her with impafience to pursue the
unholy charms of .some lawless mys-
tery. Can we do this without hurt
to ourselves? Never; in some way

or other we arc sure to suffer for the
despite donc to the truth of nature.
Perhaps the fancy we arc pursuing is
one that seems to entail no practical
consequences of any kind; but if we
are pursuing it out of simple love oF
the marvellous, or. in a spirit of an-
tagonism to law, we. pervert our own
understanding, and, in some unlucky
moment, we shall reap the reward of
our folly. We sec one another's errors
better than we do our own; and I
need hardly ask whether we are not
all cognizant of lives that ha-e been
shadowed, of careers that have been
spoilt, of infinite mischief that has
been wrought, as the result of intel-
lectual infirmity, as the result, we may
say, in one word, of some want of
respect for law.

I say, therefore; and I say it with
all possible emphasis and earnestness,
that whatever we teach we should try
and plant the feet of youth on the
everlasting foundation of natural law.
Whatever they may do, they are en-
vironed. by law, and cannot escape its
action. Surely, therefore, no duty can
be more obvious than that of opening
their eyes to a recognition of their
true position. Once take cognizance
of these laws, and resolve to have
them on your side, and not against
you, and the chances of life, if chances
they nay still be called, are all in your
favour. But'remain ignorant of them,
or, perceiving them, flatter yourself
that they were not made for you, that,
by a little finessing, you can at least
gain the odd trick in the game of life;
and your position is a most perilous
one. In modern life there is an eqor-
mous deal too much of this gamester
spirit; and what its results are the
newspapers are every day telling us.
It is a terrible thing to cast away the
sure methods of nature and to make
chance your ally and dependence.
Could so many do this if the same
amount of energy which is now ex-
pended in teaching various matters of
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minor importance, or of no imopor-
tance at all, had been devoted to
representing nature and law in general
as the steadfast friend of man, a friend
whicli, as Matthew Arnold has ex-
pressed it, never "promised aught it
did not give," and which stands ever
ready to second every effort made in
a right direction. The eminent writer,
whose name I have just mentioned,
has told us much, but not too much,
about "a power that makes for right-
eousness.' That such a power does
reside in the very constitution of
things is abundantly capable of proof,
and-wemayrejoice to think-isbeing
proved in the daily experience of
thousands. Who does not recall those
wonderful lines of Wordsworth's, in
his "Ode to Duty ? "-

I Stern law giver 1 yet thou dost wear
The Godhead's most benignant grace,
Nor knov we anything so fair
As is the smile upon thy face;
Flowers laugh before thee on their beds;
And fragrance in thy footing trcads ;
Thou dost preserve the stars froni wrong;
And the most ancient heavens through thee

are fresh and strong 1

Then follows the earnest personal
appeal:

I myself commend
Unto thy guidance from this hour;
Oh let my weakness have an end 1
Give unto me, made lowly wise,
The spirit of self-sacrifice,
The confidence of reason give;
And in the light of truth thy bondnan let

me live 1

It is a bold figure of speech which
represents duty as "preserving the
stars froni wrong," but the meaning of
the poet, I need hardly explain, is that
the starry heavens exemplify the law
and order of which duty is simply the
expression in the moral sphere.

If it be asked by what special course
of training men may best be brought
to feel the force and recognize the
essential beneficence' of natural law,
I would answer that, in the first place,
we must avail ourselves of the teach-

ing which nature itself every day
affords to those who will open their
cycs to sce and their ears to hear.
We cannot too carly teach children
the properties of objects and the
necessary results of certain actions.
This kind of teaching, not calling for
any exercise of abstract thought, but
depending almost wholly on direct
sense-impressions, will not overstrain
their minds. It is the kind-as of
course we might expect-which they
most readily assimilate, and which
indeed they are in one way or another
always pursuing themselves. Child-
ren " want to know " a great niàny
things about the world around them ;
but 1 never yet met the child who
wanted to know-that is to say as a
matter of spontaneous desire-whether
a certain word was an adverb or a
preposition, or what were the bound-
aries of the kingdom of Timbuctoo.
In saying this I do not wish to dispar-
age the study of grammar or of polit-
ical geography; I only wish to call
attention to the difference between
two kinds of knowledge, one of which
has a natural aflinity for the human
mind, while the other is only second-
arily, or, so to speak, artificially, a
matter of human interest at all. As
to the extent to which natural science
need be pursued in any general sys-
tem of education much diversity of
opinion exists. A competent teacher
might convert a very little natural
knowledge into an invaluable instru-
ment of education, while another
might go through a considerable
course of science with his pupils, and
leave them, so far as his efforts were
concerned, but little better than he
found them. Love is at all times the
great interpreter; and no one is a
worthy interpreter or commentator of
nature who is not in love with nature,
who does not rejoice in the idea of
law. Let the idea of law be at the
base of education, and very useful
results may be obtained from any
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course of instruction not altogether
frivolous. It is sometimes thought
that there is an antagonism between
the study of science and the study of
language or literature ; no opinion
however could be more unfounded.
Language, and even the niceties of
languagc, maybe studied in athorough-
ly scientific way: and we must indeed
study language with very close atten-
tion if we would place at the disposal
of science such an instrument as it
requires in the pursuit of its investi-
gations and the exposition of its dis-
coveries.

" Cognition " however, as Mr. Spen-
cer says, " does not produce action."
If we would influence conduct favour-
ably we must stimulate the higher
feelings with greater activity. What
are the higher feelings ? Surely those
social sympathies of which we were
speaking a few moments ago. Can
these be affected by education? Un-
doubtedly they can, but on one con-
dition-that educators of the right
kind are forthcoming. We are what
we are by virtue of the relations of
mutual dep2ndence which we sustain
towards one another. There is a
feeling shared by the most ordinary
characters that every man stands more
or less in need of his neighbour's sym-
pathy and assistance, and speaking
generally, men do not refuse one
another those good offices which each
knows he may ar any moment require
for himself. This is the point we have
gained in modern society; but that
such a measure of social development
is still compatible with many and great
evils is visible at a glance. Men who
would not openly disobligeoneanother
in sinall matters, will over-reach one
another in business transactions, and
in regard to the community at large,
the State, will aUow themselves to act
with still less regard to equity. Hov
can this be remedied, or rather-for
this is the most practical question
with which we have to deal-how can

we aid, in the case of the rising gen-
eration, the soniewhat slow process by
which nature nioulds men to social
conditions? I answer by first of all
trying to impress ourselves, and then
trying to impress our children with a
sense of the benefits which we and
they owe to society, with the high and
really inestimable advantages of the
social state, by calling out their admi-
ration for every beneficial course of
conduct, every course of conduct that
tends to strengthen the bonds of unity
between man and man, and so to ren-
der social intercourse purer aid hap-
pier, by representing the organized
forces of society, such as nationf'!,
local, and civic governments as bene-
ficent in their nature, and as deserving
of the cordial support of all good
citizens; finally by showing an exam-
ple of reasonableness, equity and
good-will in our own dealings with our
fellow-men. It should. not be diffi-
cult to bring home to any average
mind some sense of what we owe to
those who have gone before us, and
so to create a certain reverence, or,
at the very least, a certain affectionate
regard for the idea of humanity.
When ve think what strange forms
human devotion lias taken in times
past--what strange forms it assumes
even in our own day; when we think
how much passion has been driwn
forth by symbols and creeds which we
can scarcely imagine to have ever had
any significance, when we think of the
fervour of loyalty that very unworthy
persons and causes have excited;
when ve think of the patient cherish-
ing by whole nations, generation after
generation, of delusive faiths and
ideals; when we see what a wealth of
feeling, of enthusiasm mankind have
lavished upon successive creations of
their imagination, is it too much to
hope that, some day, these streams of
moral and social energy may be
directed to thoroughly rational and
worthy conceptions and objects?
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The history of civilization is a history
full of intercst and pathos, if it be
but rightly told; and it is onc to
which we should as often as possible
direct the thoughts of youth. But in
order that we may do this effectually
we must, of course, realize ourselves
all that we would have tiem realize.
It is the glory of the Positivist school
to be working unceasingly to bring
these thoughts home to the minds of
al] men ; and I can safely say that few
more cloquent pages have been writ-
ten in this generation than some which
Mr. Frederick Harrison lias conse-
crated to this theme: "Do you not
think," lie asks, " this collective power
of man's life is itself a majestic object
of contemplation? Does not our
imaginatioi stir when ve think o .As
immensity Does not our intelligence
triumph in its achievements? Do
not our souls melt to remenber its
heroism and its sufferings? Are we
not dust in comparison with that
myriad-legioned world of human lives

hvlich made us wlat we are ? Every
thinker who ever wore out his life,
like Simon, on his lonely column of
thought, was dreaming for us. Every
artist who ever lifted himself into the
beautiful lifted us also. Nor ivas ever
mother who loved her child in toil,
tears and pain, but vas wrung for us.
Each drop of sweat that ever fell
from the brow of a worker has fatten-
ed the earth which we enjoy. Mar-
tyrs, heroes, poets, teachers, toilers,
all contribute their share.....
There were Nazarenes in many ages
and in many climes, and Calvaries
have been the land-marks of each
succeeding phase of human story.
Moses, Buddha, Confucius, St. Paul,
Mahomet, the ideals and authors of
every creed, have been but sonie of
the Messiahs of the human race.
The history of every religion is but
an episode in the history of humanity.
Nor has any creed its noble army of
martyrs which can compare with that

Of MM." In1 another place the same
vriter has said :" There is nothing

ncw in this conception of humanity.
From age to age it has been gathering
into fresh distinctness and complete-
ncss. It was forming in the mind of
St. Paul, when the Apostle to the
Gentiles first conceived a religion that
miglt enibrace all mankind ; to
Augustine too, in some sense, when
lie saw the vision of the City of God.
It has been growing in clearness in
the minds of great thinkers and great
natures of every age and every faith.
It inspired the Catholic reformers,
and the greatest of the Protestant
reformers alike, St. Bernard, St. Fran-
cis. Pascal, Fenelon had some uncon-
scious presentiment of it along with
Zuingli, Fox and Wesley. It filled
the air in that strange exaltation of
hope which preceded the revolution-
ary storm. In the midst of the crisis
it rose suddenly to the distinctness of
a religious conception; and, in the
absence of all other faith or convic-
tion, it formed the real force of the
highest spirits of the Revolution,-
of Condorcet, Carnot and Hoche.
Since then it has formed the practical
unconscious religion of our time; it
forms the unuttered hope of all earnest
reformers and teachers, and at this
hour it profoundly colours the current
theology around us."

When, therefore, it is asked, as it
so often is, whether culture can suffice
for the direction of life, let us clearly
understand in what sense the word is
used. According to the views which
I have been attempting to express,
the-only true and adequaté culture is
that which, first of al], trains the in.
tellectual faculties to the recognition
of law, and so places the individual
in a natural relation to the forces and
agencies, natural and human, by
which he is surrounded, and, secondly,
piesents human history and society
in such an aspect before the mind as
to stimulate the social sympathies to
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as high a degree of activity as they
are capable of. For culture, so under-
stood, it scems to me that a great deal
might be said. If it bc objected that
culture in this sense is notwithin reach
of all, or indced of more than à small
minority of the community, I answer
that the highest blessings of civiliza-
tion have never been within the reach
of more than a small minority,-that
*he highest blessings of Christianity
itself have never been brouglit
home to more than a small minority.
All good causes must advance as best
they may. What 'we are just now
concerned with is the probable effect
npon individual happiness and pub-
lic morality of such a culture as has
been hinted at, seconding the teach-
ings of nature and of circumstapces.
The logic of facts is often persuasive
wlhen other logic fails, and what I have
now in view is a system of education
which would aim at anticipating the
logic of facts, so as always to be con-
firmed by the latter.

I am well aware that this question
of education, considered especially in
itsmoral andsocial aspectsis one which
many persons are pondering, with not
interest only, but anxiety. Youth is
ever hard to control, but possibly the
youth of to-day is paying even less
heed than might, in the light of past
experience, be expected to the coun-
sels of the elder generation. If
we are to trust what is being said on
every side, the problem what to do
with boys is becoming a more difficult
and embarrassing one day by day.
Why should this be so? There is only
one possible cause that I can suggest;
and that is a decline in moral author-
ity on the part of parents and in-
structors. But why such a decline ?
Simply-if I must give an answer-
because the present age is one, as has
been said, of'" weak convictions."-
Before we can teach we must believe.
Make-believe will not do; it may im-
pose upon ourselves, but its weak-

ness will corne out when we try
to make it a ground-work for influen-
cing others. Nor shall we be any better
off by trying to strike a safe average
betwccn extreme opinions ; belief is
not to be got at in any such fashion ;
and nothing but belief can give the
intellectual and moral momentum
required for swaying the mind of
youth. We must have a system to
work on, and one not arbitrarily
chosen as a matter of convenience,
but one to which we give a full, sin-
cere and involuntary adhesion. A
defective system carnestly believed in
will prove vastly more efficacious than
a more advanced and rational one,
which is but indolently accepted and
languidly held. It was the stern
Roman mother that made the heroic
and virtuous Roman citizen; but the
sternness in this case-as in ail cases
where steraness has been useful-was
not mere hardness of nature, but the
natural temperament of a mind at one
with itself and holding to certain views
of life and duty, with inflexible grasp.
In our more favoured day there may
perhaps be similar mental unity,
with less severity of temper; but
we must, before all things, know
our own minds, before we can
successfully undertake to guide the
minds of others. Nor will our me-
thods be satisfactory until we can
feel ourselves working hand in hand
with natLre, not striving to keep up>
an artificial system, nor letting senti-
ment usurp the place of reason, but
speaking and acting at all times the
thing that is true. How many child-
dren are brought up without any pre-
paration at all for the struggle that
awaits them in life ? How many are
allowed to contract habits of indo-
lence and self-indulgence which wholly
unfit them for manful exertions,-
which perhaps blast their careers a-
the very outset ? How many youths
are allowed-pardon me an expressive
vulgarism-to "loaf around" for
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months or years, waiting for some
employment to turn up which it may
befit their dignity to accept,and ncan.
time losing that highest dignity that
cornes of self-helpfulness and inde-
pendence ? Am I speaking nov of a
few exceptional cases, or do 1 point to
a really sore evil in modern socicty as
we ail know it ? Wcll, culture as I
understand it, would remcdy ail this
by looking facts straight in the face
and dcvising courses of action
adapted to, and based on, the facts,
by abandoning ail worship of appear-
ances and getting down to the " hard-
pan" of the truc and the necessary.
There is a great deal of worship, it
seems to me, in a cheerful and, as it
were loyal, acceptance of facts as we
find them, on the understanding, of
course, that we shall improve them if
we can. The man who is perpetually
grumbling at the conditions of his
lfe is a man upon whom the best

lessons of life have been lost,
whose feelings have never been kind-
led into gratitude nor chastened into
submission, nor disciplined into unity
and strength.

If then we can agree as to the gen-
eral principles on which education
should be conducted, there can be
little doubt in any of our minds as to
the ideal of society which the system
we have in view contemplates, and
which it would tend to realize. Mani-
festly an education directed to perfect-
ing men and women physically, to
training their intellects into happy
conformity with the order of nature,
and to awakening, strengthening and
disciplining their social sympathies,
would in the long run, and perhaps in
no very long time, rid society of idlers.
It was a capital page that the socialist
reformer, St. Simon, wrote one day
when he was particularly impressed
with the very different value to society
of the real producers, whether in the
realm of industry, of art, or of science,
and the mere wearers of titles and

devourers of revenues. Let me read
you a translation of it:-" Suppose
that France were to lose suddenly its
fifty foremost physicians, its fifty great.
est poets, and the fifty most distin-
guishcd and ablest men in evcry use-
fui profession and craft, say in ail the
thrce thousand most eminent savans,
artists and artizans that it possessed.
As these men arc all producers in the
very highest sense, those whose works
present the most imposing character,
those who direct the labours that are
of most utility to the nation, and who
render the community prolifnc of
works of art and industry, they are
really the flower of French society ;
they are the Frenchmen who are most
useful to their country, who gain for it
the most glory and do most to hasten
its civilization and prosperity. It
would take France a generation at
ieast to repair this disaster ; for the
men who distinguish themselves in
pursuits of positive utility are real
anomalies ; and nature is not prodigal
of anomalies-particularly of this
kind.

"Pass now to another supposition.
Let France preserve all the men of
genius she possesses in the sciences,
the fine arts, and in all industrial
occupations, but suppose that she has
the misfortune to lose, in one day,
Monsieur the brother of the King,
Monseigneur the Duke of Angoulême,
Monseigneur the Duke of Orleans,
Monseigneur the Duke of Berry, Mon-
seigneur the Duke of Bourbon,
Madamwe the Duchess of Angoulême,
Madame the Duchess of Berry,
Madame the Duchess of Orleans,
Madame the Duchess of Bourbon, anA
Mademoiselle de Condé.

" Then let the country lose, at the
same time, ail the great officers of the
Crovn, ait the maîtres de reguêter, ail
the marshals, ail the cardinals, arch-
bishops, bishops, grand-vicars, and
canons, all the prefects and sub-pre-
fects, all the employés in the public
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departiments, ail the judgcs, and in
addition to ail thesc, the tcn thousand
richest proprictorsamongst tliose who
livclike gcntlemcn.

" ucli an accidcnt would ccrtainly
afflict the Frcnclh, bccause tlcy arc
good-hcartcd, and because thcy could
not vicw with indiffercnce the sudden
disappearance of so large a number
of their conipatriots. But this loss
of thirty thousand individuals rcputed
the iost important in the State, would
be a cause of sorrow in one way only,
that is to say, on sentimental grounds,
bccause no evil would really rcsult tu
the Statc.

"For, to begin with, nothing would
bc casier than to fill the places which
had thus beconc vacant. There exist
a great number of Frcnchmen able to
pcrform the functions of brother to
the King quite as well as Monsieur
himself; many, too, are capable of
occupying the position of the Princes
of the blood royal quite as well as
Monseigneur the Duke of Angou-
lôme, Monseigneur the Duke of
Orleans and the rest.

"The ante-chambers of the palace
are full of courtiers ready to jump in-
to the placesof the great officers of the
Crown; the army possesses any num-
ber of officers who would make quite
as good connanders as our marshals.
How many clerks are quite as crom-
petent as the ministers? How many
administrators better fitted to be pre.
fects and sub-prefects than the present
holders of those offices ? How many
lawyers as good jurisconsults as our
judges? How many curés as capable
as our cardinals, our archbishops,
our bishopç, our grand-vicars, and our
canons ! As to the io,oco proprie-
tors, their heirs would need no appren-
ticeship to do the honours of their
drawing-rooms quite as well as them-
selves."

There is some exaggeration and
perhaps some injustice mingled with
the very dry humour of this compari-

son; but it is far from dcstitute of
substantial trutli. Rcmcmber tlat
the picture is drawn from the France
of tei Restoration, whcrc, in the filling
of public offices, priviicge and favour-
itism reigied supreme. Wc can,
however, draw a lesson from it suitcd
to our own time and country. The
time is coming whcn it will bc a dis-
honour to a man in the full possession
of his cncrgics not to be activcly en-
gagcd in some useful work, whcn it
will take as much hardihood for a man
to avow that lie lives only for his own
anusement, as it would takc now to
avow that le lives by scheming and
trickery. The public sentiment of to-
day already nakes the position of a
faslionable idler a somewlat question-
able one, and we cannot doubt that
the public sentiment of a gcneration
hence will erect a higher standard still
of social duty. Of course there are
always some who remain blind, up to
the last moment, to coming changes:
and what Carlyle calls "Joe Manton
dilettanteisms,"still make considerable
show in the world: but they are
doomed to disappear just as surcly as
the inferior civilizations give way be-
fore the superior.

It would take more time than it
would be pioper for me to occupy to
trace, even in outline, the changes
which might be expected to flow from
a thoroughly rational system of educa-
tion, or in other words, from the es-
tablishment of a perfect entente cordiale
between man and nature. Suffice it
to say that new value and dignity
would be lent to life; we should have
a sense of proprietorship in the world
and the forces of nature such as we
never had before; our best energies
would be thrown into the work of im-
proving our great inheritance, and
common men would find how sweet it
was to lose the sense of self in the
sense of kindred and of oneness
with humanity at large. The fam-
ily, in modern times has reached
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a high point of devclopnmcnt, but
can wC claini as yct to have es-
tablished society? I know wcll to
what charges one lays himself open
who brcathcs a word against unre-
stricted individualism; yet I do not
hesitate to say that the law of coin-
petition has not given, is not giving,
and never will give us, a perfected
society. So long as wC daily pass in
the streets hundrcds of people whose
lives, as comparcd with our own, arc
joylcss, hopeless, and all but worth-
Icss, so long as there arc outcasts at
cvcry corner, while griping poverty
lurks in every by-way, and all this
while capital is accumulating in idle
hands, and luxury is evcry day learn-
ing some new art, so long as this is
the case we must not claim the naine
"society " for the system under which
such things arc possible. That name
belongs properly to somcthing higher,
something towards which we must
work, if civilization itself is nlot to de-
cay. In a truc' society every mani
should have his place, and only the

" That the study of foreign languages is a
necessary part of a liberal education is a

proposition which few intelligent persons will
at this day dispute. The records of thought
ani knowledge arc many-tongued ; and,
thcrcforc, as a meais of cncyclop:tdic cul-
ture-of that thorough intellectual cquip-
ment which is so imperiously demanded of
every scholar, and cven thinker, at the pre-
sent day-a knowledge of foreign literature,
both ancient and modern, is absolutely in-
<dispensable. * Your first cluty,
however, is to ac¡uaint yourself with the
Icarning and literature of your own and the
mother country. Our English granaries
vil), of themselves, feed a long life. When

wrong-doer should suffer. In a truc
society thcre could bc no such paraly-
sis of human industry as we have
witnesscd for some yCars past, when
'dleness has been tricd as the only
reniedy for poverty; but full proof
would bc 1i.de of the productive
powers of nature; and it would then
bc sec how bountously she provides
for her children. " Can such things
bc?" many will be prompted to ask.
Most assurcdly they cati. Let us but
once settle it in our minds that such a
reorganization is desirable, and the
betief in its possibility vill soon follow.
The vish is not only father to the
thought ; it is quite as often father to
the power that brings its realization.
Education, I hold, should have a
decidedly social aim. Unless it has,
it will only tcñd to the accentuation
of personal desires and motives, and
will give us a gencration of liard cal-
culators, whose calculations, shrewd
though they bc, may some day be
thrown into terrible confusion.

you have mastcred the giants who wrote
in your mother-tongue - when the great
works of Chaucer, Shakespeare, Hooker,
Bacon, Milton, Swift, Wordsworth, Byron,
Mill, Tennyson, and all our other representa-
tive authors, have passed like the iron atois
of the blood into your mental constitution,
it will be time to go abroad after " fresh
fields and pastures ncw." But do not, wc beg
of you, indulge the foolish ambition of be-
coming a polyglot when you cannot writc a
grammatical letterin your mother-tongue, and
have never read a page in half of its best
writers." -. Front Mathews' " Hours with
Men and Books."
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LETTERS ON TH-E EIJUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT OF
WOMEN.

BY AGNODICE.

LETTER .

DEAR CLYTE,
HAVE not forgotten my promise

to commence a c&respondence
with you on my return from abroad.
Yes ! your Agnodice (for I still keep
the old name you gave me at school)
is at home again with her brother.and
sister.

My brother has already settled
down to his books and his studies,
and his good, kind wife is immersed
once more in her housekeeping affairs.
To him, whether or no his last work
will be favourable reviewed, is the
most important consideration in the
world; to her, the rise and fall of
eggs or butter is the topic of the
utmost importance. As for myseif,
I am still, dear Clyte, revolving in my
mind the idea of following some pro-
fession. I know you are orthodox
enough to be shocked at this, even in
the face of the advanced views of the
present day, but I shall meet your
arguments, and I hope conquer them.

I am young, strong and determined.
No one has a claim on my time as
your delicate mother has on yours.
Why should I be obliged to give up
to Society, to whom, as yet, I owe
nothing, the most active and vigorous
part of my life? Is the aim of my
education only to be accomplished by
a constant rdund of garden-parties,
balls, and receptions,-if so, why
have I been taught anything else, but
to read, write, dance, enter a room

gracefdlly, and chirp a feeble song to>
a wandering and uncertain accom-
paniment? These acquirements would
have been enough to have given me
a footing in what is called Society.
No ! I cannot submit to that kind of
thing; I must have a purpose, a life-
work, a determined end in what I un-
dertake. Such a purpose my sister
sets before me in marriage 1 It is no
wonder marriages are so unhappy,
when they are put before girls as the
end, the thing to be achieved, " the
one thing nee4f@l " in their lives.
When we strugle for a thing, when
we fight for a prize, at least we expect,
with reason, that the thing shall be
worth the winning. If, in archery,
we gain a golden arrow, we have a.
right to be disgusted if the prize
turn out to be of counterfeit metal,
and the arrow cannot expect to be
treated with the adniration and re-
spect that would be 'ven it if it were
genuine. This is truly the way our
future husbands are held up to us,
and the result niust often, of course,
be disappointment and despair.

Oh! the shamefulness of those
odious expressions -" playing her
cards well," " making a good match,
" setting her cap," &c. I burn with
anger and indignation as I write them.
Do you remember what John Stuart
Mills says ?-" What marriage may
be in the case of two persons of cul-
tivated faculties, identical in opinions
and purposes, between whom there
exists the best kind of equality, sim-
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ilarity of powers and capacities with
reciprocal superiority in them, so that
each can enjoy the luxury of looking
up to the other, and can have alter-
nately the pleasure of leading and of
being led in the path of development
-I will not attempt to describe. To
those who <an conceive it there is no
need; to those who cannot, it would
appear the dream of the enthusiast.
But I maintain, with the profoundest
conviction, that this, and this only,
is the ideal of marriage ; and that ail
opinions, customs and institutions
which favour any other notion of it,
or turn the conceptions and aspira-
tions connected with it into any other
direction, by whatever pretences they
may be coloured, are relics of primi-
tive barbarism."

So with these opinions you will not
be surprised when I tell you I serious-
ly intend studying for a profession,
and I think I have chosen the medi-
cal. I am of course aware that at
present women are not admitted to
degrees, and that when they practice,
it can be only as quacks, but I shall
go through witlh the regular curricu-
lum, as so many have done, in the
hope that by the time I have passed
all my examinations, these disabilities
will have been removed.

Now for your arguments; I believe
I know them already, for how often
have we discussed kindred subjects
in our school-days, and I see before
me now your sweet, grave, earnest
face, much more persuasive than your
judicious, but excuse me, not very
convincing arguments.

Strong-minded, independent women
are perfectly horrid, you say ; they
wear queer clothes, and cut their hair
short, and their boots are so very,
very large and thick, and they -talk
loudly, and stand with their hands be-
hind them, and are altogether most
objectionable. Yes i some of them
are I must own, and they do a great
deal of harm to the much larger class

of women whose only desire, as one
of them has said, is " to use the rea.
son God has given them to form a
just opinion on the circumstances
around them," by exciting a prejudice
against what are the supposed attri-
butes of every thinking woman.

But you must remember that when-
ever there is a re-action, there will be
found fanatics. It is unfair to call ail
Scotch clergymen Philistines, spoilers
and mistaken zealots, because John
Knox defaced altars, and mutilated
carvings in his intemperate, yet withal
lofty, because unselfish, passion for
Reforni. And it is equally unfair to
ascribe to all earnest women who
desire to work and not to talk, the
rabid phraseology, such as the wish
for the " painless extinction of man,"
&c., frequently indulged in by these
soi disant strong-minded women.

When I was at a bail in Paris, I
met a specimen of this class; she
was a practising physician with a for-
eign diploma. She was dressed as
much like the " abhorred race " as
was possible. She wished to dance,
but alas 1 there arose a difficulty in
the minds of ail present whether her
partner should be a lady or a gentle-
man 1 This kind of thing is horrible
and no one feels more strongly on the
point than the true asserter of Wo-
men's rights. I must not however
forget to mention that the lady in
question was spoken of as Monsieur
la adcteure I

Pray believe that a woman may
study any or ail of the sciences, may
deliver lectures and write books, and
may even enter professional life, and
yet may be undetected in the streets
by any peculiarity in her dress or
walk; she may speak and act like a,
lady, and even, most astonishing to
relate, may order a dinner, and dis-
pense 'with grace the rites of hos-
pitality.

I see you prime your mouth now
for ail the world as if " prunes and
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prisms" were coming, but you mur-
mur instead-womanly modesty, wo-
manly virtue.~ Can a woman keep
these divine attributes when she goes
out into the world to fight her way
and to win fame and position ? I
ask, why not? Are seamstresses and
charwomen less virtuous and modest
than their neighbours, because they
have to fight their way and win their
famë (such fame as it is) in the strug-
gle for bread ? Are the Turkish
women, veiled and secluded as they
are kept, more virtuous than those of
European nations? Are we the worse
for going out for a walk, when we are
told to I put our virtuous indignation
in our pockets," and subriuit to be re-
garded as pictures on exhibition ?
Are we the worse for reading, our
Bibles or our Shakespeares, or must
these and all books written before
this ultra-delicate nineteenth century
be Bowdlerized before being placed
in our hands? Is our innate modesty
so small a thing, of so frail a material,
that it will bear no contact with ex-
ternals ? If you admit it is, I answer
that I deny that a woman posseses
either virtue or honour who cannot
without harm read and live and work
as good and holy men have read and
lived and worked. Bear in mind, too,
that the women who enter into public
competition with men, go armed with
a higher education, mental, moral and
physical, than those have whose
thoughts never soar above the con-
templation of a comfortable home
and plenty of excitement.

You think the movement is a new-
fangled idea, interesting to me, per-
haps, because of i.ts novelty. Are
you aware that our old friend Plato
calls upon " both sexes indifferently
to associate in all studies, exercises,
offices and professions, military and
civil, in his républic?" This is even
rather farther than we go, for at pre-
sent (whatever the future may give us)
our physique is hardly capable of un-

dergoing the hardships of a soldier's
or a sailor's life. Montaigne affirms
"that males and females are cast in
the same mould; and that education
and custom excepted, the difference
between them is not great," and a
modern poet sings,-

"Female and male God made the man:
His Image is the whole, not half;

And, in our love, we dimly scan
The love which is betwecn Himself."

It is ridiculous to hear people exclaim-
ing, do you want to see women in
parliament? do you want to have
women as judges? and the like.

We want to fit ourselves for any
office; whether we shall be called
upon to fill those positions is quite
another question, and one thing is
quite certain, that no woman is likely
to be raised to any high office unless
she is eminently fitted for the place.
At present what women have to do is
to cause their standard af education
to be raised. When this has been
done for some generations, then will
be the time under the new régime to
inquire what posts of importance they
are capable of filling. We do not
demand of a boy the strength and
power of a man, or wonder why with
all his potentiality of force lie cannot
rival at once the wisdom of an ancient,
and yet the question is constantly put
(with the belief that women expect
all this of and for thenselves), whether
they do not desire now and at once to
undertake work requiring intimate
knowledge of the laws of political and
social economy ? You think, perhaps,
I underrate the education of to-day
When I see hundreds of women who
might vote and who do not, who
might work and who do not, who have
talents but hide them in a napkin, and
candles, but bury them under a bush-
el; women who do not want to be
represented in the parliament of their
country, who are perfectly indifferent
under the discussion of the most cry-
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ing evils demanding social reform, I
think I do not exaggerate the need
of a higher and wider scope of
thought.

Women think by their indifference
and feigned humility they win admira-
tion and affection, which is ail many
of them seeni to require. They are
not conscious of the intense selfish-
ness that makes them shut their eyes
and seek only to live and let live.
For it is undoubtedly selfishness and
indolence that oblige them to forget
hov many hundreds of women are
struggling for maintenance. They call
them sisters-the family likeness is not
very great-and these " sisters " have
their bread to earn, but also nothing
to earn it with, they have been brought
up to no profession, apprenticed to
no trade, yet they are bound " some-
how," and few care how, to rough it
in the dreariest sense of the word and
to support themselves and often their
families.

And yet we are told there is no need
for women to adopt any calling!

Does it not show that reform is
much needed when so many of us are
determined to face opposition, and to
shock society by entering the profes-
sions ?

It is not nice and pleasant to shock
people, as some seem to think it is.
On the contrary, it is very disagreeable,
and a woman requires to be quite
confident that she is doing not only a
right and good thing, but the only
right and good thing under the cir-

cumstances. It is far from pleasant
to be called names, and to be treated
with contempt, and it is still more try-
ing for others to think that we hóld
ourselves superior to all around us.
We do not consider ourselves justly
open to this charge ; true, we are
forced by the very condition of things
to be self-assertive, but we do not wish
to be conceited.

Others who do not care to march
abreast with us in our movement, may
have as great or greater stores of
learning, but I must say that such
knowledge is of very little value un-
less it is made use of. It seems to
me time thrown away to study sciences
and arts assiduously, but never to
make any account of them, and I
have often wondered at men and
women whom I have been told have
read a great deal, and yet talk nothing
but the veriest small talk. What have
they done with all this acquired know-
ledge, I ask ? But that is nevtx dis-
covered, till one cannot help solving
the riddle by being tempted.to believe
that their researches have begun and
ended with the titles of the books.

I shall wait impatiently for your
next-letter, after which I have more to
say on this subject.

Till then digest this sentence from
Montaigne, àp-opos of what I have
just now said:-" Learning is in some
hands a sceptre, in others a rattle."

Your old school-fellow,

AGNODICE.
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THE TEACHER'S WORK IN THE UNIVERSITY AND THE,
PUBLIC SCHOOL.*

BY THE REV. SAM'L S. NELLES., D.D., LL.D., PRESIDENT VICTORIA UNIVERSITY,
COBOURG.

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN
OF THE CONVENTION:--

IFHAVE yielded to your earnest re-
quest to offer some remarks on this

occasion, chiefly from a desire to show
my sympathy with you in the, com-
mon work in which we are engaged.
For the work of higher education and
that of intermediate and elementary
training is one. The Universities are
not onlyfed bythe schools below, but in
a manner tethered to them, depend-
ent for their progress and power upon
the preparation which bas already
been made for the wider and more
finished culture. If the work of the
schools be poorly done, or turned in
bad directions, the entrance examin-
ations of the Universities will be pro-
portionately poor, and the subsequent
academic career made to suffer. The
schools must rise to touch the Uni-
versities, or the Universities must
descend to reach the schools. It is
but a few years since John Stuart
Mill had to use the following lan-
guage: " But schools of a still higher
description have been, even in Scot-
land, so few and inadequate, that the
Universities have had to perform
largely the functions which ought to
be performed by schools. Every
Scottish University is not a University
only, but a liigh school, to supply the

deficiency of other schools. And if
the English Universities do not do
the same, it is not because the same
need does not exist, but because it is
disregarded. Youths come to the
Scottish Universities ignorant and are
there taught. The majority of those
who come to the English Universities
corne still more ignorant, and ignorant
they go away." Complaints are often
made of the low standard in the
American Universities, but our Ameri-
can neighbours have made good pro-
gress with the materials in hand, and
all premature attempts to build be-
yond the time have failed. Dissatis-
fied with the ordinary type of Ameri-
can Universities, some notable efforts
have been made to establish some-
thing more imposing, something to
vie with the German Universities, but
it has usually been discovered that
Harvard and Yale,. Princeton and
Arnherst, are still in keeping with the
national needs. The German Uni-
versity is only made possible by the
German Gymnasium, and to over-leap
the latter and grasp at the former, is
to climb without a ladder, "to leap
at stars and fasten in the mud." The
best impetus and power of advance-
ment that has been given to Canadian
Universities during the last few years,
must be accredited to the improve-
ment that has taken place in our

*This Address, which was delivered extemporaneously to the teachers of Northumberland County at
their late Convention, has been greatly condensed and almost mutilated in writing it out, so as to bring
it within reasonable limits for publication in these §ages. Only the urgent request of others could have
induced the writer to furnish, in this forma, what was prepared very hastily, and was only intended as a
word of encouragement to the teachers assembled at the time.-S. S. N.
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elementary schools, and especially to
the increased efficiency of our High
Schools and Collegiate Institutes.

On the other hand, there is a similar
dependence of elementary and inter-
mediate education upon the work of
the Universities, and in fact upon all
higher learning. This holds good
both of the malter and the methods of
instruction, although the fact is one
that the mass of people seldom recog-
nize. It is assumed that the colleges
need the schools, but that the schools
could do well enough without the
colleges. Never was there a greater
mistake. Quite recently a public
complaint was put forth by one of
our most efficient and prominent
educators against the endowment
of a national University in Ontario,
on the ground that the general wants-
of the community are sufficiently pro-
vided for by the preparatory schools,
and that the University, being chiefly
of service to professional men, should
be supported by those who reap the
advantages. This is hardly sound
doctrine, -and I hope it will not spread.
Doubtless the endowment by the State
of one single college is a very one-
sided policy (what, by way of legiti-
mating the common phrase, we may
call a "one-horse " policy), and in-
flicts serious disadvantages and in-
justice upon the other outlying Col-
leges, but for all that, even a member
of an outlying College may be
permitted to deprecate the state-
abandonment of higher learning. The
public good would appear rather to
call for the support of several Colleges
than the disendowment of the one.
However this may be, it is all-impor-
tant to remember the inestimable
benefits conferred by these higher
institutions, and by all men of science,
not merely upon the professional
classes, but upon the people at large,
and especially upon the work of the
intermediate and elementary schools.
The schools indeed teach only rudi-

mentary knowledge, but what is ele-
mentary now was not always element-
ary, nay rather, it is the simplified and
popular statement of what was once
scarcely known at all, or known only
to men of profound thought, and dis-
covered by them after many years of
laborious investigation. Nor w'ould
their laborious researches have been
crowned with success, but for the
tentative efforts and frequent failures
of a long line of predecessors. The
torch to be handed on must be kept
always burning. The rotundity of
the earth, the Copernican astronomy,
the law of gravitation, the circulation
of the blood, the existence of an
American continent : these are all
elementary matters now, and more or
less inculcated in our common school-
books, and implied in the ordinary
speech of the common people, but
they were once hidden in darkness,
and were only made visible by the
light of intense thought, focalized
long and earnestly in the distant
watch-towers where men of genius
have stood through the chilly hours
watching for the dawn. Euclid and
Kepler, Copernicus, Newton and
Faraday, these are the men who have
snatched from heaven the immortal
flame that burns so brightly where
our busy youth first grow warm with
intellectual life. And we are not to
suppose that this great law of intel-
lectual heritage is abrogated. The
hills still water the plains, and far up
the cold mountain side may be now
rising the rill, that, by and by, as a
majestic river, is to sweep grandly on
across the continent, with its curves
of beauty and its fertilizing power.
In the endowed halls of science, or
in the heroic exploring expedition,
still toil the men who are to make
new discoveries "for the relief of
man's estate." It was no sordid aim
that sent Livingstone and Stanley to
open up the recesses of Africa, but
already the merchant scents from afar
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the fragrance of new fields of com-
merce. Nor do studies which yield
the quickest return always yield the
largest. The manifold relations and
ultimate effects of the great secrets of
nature arc seldom obvious even to
the man of genius, and what seems
purely speculative or matter of idle
curiosity, has often been found preg-
nant with vast results, both for the
convenience and the ornament of life.
Here also the promise holds good, lie
that seeketh findeth, but ofttimes
findeth better than his hope. Saul,
seeking asses, found a kingdom, and
the alchemists seeking gold sometimes
made discoveries more precious than
gold. The so-called practical man
has doubtless bis uses, but one of his
uses is to eat, at the bottom of1the
tree, the fruit which the man of genius
and high culture hands him from the
sunlit boughs beyond his reach. The
Baconian clamour for " fruit," which
Macaulay bas so partially interpreted,
is a natural cry, but is, after all, the
cry of a helpless babe, to which only
mother-wit of a very rare order can
give the answer, otherwise the babe
remains empty-handed and empty-
mouthed,

" And with no language but a cry."

Let those then who value the common
schools and the comnion weal, learn
also to value all higher learning, and
not look grudgingly on money expend-
ed for Colleges and Universities.
The teacher that was wont to stand
uncovered before his pupils, seeing
their future greatness in the dormant
capacity, was touched with a genuine
and far-seeing gift. of reverence, but
the mechanic, or farmer, or'sailor,
who should alvays uncover in view of
a college don'e or magnetic observa-
tory, would ave an equally com-
mendable sense of " the eternal
fitness of things." To such minds
these things may seem cold and
distant as the clouds, but the distant

clouds that seem to go drifting coldly
and idly by, will in due time fall in
refreshing floods to quicken the grow-
ing harvest and to swell the autumn
fruit.

As regards met/ods of instruction,
there is the sanie law of dependence.
Dr. Johnson indeed declared that no
further light could be shed on systenis
of education, and that the subject was
as well understood as it ever w'ould
be. But Dr. Johnson, being a great
man, sometimes made great blunders,
and this is one of them. Against such
high authority we have the authority
of a host of niodern educators, to-
gether with the fact of many educa-
tional improvements introduced since
the time of Dr. Johnson. There is
scarcelyany branch of learning that may
not be made to throw light on educa-
tional methods. Physiology, psycholo-
gy,ethics, -sthetics, political economy,
history, each one cornes laden vith a.
contribution. Nearer, therefore, to-
the truth than this dictuni of the
great lexicographer, would it be to say
that education is an inexhaustible
science, limited in its developments
only by the intuitions of genius and
the progress of the race.

And now, Mr. President, I mayrefer
to another bond of union or point of
agreement between us, and that is the
somewhat galling bond of poverty. It
does seem a little strange that we
teachers, who stand so high as public
benefactors, should stand so low in
point of remuneration. The chief
waiter of a large hotel receives higher
pay than a Head Master of a High
School, or perhaps, a University Pro-
fessor. We learn on high authority
that the most lucrative office in the
Upiversity of Oxford is that of Col-
lege Head-with the exce/tion of lte
cookl This disposes one to exclaim
with Carlyle, "On cookery let us build
our stronghold, brandishing our fry-
ing-pan as a censer." It is indeed
not easy to be a cook, and cater to the
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-fastidious palates of a varietyof guests,
but it is just as hard to provide men-
tal pabulun for slow-digesting pupils;
and at the same time please the ill-
instructed fancies and niggardly dis-
positions of trustees, parents and rate-
payers. Let us console ourselves
with the recollection of the nobleness
of our work, and the excellence of our
conipany. AU the world's greatest
benefactors have found that the re-
ward of virtue is not bread. But it is
nobler to diffuse knowledge among
the people than it is to wear soft
clothing in king's palaces. Let, then,
the school-teacher, like the preacher
,and the poet,rejoice in the high honour
of representing that which, being
more precious than rubies, is not to
be rewarded by secular enoluments.

Let no one wonder that I have
naned the teacher along with the
preacher. They are as closely allied
in their work as in the scantiness of
their remuneration. We may differ as
to the prominence to be given to
religion in the school-room, but no
Protestant Christian can doubt that
popular education is indispensable to
a pure and progressive Christianity.
" No savage,"' says Whately, " can
be a Christian." It is certain that no
Christian can long remain a savage,
and equally certain that an ignorant
people will always tend more or less
to narrow and adulterate the purest
religious faith. The sacred element
will take the hue and the flavour of
the vessel in which it is lodged.
Quicquid recQitur, recijitur ad modum
recipiiuti. Pulpit and pew, church
and school, theology and literature,
act and react upon each other in a
thousand ways. Ve cannot, indeed,
affirm that culture and refinement will
heal the leprosy of the soul, but they
will hold in check the demon of
superstition, and afford the most
natural and proper alliance for the re-
ligion of Him " in whom lie hid all
the treasures of wisdom and know-

14

ledge." We shall find our security for
the State, not of necessity in combin-
ing within the same place and person
the tvo-fold office of spiritual te.cher
and secular, but in providing both in
due eficiency for all classes of the
people :-

Nor lced the skeptic's puny hands,
While icar the school the church-spire

stands,
Nor fcar the blinded bigot's rule,

While near the church-spirc stands the
school."

I think the time lias cone when we
Canadians must feel more than ever
how deeply urgent is the need for
calling into fullest play the intellectual
energies of our people. Great ques-
tions are upon us. Sometimes vithin
a few hours we are called upon to give
our verdict upon controversies affect-
ing the highest interests of the State.
Only a thoughtful, well.informed peo-
ple can govern themselves, as we are
called to do. It is the schooimaster
alone that can make self-government
possible, or infuse something Jike
rational method into the madness of
universail suffrage. " All glories,"
says Macaulay, " fade before the glory
of the statesman," but when states-
men (or rulers at any rate) are made
and unmade by the voice of the
crowd, there is danger lest the glory
of the scatesman should fade before the
glory of him who knows best

"To fool the crowd with glorious lies."

It is the schoolmaster that gives
the true statesman power to save the
State. Let the marble monument pro-
claim in every land the glory of the
statesman, but let the people tread
lightly, too, upon the green sod that
wraps the grave of the village school-
master. All honour to the patriot vho
falls in the fight forfreedom, but history
teaches only too well how little avail
the victories of the battle-field, with-
out intelligence and virtue to preserve
what battles have won. It is chiefly
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froni within that nations perish, and
in the humble school-house Canadians
must build the bulwark to guard the
precious heritage of constitutional
frecdom, which statesmen have nia-
tured, and for which herocs have died.
Nor is heroisni altogether wanting
fron the tcacher's life. There arc
many kinds of heroisn, and not the
least to be admired is that which lies
back in the quiet and obscure places.
Nay, it is often casier to die amid the
blare of trumpets, the waving of ban-
ners, and the high enthusiasm of war,
than to toil and suffer bravely on
through the long years of poverty
and neglect. Wherever truc work
is donc, wherever pure motives
prevail, wherever, amid circum-
stances of trial, privation, and dis-
couragement, the heart and hand
fail not, but with self-sacrificing forti-
tude struggle patiently on to the re-
quired end; there always is heroisn.
Such a lot is often laid upon the
teacher, but let him labour in faith and
hope as one who builds more grandly
than they who shaped the Parthenon,
or piled the Pyramids. Of all the
fabrcs reared by man, what can rival
his in beauty, in value, or in imperish-
ability? Who else on this earth can
build above the storms ? Mutation
and decay sweep round the globe.
History itself is but a kind of
epitaph. While we build we die, and
our buildings crumble upon our graves
Pictures fade, statues are broken, or
buried, philosophies shift and reshape
themselves like the visions of a kaleid-
oscope, cities and civilizations break
into dust, and if the Pyramids still
raise their massive forms above the
Nile, it is only to mark the vanity of
kings and- the pride of power-the
melancholy remains of a departed
glory,-a memorial, but a tomb. And
what is gone comes not again. Han-
nibal and Cæsar may indeed have a
resurrection, but the cerements of

old Carthage and Rome shall never
be burst asunder. But within the
imnimortal spirit of man, wherc the
teacher carves his lines and moulds
the character, the winds and the iloods
have no power. The teacher does
indeed build above the storis, and
may dcfy the pitiless pelting of the
rains. His marble temple shall never
be " moss-grown nor frost-flung."
Gothu nor Vandal slall imlutilate the
stones; the drifting sands of the desert
shall not cover then; but, all un-
touched by "Time's effacing fingers,"
slh'all they abide from age to age,
taking on ever-new grandeur of
outline, and ever-new lighît of beau-
ty. The familiar illustration of Ad-
dison, in which lie likens the work
of the educator to that of the sculp-
tor on the marble, will never lose its
aptness or value, but hov far short
after all it falls of doing justice to the
teacher's mission. It is counted high
praise to say of the scuilptor that he
can "almnost make the marble speak."
He gives us the simulation of a nian;
but hov much greater and nobler to
give us by education the man in real-
ity 1 To evoke from the rude mind
the power to think, to feel, to imagine,
to enableit "to borrow splendour fron
all that is fair, to subordinate to itself
all that is great, and to sit enthroned
on the riches of the universe 1" The
well-shaped statue lifted to a niche in
some palace or famous abbey pre-
serves the memory of the dead, and
gives immortal fame to the sculptor ;
the living spirit, endowed with illimit-
able powers of development, chiselled
by a finer touch, and fashione1 by an
inward growth, is raised to a here
beyond the palaces and galleries of
earth, to be radiant forever with
celestial light, vocal forever with a
celestial song, and employed for
ever

"In such great offices as suit
The full-grown energies of heaven."
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VIRGIL FOR THE ENGLISH STUDENT.

DY THE REV. C. P. MULVANY, bl.A., CARRYING PLACE.

T HE phase of classical culture whichhas obtained of late years lias
made Greek and Latin more unap-
proachable than ever to other than
University Students. For the classi-
cal languages are now studied more
for their form than their matter-more
for grammatical and philologiral
criticism than for the appreciative
culture of the literature itself. Yet
surely the latter at least ought not to
be neglected. Its refining influence is
the most permanent benefit to be
derived from the classical part of a
Colle r course. And it would enable•
thos whose education is for commer-
cial or other purposes, confined to
what can be read in English, to obtain
at least this part of the advantage of
a University training, if adequate re-
presentatives of the great monuments
of classical culture were within their
reach. Mr. Matthew Arnold has
pleaded in his lucid and appreciative
essay on Translations of Homer, for a
version of the Iliad in the measure of
the original. To his arguments may
surely be added the advantage to the
purely English student of seeing the
movement of the Greek poetry repre-
sented in a measure like that of the
original.

All that has been said of Homer
applies, of course, to Virgil's great
epic. The latter, indeed, is perhaps
more easily appreciated. It has con-
tributed important influences to Euro-
pean thought, and Christian popular
eschatology (as it is called) is under

no slight obligations to the description
of the descent into Hades of the
hero of Virgil's pocm.

Such a work as I desiderate would
be published in cheap form. It would
commence with a brief popular sketch
of the Poet, of his position in classi-
cal literature and that of the Christian
decadence. It would not puzzle the
student with dactyls, spondees or
ctesmas-even the word "hexame-
ter" should be escheved. It -.vould
simply be stated that the versification
was a rhythm, identical as far as possi-
ble with that of the original, and that
the order ,nd literal force of the words
were given as nearly as might be.

Explanation should be added of the
localities, and of the chief oft-recur-
ring names for Greek or Trojan. Some
of the more striking portions of the en-
tire poem, as the adventures of Eneas,
might be then given in one book at
least, to be rendered from beginning
tu end. For this purpose the second
might well be chosen-its subject,
the destruction of Troy by fire, stands
complete as a picture, apart from the
rest of Virgil's poem, and the growing
force of the tremendous catastrophe
increases in interest from the time that
the midnight spectre announces to the
son of Venus that all is lost, and
through the hurry to and fro of mid-
night battle, to the tragic dignity of
Priam's death ; till at last the hero, un-
daunted by mortal arms,shrinks in ter-
ror from the vision, like that of the
young r-.an "whoseeyes Elishaopened"
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in Hebrewstory-of the terrible powers
of Heaven hostile to Troy. I venture
on a fcw speciicis of the manner in
which this might be done, so as to
bring the force and flow of. the original
before thenind oi the English student,
and itmlight be hoped be of use to the
classical student in our Canadian
Universities in the endeavour to trans-
Lite the Latin into literal, and at the
saine tinie not slovenly or inelegant
English. I commence vith the pas-
sage in the second book, wlcn 4Enteas,
startled fromi sleep by tie ghost of
Hector, realizes the fact that ail is lost:
Meanwiiie with inanifold noise the walls of

th:- city are msingled.
Nearer and nearer, pltio' the home of msy

Faticr Ansciises
Stood retired from the street, and screened

by shrubberies round it,
The loud sounds grew clear, and the clashing

of anus is apparent.
Out of miy slecp I start, and up to the rouf

of the building,
Clinsim by a stair, and stand witi ears that

Cagerly listen-
As, wien amid the oris, a flamîe, hy the lurious

soth wind
Falls in a rapid streai in torrent force from

the umountain,
Floods the ficids, the blooning crops and

toils Uf the oxcn -
Sveeping the wvoods in its way, and the

startied shepherd, beiolding,
Stands overwhelmcd at the crash from the

lofty cliff as hie hears it.

-Or, take the passage where Eneas
lias roused a body of Trojans to en-
gage in resistance to the victors-

Madness came witlh my vords, then wild as a
herd of the war-wolves

Wrapped in a cloud of the night, whose
bellics cruelest hunger

Stings in their mad carcer, whtse wielps in
their dens that expect them,

Wait with dry lips at home, just as througi
arrows,

Wend we to certain death, and, in the nidst
of the conflict, through armies

Hold our way which niglt with sable wings
o'ershadows.

Or, when after a first success, their
ranks are disorganized by the attempt
to rescue Cassandra-

Lo i by her loose hair ialed, tftie virgin
daughtcr of Priam,

Sce wc Cassandra dragged from fane and
shrine of Minerva,

Raising in vain appcal her ardcnt cycs to the
hcavens.

Only lier cycs, lier dclicate hands the cords
werc contining.

This was a sigit that Cora:bus could not
bcar in his passion,

And on ticir iidmost array he fell, detcr.
mined on dying,

Al follow on ; wc charge inid focs that
thicken around us.

The most desperate fighting goes on
around the Palace of Priam. Then a
minute description is given of the
Roman mcthod of storming a wall
leld by the enemy :
Sec we the gatc beset by shicided strcss of

the storners-
Laddcrs cling to the walis, are close prest in

to tie door posts.
Cliib ticy on steps, ticir siield witi the

lcft hand turned to the missiles.
Thus secured, with the riglt they grasp the

battlemients' sumiiit.
Then do tihe Trojans in turn the towcrs and

tops of the houses
Hurl on the foe, with tiese as tlcy see the

ruin impending
In the despair of death they seek the means

of resistance.
Beams adorned witi gold, anccstral ieir looms

of honour
Roll they down.

But Pvrrhus or Neo'ptolemus, son
of Achihes, leads the Greek.

Hard by the outer porch and the very thres-
iold is Pyrrhus,

Proud in his bright array of weapons and
glittering armour,

As wien the viper on venom fed, comes into
the sunshine

Whom in swollen sleep cold winter long
was concealing,

Now having cast its skin, renewed in youth as
in beauty,

Writhing its scaly back, it rolls with crest thàt
is lifted

Nigh to the genial sun with three-forked
tongue as it flickers.

Then when the palace is taken and
Priam slain, comes one of the most
striking passages of the poem, in
which, by the aid of Heaven, the liero
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has his eyes opened to the agency of S i 1 what grief can prompt in thcc such

saperhuman powcrs of cvil. css nngcr,

Thcn I look back and sec what force is left
to support mc.

AUl hnd gone, worn out, or with a bound
from the raimparts

Cast their wcaricd limbs, or to the fircs had
rcsigned thcm.

Now I atone was left, when, by tie temple of
Vcsta,

Silcntly lurking hid in a secret scat for asylum,
Hclen I saw-for now the flames to my van-

dering fuotstcps
Give bright light, as I cast my cyes on all

that is round nie-
She who the r'rojans feared her focs fur Troy

that is capturcc,
Nor with Icss cause the Grcek, andi wrath of

the lord she hnd injured,
Hid herself there and, hated thing, sat close

to the Altar.
Flashed the fire in my soul, and anger

prompts in a moment
Vengeance for fatherland and fit rcward for

the guilty-
-Goes she to Sparta safe, to ler native home

at MycenS,
Then like a Queen, to move in royal grace

to a triumph,
Iusband and home, and sons and parents

there to revisit,
Girt with Trojan girls and Phrygian slaves

to attend her.
Priam be slain with the sword, and Troy be

sunk into ashes 1
Shores of the Dardan land be soaked with

blood, and so often i
Never i altho' it gain scant praise to punish

a woman,
Nor is there ought of fame to win wherc this

is the conquest,
Yet shall it be to my piaise to have crushed

the thing that is evil,
Giving to guilt its need, and sating father-

land's ashes.

So I exclaimed, and still vith maddened
mind was borne onward-

Vhen to my gaze, before not seen, so beauti.
ful ever

Shone amid cloudless light my goddess
mother before me.

All-divine she seemed, and as to the dwellers
in Heaven,

Such and so fair revealed, and with her hand
as she held me

Stayed she my steps, while thus with roseate
lips she addressed me :

* a e * a e

No it mark for thy hate the fatal bcauty of
Iclen.

Blame not Paris for this; the Godsthe Gods,
in their angcr

Wrought this min, and brought on Troy this
terrible cnding.

Sec, for I lift the veil which fromi th eycs of
a mortal

lides the world unscen, and thou, refuse not
obedience

Duc to a mother's word, nor scorn to bend
to her bidding.

Lo i by the shattcred piles, and rocks from
rocks that arc rifted.

Icre wiere Uic snoke upeuris with wavcs of
dust intermingled,

Neptune shakes the walls, and deep uplicavcd
with his trident

Smites fourlations down, arad from its centre
the city

Far and vide overthrows. By the Sc.an
gate in her anger,

Juno sits supreme, and from the ships to the
focman

Girt with the sword she calls.

Said she, and shroudcd her form in densest
shades of the darkncss.

Terrible forms appear, and boding ill to the
Trojans

Powers of the mighty Gods I

If in our Universities more stress
were laid on the rendering the Greek
and Latin authors into not merely
literal, but adequate and correct
English, much more might be per-
manently assimilated. 'Even to the
English student access to an English
version of Virgil, not translated into
the manner of Pope, nor of Chaucer,
nor of Scott, but aiming to reproduce
the rhythm of the original, and as far
as possible the spirit and flow of the
original words, will give some flavour
of that old wine of the world's culture,
of which those who have drank deep-
est of the new, will avow that " the
old is better."
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THE STUDY OF HISTORY IN SCHOOLS.

Y J. IENDERSoN, M.A., ST. CATHIARINES.

A T the prescnt day, when so manysubjects of study have been intro.
duced into ourSchool programmcs,dif-
ferent opinions will always be formed
about thcir respective inerits. There
scems, however, to be a consensus of
opinion as to the importance of the
subject under consideration. If in-
tclligently taught, history ought to
form a very important factor in a sound
elementary education. We are, how-
ever, forced to the conclusion that the
study is very imperfectly pursued in
the great majority of our schools.
This arises from the fact that it
is often improperly treated of in
the ordinary manuals; but perhaps the
chief cause is the tendency to cram
under the pressure of examinations.
The latter is a complaint univers.1 in
its extent in Ontario, and the only
remedy will be to remove the induce-
ments given for cram work by educa-
tional authorities. The great end and
aim of all education is not so much
what is sudied but how il is studied.
The formation of correct habits of
thought is infinitely more valuable to
the pupil than the mere knowledge
imparted. To induce and foster this
accuracy-to train the pupil to think
with precision in forming his conclu-
sions-must be the constant care of the
instructor of youth; and he who has
not secured this is justi&ed in form.
ing the opinion that there is some-
thing radically wrong somewhere.
There is nothing more to be deplored
than the amount of "nebulous "

knowledge that ive find prevalent in
our schools in nearly all subjects.
The vicious habit of indistinct pcrccp-
tion is not shaken off when the school.
boy throws aside his satchel and steps
out into the world to take his place
and fight his way for himself. It
clings to him often for life, and bas a
direct tendency to mar his success
and hamper all his efforts. A pupil
trained, under such circumstances,
niust unlearn these pernicious habit.
if ever ha aspires to anything worthy
of ambition.

In rcading over the report of the
Sub-Examiners for the Intermediate,
ve arc not at all astonished to find

that history is gradually becoming a
subject for crami. It would indeed be
a miracle wcre it otherwise. By pre-
scribing for the lower forms of our
High Schools so much to be over-
taken, some subjcds will naturally
receive undue attent.in to the detri-
ment of others, and this is directly
caused by the amount of work to be
gone over in the limited time that
most pupils have at their disposal in
preparing for an examination. For the
Upper School special periods of history
are chosen, while the pupils of the
Lower School are assigned the whole
of English History. If these con-
ditions were reversed, the result
would be beneficial to all concerned.
With so much placed on their shoul.-
ders, the pupils are not to be blamed
if examiners complain of the ludicrous
jumbling together of facts, dates, and
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persons; but the systeni that pcrpctu-
atcs and directly aids and abets such
a state of matters must be ccnsurcd.
The crude and unscicntific answcrs
that wc often listen to arise from a
dim, hazy perception of the subjcct.
With many tcachers, the "be all"
and the "end all" of history secnis
to be a dry narrative of events,
strung together with as little connec-
tion as the buttons on a little girl's
magic string. A detailed account of
battlcs and sieges with the exact num-
ber of the killed, wounded, missing
and prisoners, the paraplhernalia of a
grand cour%, are to them matters of
most absorbing interest and of the ut-
most moment, while the real life of a
nation is kept in the back ground or
left outof the picture altogether. \Vhcn
Macaulay gave to the world his his-
tory, and led nien to examine life
in the cottage of the labourer as well
as in the palace, he taught a les-
son too often overlooked. The de-
pendence of one class of the com-
munity on another must fully be un-
derstood in estimating forces whose
outcome exhibits itself in battles or
sieges. The events which form the
great points in history can be properly
read only when we have investi-
gated the causes which led to therm.
A matter apparently of trifling impor-
tance often becomes the nucleus of a
system that develops into a great prin-
ciple in history. The fall of an apple,
by an ordinary observer passes un-
noticed, but it suggested to Newton
one of the deepest principles in phil-
osophy. The minutim of history in
the same way forrm the key-notes of
the great problems that arise from
them. Our school histories generally
are deficiçnt in this respect, that they
often treat of as subordinate, matters
that ought to occupy the first place in
investigating the lfe of a nation. The
part of English history before the
reign of Henry VII., under such
treatment, is anomalous and perfectly

inexplicable to the casual obscrvcr.
One would imagine that no onc lived
thcn but mail-clad Knights. whose
spccial duty was to kill and rob indis-
criminatcly. The great change that
spread over western Europe during
his rcign and that of his successor,
is unaccountablc unlcss wc deal
ivith the contcmporary history of
the period. The rail of Constantin-
ople, by which the Grcek literature of
the Byzantine Empire was disseminat-
cd throughout Europe, was one of the
main causes of the great intellectual
strides that werc then madc. But,
strange to say, our histories in ncarly
evcryinstanceleavcsuch facts out of the
question. Contemporary history is
invaluable as a means of explaining
many of the grear changes thatoccur in
a nation's career. Again we maay also
refer to the Crusades as another in-
stance of flagrant omission. The
many and varied influences that they
liad on the national lire of England
are passed by with a mere reference.
Instances of such omissions, which
every teacher deplores and laments,
might be multiplied without numbgr.
Our historians are apt to form theories
of their own, which are thoroughly
baseless, to explain events, the evident
reasons for which, are furnished on
merely glancing at the contemporary
history of other nations. The isolated
character of the nations of the ancient
world,or of medireval Europe,is a thing
ofthepast. Mankindaregraduallycom-
ing more andmore to feel their depend-
ence on each other. The modern
inventions of steam and telegraph are
assimilatingcountries that hitherto have
been widely different, socially and in-
tellectually. By h great tidal waves
of history we gai a comprehensive
and enlarged view of the great prob-
lems that are being worked in differ-
ent nations under various circuma-
stances. These are assuredly of much
more importance than the death of one
king and the accession of another.
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As is the case with many other
branches of learning, History cannot
properly be isolated; it must neces-
sarily encroach on the domain of Physi-
cal geography for us to thoroughly un-
derstand the influences at work in build-
ing up a national character. We must
inform ourselves of the climate in which
the inhabitants live,the mountainranges
that traverse the country, the rivers
that form the avenues of trade, the
seas that lave the shores, and last,
though not least, the natural products
that supply the necessaries or the luxu-
ries of life. Without this additional
information our knowledge must be
cramped and confined; and it is
a matter of regret that this subject,
evidently so important, has been
practically left out of our studies
altogether. Physical geography is
undoubtedly one of the most impor-
tant as well as one of the most inter-
esting subjects that can engage the
attention of youth, and why it should
be practically ignored has always
seemed a grievous mistake. The
neglect of it often causes. the most
egregious blunders, and most unscien-
tific notions of important facts.
Breadth and accuracy of thought-the
great principles of generalization-can
be formed only when we obtain a com-
prehensive view of the dependence
of the one subject on the other. A
most mistaken idea seems to prevail
-that any subject to be treated in a
scientific manner demands advanced
pupils. There can be no greater mis-
take. There is a science in teaching
the very elements of a subject, and
in these very preliminaries of instruc-
tion often the greatest skill and dis-
cernment of the teacher are required.
No one thanks an instructor for the abil-

ity shown by a few clever boys that he
may be successful with. Without hil
these boys would be clever. But
the man who builds a sure foundation,
whose motto is lente festinare, consis-
tently with solid instruction, fulfils the
great end of teaching. The old adage,
"Well begun is half done,"isof universal
application in learning. The great
defect in our schools is that there is

not enough of this kind of instruc-
tion. There would be little difficulty
if we had a manual suitable for giving
our junior pupils a clear and accurate
conception of history-if what may
be termed the salient points were
selected. It would be a great boon
if such a book were introduced,
especially into our Public Schools.
In these the history labours under this
difficulty-the thorough uselessness of
our ordinary text-books. If an idea
were also giv.en of contemporarY
history, the skilful teacher would have
little difficulty in adding what maY
have been omitted. At present, the
youthful aspirant to a High SchoOl
course, has to wade through such an
amount of matter that he becornes
thoroughly bewildered and lost in in-
extricable mazes. "What is worth
doing is worth doing well." The
time that a boy spends at school i&
limited to a few years, in the most of
cases, and during that period the best
instruction is that which leads him tO
deal with the leading features of anY
subject. Instead of becoming the sYS-
tem of Mnemonics, to which it has beel
reduced, history might become Of
invaluable worth as a means of mental
training and discipline. How far it
has become so the Examiners for the
"Intermediate" know best.
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DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS AND THE INTERMEDIATE

EXAMINATION.

BY A HEAD MASTER.

H ELD for the first time in June,
1876, the " Intermediate " has

now been long enough in operation
to justify us in accepting the results
as at Icast an indication of the influ-
nce it is likely to have on education.

We by no means under-estimate the
good it has accomplished: the spirit
of competition it has engendered
amongst our High Schools and the
dread of ignominious failure which
haunts the less ambitious of the Mas-
ters, have, no doubt, had a telling ef-
fect on the quantity of the work done
since its introduction ; but, mak-
ing all allowances for the interrup-
tions its development has met with in
the various efforts of the Department
to rectify its defects, we by no means
look upon it.as an unalloyed blessing.
It is a remarkable fact that the
opinion of the Teaching Profession is
almost unanimously against this "in-
spectional examination," even in the
case of those who, for a few years
past, have had, in addition to other
advantages, a free semi-annual adver-
tise. .ent in the Toronto dailies. One
would think that the consensus of the
masters would have had before now
some weight with the Minister of.
Education; it is unfortunately too
much to expect most of his advisers
to give it the consideration it deserves.
We willingly give Mr. Crooks credit
for having, in most matters that
concern his Department, a sincere de-
sire to benefit education and to prove
himself no unworthy successor of his
predecessor in office ; and, if political

associations occasionally fetter his
freedom of action, it must be regarded.
as ope of the unfortunate necessities
of his-position. The frequent changes
made by the Department in the con-
duct of the Intermediate show also-
that a doubt as to its advisability some-
times occurs to the mind of the Min-
ister. But no such thoughts trouble
those to whose discrimination and
sagacity he has a right to look for a
reliable opinion, and it cannot but be
regarded as a misfortune that educa-
tional matters have so long been vir-
tually under the control of men who,
onthe showing of their officialsuperiors,.
are more remarkable for obstinate self-
assertion than sound judgment.

We propose to reproduce some of
the opinions expressed by the High
School Inspectors in reference to the
Intermediate in the last Annual
Report. They discuss with charac-
teristic nodesty the main objections
that have been raised, and, though
they by no means do its opponents
justice, we shall take their statement
of the case :

" Another objection is that the in-
termediate examination causes the
work of both pupils and masters to be
done under too great a pressure. As
through the diminution of the pecuni-
ary value of Upper School pupils, and
through the operation of other causes,
the pressure is gradually lessening,
this objection is by degrees losing any
force it may once have had. It will,
of course, always be the case that in
consequence of differences of temper-
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ament, surroundings, etc., the pres-
sure which in one case operates as a
healthy stimulus, may in anoth-r be
found unbearable ; but it is impossible
to provide in a system for special
cases. We are not of opinion, that
the pressure of the intermediate ex-
amination is now generally found to
be too severe."

In the present condition of matters
it is unnecessary to demonstrate the
unsoundness of this i.}se dixit. On
the recommendation of Prof. Young,
who, as stated by Mr. Crooks, has
after about three years' ruminaiion
cone to the conclusion reached by the
profession in as many months, " that
the pressure of the Intermediate is
generally found to be too severe," it
lias been decided by the Department
to hold, in future, but one a year. We
only regret, in the interest of sound
mental and physical education, that
mitigation of the evil and not annihil-
ation has been the result of the deli-
berations of the Chairman of the
Central Committee. That before long
the pernicious effects of the unhealthy
stimulus to which our High Schools
are being suhjected will show them-
selves still more plainfly, we do not for
a moment doubt; nor do we hesitate
to believe that this tardy concession
will pave the way to a complete re-
modelling of the whole scheme. We
do not, however, intend to discuss
this important modification of the ori-
ginal plan until the details are before
the public; but we most decidedly
object to the perpetuation of what
will now more than ever become a
delusive misnomer-the title " Pay-
ment by Results."

The second objection noted by the
High School Inspectors is the one to
which we desire in the meantime to
direct particular attention :-

"The objection brought against the
intermediate examination that it fosters
cramming is one which, if valid, in-
volves in a common condemnation all

written examinations for the purpose
of classifying or in any way determin-
ing the standing or attainments of
candidates. It has great weight with
those whose minds are under the do-
minion, not of ideas, but of words.
Cramming may be defined to mean
filling the mind with knowledge which
is not so thoroughly assimilated as to
become a permanent possession. In
this sense the Intermediate Examina-
tion lias absolutely lessened cram-
ming. The knowledge imparted nov
is far more thoroughlyassimilated than
that imparted before it was establish-
ed. There is, of course, still much
learned which is soon forgotten. But
is it important that every fact memor-
ized or line of reasoning employed in
school, should be retained forever ?
Should not educators aim rather at
training the mind than at making it a
lumber room for the preservation of
that which were better destroyed?"

After the reception their other
" opinion" has met with from the
Minister of Education and Prof.
Young, who, doubtlessly, know how
to estimate the capacity of their sub-
ordinates, little importance might be
attached to the bristling assertions
which form the sum and substance of
the above paragraph. Any unpreju-
diced observer will conclude that the
unanimous opinion of the HighSchdol
Masters, based in their case, we may
add, on personal observation and ex-
perience-that this system does in-
crease the tendency "to cram" even in
therestricted sense in which the term is
employed above-isworth more consid-
eration than has hitherto been given it.
We knov that it has been asserted
that most of the Masters are so averse
to liard work and the employnent of
methods of teaching that entail addi-
tional labour, that they are willing to
press any objection likely to aid in
restoring them to that land of Lotos-
eaters in which they dwelt before
1876. We have no means of estima-
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ting the correctness of this statement;
but even had we no other verification
of the teacher's view of the question
at issue, ve should be justified in hesi-
tating to accept it. It so happens,
however, that the Sub-examiners'
Reports, which appear in the Blue
Books for 1876 and 1877, are, to our
mind corroborative of objections
germane to the one we are discussing.
These Reports deal with the subject
as a whole, and read in connection
with .the papers set at the examina-
tions, are a fairly reliable indication-
not of the ability and faithfulness of
the teachers-but of what they are
able to do under the new mode of
-controlling educational work. But,
as we have said, these Reports are
valuable for more reasons than those
which have prompted their publica-
tion.

Our readers are, of course, aware
that the subjects for the Intermediate
are grouped and valued as follows -
I. Arithmetic, 1oo; Algebra, 100 ;
Geometry, ioo. II. English Gram-
mar, 18o; English Composition, 75 :
Dictation, 45. III. English Litera-
ture, 1oo; History, oo ; Geography,
1oo. IV. (a) Latin, 300 ; (b) French,
3oo; (c) German, 300; (e) Natural
Philosophy, 11o; Chemistry, 110;
Book-keeping, 8o. It must also be
borne in mind that the maximum
value of the correct answer to each
question has been given on every
paper since July, 1877,-a circum-
stance which is important in tracing
from year to year the influence of the
Intermediate. Both teachers and
candidates in this way know not only
what subjects and what departments
of subjects it will pay to study, but
also what method of study or teach-
.ing will enable them to secure the
minimum for pass ; for the Interme-
diate has the disadvantage of being sim-
ply a qualifying examination. In fact
with the data provided, it is almost
possible to reduce " Passing the In-

termediate" to the conditions of an
exact science. Of the subjects pre-
scribed for this examination, some are
evidently more useful for educating
than others. ITo one will maintain
that the candida.- who makes 6o per
cent. on the Geometry paper, for in-
stance, by doing the book-work alone,
bas acquired the same amount of
mental discipline as the one w-ho bas
proved himself able to work out de-
ductions. It is equally clear that the
candidate who makes a god percent-
age in the English Grammar group,
obtaining 6o or 70 per cent. in Eng-
lish Composition is better educated
than the one who makes the same per-
centage in the group but bas made up
for his 20 percent. in English Compo-
sition by a large percentage in Gram-
mar. The same remarks will apply
with equal force to Geography and
the Optional Groups. It is notorious
amongst High School Masters that
most of the candidates make their cal-
culations in accordance with the fol-
lowing scheme :-

In Group I,Book-work in Geometry
-which usually counts 55 or 6o per
cent. of the paper--vill save the
student from a plucking ; his Eng-
lish Grammar-a subject easily got up
so far as Book-work and Analysis and
Parsing are concerned-will carry him
through Group II; and so on with
Geography in Group III; and Chem-
istry, and French, Latin, and German
trandlation and Grammar in the
Optional Groups. In other words he
knows that he may safely treat with
comparative neglect the study of those
subjects that requirethe exercise of the
higher mental povers, il he is able to
cram as he goes on, or towards the
end of the course. The teacheris, of
course, driven to adopý the same plan,
and to sacrifice education for the sake
of the money grant. In many cases,
indeed, he would be powerless to in-
duce the young man or woman aiming
at a second-class certificate to devote
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much attention to a subject, or part
of a subject, that would not pay. Be-
fore the introduction of the Inter-
mediate, Geometry, English Composi-
tion, History, Chemistry, and French,
Latin and German Composition,
might have been taught as they should
be taught: as matters now stand it is
either impossible or impolitic to do
this before the student has passed;
for every teacher wishes his pupils to
"get through" as soon as possible
into the smouth water beyond, where
lie will be at liberty to teach and not
be forced to coacli. It is in connec-
tion with this subject that the Reports
of the Sub-examiners are especially
valuable. The importance of the
question will justify us in quoting the
passages to which we would direct the
attention of our readers

GRoUP I.

Dec. 1876. " In Euclid a fair know-
ledge of Book-work was shown; the
solution of Geometrical Problems,
other than Book-work, was not fre-
quently attempted."

June, 1877. " In Euclid the Book-
work was well done, but the attempt
to solve problems showed little ap-
preciation of the spirit of Geometrical
reasoning. Hoivever, it is but fair to
add that some candidates did re-
markably well."

July, 1878. "In Geometry the
Book-work vas on the whole well
done; but there was an almost total
failure in the selection of Deductions."

The Reports admit improvement in
both Algebra and Arithmetic-par-
ticularly in the latter, which is not sur-
prising considering the inordinate
amount of attention the schools now
devote to the subject. The results
also go to show that continued failure
in methods of study is now a di-
rect consequence of the system. It
will be observed that the efforts at
solving Deductions-at independent
reasoning-are apparently becoming
worse and worse.

GROUP II.
Dec., 1876. " The Compositions

were fair: in Grammar the Analysis
and Parsing were in general good .
. . . The criticism of sentences
of ambiguous or doubtful construc-
tion was scarcely attempted. Spelling
exceptionally good."

June, 1877. "Spelling not so good
as at last Examination. 'l'ie Compu-
sition was very creditable. In Eng.
lish Grammar the analysis of the
selection was well done ; the parsing
was poor; while the criticisms on the
sentences proposed, were as a rule in-
correct and pointless."

July, 1878. " Spelling in Dictation
paper in general good. Gross errors
in Orthography in English Literature.
In general the same remarks apply to
English Composition as were made
at the Christmas Examination. In
many of the papers a good deal of
knowledge, skill, and taste was dis-
played ; but the spelling was often
illiterate, vulgar expressions too fre-
quently occurred, and a want of train-
ing was evinced in the first and
simplest elements of sentence build-
ing. Pupils who displayed no lack of
skill in parsing and analysis, seemed
unable to apply their knowledge
synthetically in the construction of
sentences. Your committee would
ventire to suggest once more that
English Composition should go hand
in hand and pari passu with the study
of English Grammar. There seems
to be some danger lest under the pre-
sent system the end should be lost
sight of in the means. In English
Grammar, the majority of the papers
were very creditable. This is one of
the subjects which seems most thor-
oughly taught. Failures vere few, but
instances of high excellence were
rare . . . . Three-fourths of the
candidates obtained 20 per cent, on
Parsing and Analysis alone, but ques-
tions demanding thought were weakly
handled, and the criticisms were
almost invariably failures."
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Our readers will observe that in this
Group under the operation of the In-
termediate'-

(1) English Composition from being
"fair " and " very creditable " lias be-
come so bad as to provoke the strongly
worded remonstrances of the Depart-
mental examiners.

(2) In the case of the English
Grammar Paper, the large majority of
the candidates obtained the minimum
to pass, on Analysis and Parsing
alone ; while their efforts at applying
their knowledge of Grammar in the
correction and synthesis of sentences
have been throughout such miserable
failures that the examiners are forced
to say that " under the present system
there is danger lest the end be lost sight
of in the rneans." In other words
there has been "no proper assimila-
tion of grammatical knowledge."-
"Questions demanding thought were
weakly answered." English Grain-
mar, however,-pure and simple-is
one of the subjects which scems most
thoroughly taught. And no wonder;
for while it is valued at 18o, English
Composition, of which Grammar and
Spelling are merely the ministers,
counts but 75.

GROUP III.
Dec., 1876. " One of the most sat-

iifactory Grouifs examined. In His-
tory the questions demanded of the
candidates not only a knowledge of
particular facts, but a power of gener-
alization, a conception of method, and
a faculty of arranging disjointed de-
tails (as given in Text-books) in one
comprehensive answer. These re-
quirements were evidently' possessed
by many candidates. In Geography
there has been considerable improve-
ment on last year. Some of the maps
were drawn with remarkable fidelity."

June, 1877. " Map-drawing and po-
litical Geography were very poor,
while map Geography was very good.
In History candidates exhibited con-
siderable knowledge of facts, but

those questions requiring a faculty for
generalization and inference were
either iisunderstood or imperfectly
answered."

July, 1878. " In Geography, physi-
cal and political, the candidates mani-
fested a good knowledge, and their
familiarity with Canadian Geography,
as evinced by their descriptions of the
RailroadSysten of Ontario, vas highly
creditable. 'In ïMathecmatical Geogra-
phyand Map Drawing, the results were
verypoor; and the candidates' notions
of the latitude and longitude of par-
ticular places were lamentably vague.
The general standard reached in
History is nuch the same as at the
Christinas Examination, not higher
than 40 per cent......
Questions admitting of one short
definite answer were usually well deait
with, to the Examiner's comfort, while
questions demanding a power of gener-
alizing, usuallyelicited acopiousandun-
satisfactory reply. The answers to the
only questiononCanadian Historyhave
shown great ignorance of the subject."

The Reports speak very favourably
of the English Literature. The an-
swers go to show that the candidates
generally have been familiar with the
Texts, and have caught the spirit of
the authors-a result which, it is un-
necessary to say, cannot be ascribed
to the " Intermediate " Per se,

It will be noticed in this Group that,
(i) Geography, so far as it is cap-

able of being merely memorized, lias
generally been good, and is still im-
proving; but the ability to use the
facts is decreasing.

(2) The study of History has been
very seriously affected. Candidates
seem to have at first possessed the
power of generalization, &c., but to
have latterly shown an almost total
want of those mental qualifications
which it is one of the provinces of
the study to develop,and the existence
of which a system of crani would
either destroy or prevent.
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(3) There ihas been a failure in
Canadian History. This is not sur-
prising,and under the present arrange-
ment it will be hard to prevent it.
English, Roman, and Canadian His-
tory are all on the same paper, the
English History generally counting at
least two-thirdsof the whole. Evidently
neither teacher nor pupil has been so
impolitic as to devote inuch attention
to a subject which thè Department
values so little.

OPTIONAL GROUPS.

As to French, Latin, and German,
the Examiners invariably remark that
" Students who show a fair theoretical
knowledge of Composition, are found
incapable of applying the simplest
rules of Syntax." 'THe Report for
July, 1878, is particularly severe. "in
translating from Latin into English,
keys had evidently been used, beget-
ting a showy and shallow style of per-
formance, which otherwise betrayed
itself by ignominious failures in com-
mon concords in Latin Composition."

The Reports are not very demon-
strative in regard to the Science Group.
There seems, however, to be an im-
provement, particularly in Chemistry
-the subject we should have expect-
ed to "look up " under the influence
of the "Intermediate." The study of
Natural Science has heretofore been
advocated on the ground that it de-
velops the powers of perception and
induction. The attentive observer
will fail to discover much evidence of
this belief in the Chemistry papers as
now constructed. A fair knowledge
of the " Rule of Three " and a smat-
tering of facts will bring the candi-
dates through this Examination with
flying colors.

A few vords in conclusion, and we
leave our readers to judge whether
the defenders of the " Intermediate "
or its opponents "are under the do-
minion not of ideas, but of words."

By I cramming," it is evidently neces-
sary to explain, is meant not only
" filling the mind with' knowledge
which is not so thoroughly assimilated
as to become apermanent possession,"
but also filling the mind with know-
ledge which even when remenibered,
the possessor is unable to use. This,
it is unnecessary to say, is by far the
more objectionable feature of the de-
fect. The case we have stated above
bears us out, we think, in concluding
that in both these senses, the "Inter-
mediate " has not only not "lessened
the tendency to cram," but is actually
increasing it in many of the subjects
of study. To summarize :-

(i) It lias stiinulated the study of
those subjects and parts of subjects
which may be mastered mainly by an
effort of the memory.

(2) It has in many subjects made
the possession of facts of more im-
portance to both teacher and student
than the ability to use them. In other
words, it is strengthening the carrying
power of the memory at the expense
of other important faculties.

(3) It has deprived of their legiti-
mate value, as a means of education
and as results of education, several
important subjects on the programme.

(4) It has not tended to develop
certain mental habits enumierated
above which it is the duty of every
educational system to foster.

As our desire is to benefit education,
and not simply to defendan opinion, we
admit that these conclusions would be
safer if based on observations extend-
ing over a longer interval than two
years and a-hall; but we set them,
supported by the facts we have quoted
and by the consensus of the High
School Masters, against the mere
" opinion" of three officials, who, in
the face of successive modifications of
the scheme, have from its very intro-
duction maintained that the Interne-
diate has no injurious tendencies.
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FIRST LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC.

"W JAMES B. GREY, INSPECTOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS, ST. CATHARINES.

IN these days when nearly every
county in our Province lias its

Institute at which the various nethods
of instruction, in all the branches,
are fully and ably discussed by prac-
tical men, it seems quite unnecessary
to write an article on the above sub.
ject, and quite as unnecessary that
space should be given to it in THE
EDUCXrIONAL MoNTIHLY; but when
we consider that at our Teachers'
Conventions very little time is spent
in the consideration of methods of
giving introductory lessons-and that
it is these lessons that most severely
tax the skill and ingenuity of the
teacher, I think the MONTHLY would
do good service in the cause of edu-
catioi, by occasionally publishing
plain and practical articles on Prim-
ary School Instruction, written by
experienced teachers. As it is most
important, in a child's education, that
we make a right beginning, and lay a
proper foundation for the subsequent
superstructure, it is the opinion of the
best educators that the successful
training of the young requires the
greatest skill and the ripest experi-
ence. We find, however, in our
gradedschoolsthat thehighestteaching
talent is given to the advanced classes,
and the only qualification required of
a teacher of a primary class is the
lowest certificate. Such being the
case we have no doubt that many a
child's education is marred by the
blunders and incompetency of his
first teacher. With the view, there-
fore, of being helpful to the inexper-

ienced teacher placed in charge of
junior classes, let me niake use of the
colunns of the MONTHLY for the fol-
lowing practical observations on
teaching Arithmetic to beginners.

Before commencing the study of
Arithmetic as a science, it is essential
to the pupil's real progress, that he
should be conducted through a course
of oral instruction, carried on by
means of objects. It is a great mis-
take that some make in placing text
books on this subject into the hands
of young children, and of requiring
them to pursue the study as it is
arranged in these books. The skil-
ful teacher will begin his instructions
at a point much further back than
that at which authors usually com-
mence their works. The foolish and
inexcusable method of making a
child commit a rule to menory, and
then setting him to work with abstract
numbers is rightly condemned by all
teachers of any ability, and yet with
all the advantages of our Institutes
held twice a year, and the great num-
ber of professional works to which the
teacher has access, this is the method
pursued in too many instances. I
have seen many teachers give a les.
son to young pupils in Addition in
the following way. They would first
put down a few columns of abstract
numbers on the blackboard, tell them
to draw a line, show them where to
begin, what to put down, what to
carry, and all about it, and call this a
first lesson in addition. If they had
studied out a plan by which the facul-
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tics of the child's mind would reniain
ndceveloped undcr instruction they

could not have succecded better.
They arc performing thcir duty with
about the same intelligence as a par-
ent who, taking his child out for exer-
cise, picks him up in his arms and
carrics hini the whole way. The
young teacher, I trust, will seck a
more cnilightencd and natural way of
presenting this subject to his class.
As little children have no conception
of nuniber, apart froi objects familiar
to them, it is evident that our first
operations in Arithmctic should be
with concrete numbers. In the in-
troductory course of Arithmetic which
we recommend, the numerical bal[
frame will be found a very service-
able apparatus,-not one of those
little frail articles so common in lour
schools, but one with a substantial
frame, four feet high and three feet
wice, with strong wires two or thrce
inches apart, and balls at least an
inch and a half in diameter. In this
preliminary drill the following hints
should be observed: The teaching
should be entirely oral; applicate
numbers alone should be used; no
rules or definitions should be given.
The course will include simple opera-
tions in the four fundamental rules in
the tables of Money, Weights and
Measures, and in Fractions. Our
first lessons would obviously be to
teach our pupils to count objects up
to one hundred, not further, and to
write their signs, but nothing should
be said about the theory of the num-
crical system. Each of the numbers
from one to nine inclusive will require
a separate lesson, but after this the
pupils will be able to master a group
of numbers, as from ten to nineteen,
from twenty to twenty-nine, &c., at a
single exercise.

ILLUSTRATION.-Let us say that
the lesson is oh the nunber seven.
The teacher, with the ball frame in
his hand, moves the first ball on the

wire, the class counting " one," then
the second ball, the class counting
" two," and so on till scvcn is reachcd,
which number the teacher repeats,
the class repeating after him ; then
count backwards to one, and forward
to seven again, going over this pro-
cess as often as necessary. To make
the exercise more intcresting the
pupils in turn might bc asked to
count seven marbles, seven buttons,
to niake seven marks on the board,
to hold up seven fingers, &c. The
lesson, which should not be continued
more than ; ;n minutes, would be con-
cluded by showing what the symbol
for seven is, and carefully teaching
the proper way :of making it. When
the pupils arc able to count readily
any number of objects between one
and one hundred, and to write the
figures representing them, the next
step should be the addition of small
num'nbers. In teaching this rule the
folloving series of exercises are
recommended: ist. lKcep the receiv-
ing nunmber constant, and vary the
added number; 2nd. Keep the add-
cd numiber constant and vary the
receiving number; 3rd. Take any
number such as nine, and ask for the
numbers which when added will make
nine; 4th. The adding of more than
two nunbers.

ILLUsTRATIN.-The lesson, say,
is adding small numbers to 4 three."
The teacher slides three balls to the
extremity of the first wire, and brings
up one, asking how many are one and
three? " four;" then returning the one
ball, brings up two, asking how many
are two and three ? " five ;" then re-
turning the two balls, he brings up
four, asking hov many are four and
three? "seven," &c. Now put the
frame aside and go over the same
recitation, using other objects. In
Our schools, even with large children,
the habit, when working examples in
addition, of counting on the fingers
or ticking on the slate is too frequent-
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Iy formcd by the pupil and periitted
by the teacher, but exercises of tie
abovc desc-ription would prevent such
objectionable practices.

SuDTRAcTioN.--Scries of exer-
cises: ist. Fron any given nuiber
take ail the nuimbers below' it; 2iid.
Take a given nunber from numîbers
above it; 3rd. Find the subtrahend;
4 th. Find the minuend.

.lLLUSTRATION. - Lesson, subtract
fron ten the numubers below. The
teacher takes the franie and sets off
ten balls on the first wire; lie then
separates one ball fron the group,
and asks how imiany remain ? " nine;"
reforms the group, and separates tvo
bails, asking howv nany remain ?
"eight ; " again reforming the group,
lie separates three balis, and asks
how mîany reniain ? " seven," &c.
Procced in the sane way with other
subjects, also with marks on the black.
board. After the class has had suffi-
cient practice in subtraction, it would
be advisable to give examples com-
bining Addition with Subtraction.

MULTrPLIcATroN.-Series of Exer-
cises: ist. Keep the multiplier con-
stant; 2nd. Vary the multiplier ; 3 rd.
Factoring. This rule should be ex-
plained througlh Addition.

ILLUSTRATION.-Lesson, multiply-
ingby two. The teacher uses two wires,
and first slides a ball to the extremity
of each, and asks howv many ones
are there? " two ;" how many in ail ?
"two;" then two ones or twice one are
how many ? " two." He next places
two balls at the extremity of each
wire, and asks how many balls on
each ? " two ; " how' many on both ?
" four;" then two twos or twice two
are how many? " four." Next plac-
ing three balls at the extremity of eaclh
wvire, he asks how many threes are there?
" two;" how many in all? "six;" then
howmanyare two threes or twicethree?
"six," &c., &c. The multiplication
table should notbe committed to mem-
ory until the pupil is more advanced.

DIVIstON.-Series of Exercises. Ist.
Keep the divisor constant. Select
the smallcst dividend that vill contain
it evenly and procced upwards. and.
Divide numbers which will leave a re-
mainder. 3rd. Questions involving
Multiplication and Division.

ILI.USTRATIoN. - Lesson dividing
by three. ''he teacher uses threc
wires of the frame, and first slides a
bail to the end of cach wire, asking
lov many balls ? " thrce;" how many
threes? " one; " how many threcs in
thrce ? "one;" divide thrce by three,
4 one ;" then lie slides two balls to the
end of each wire, and asks, as before,
hov manv balls? "six;" how many
thees? "two;" how many thrces in six?
"two;" divide six by thrce, "two."
Again lie slides threc balls to the end
of cach wire. asking how many balis?
"'nine;" how many thrces? "three;"
hov many threes in nine ? "tlhrce;"
divide nine by threc, "three," &c.

FRAcTros.-Our exercies in Frac-
tions with yotng children must neces-
sarily be of the easiest kind, and ai-
ways performed through the ineans of
objects. The teacher by dividing an
apple into halves, quarters and
eighths, can give to the child correct
ideas of a fraction, and clicit an-
swers to questions similar to the
following: What is the difference be-
tveen one-half and one-fourth? What
is two times one-half? How many
quarters in two ?

REDUCTION is a rule that usually
presents great difficulties to the learn-
er. The reason of this is that pupils
generally are taught the tables of
Money, Weights and Measures, in a
very objectionable manner. How
often do we find classes ofsmall child-
ren repeating these tables, and at the
same time they have no understand-
ing of the words they are using. I
have known instances of children being
able to repeat accurately all the tables,
but who being asked what an inch
was, could give no answer. Every
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school should be supplied with a set
of weights and measures, and througlh
these the tables slhould bc learncd.
Suppose the lesson is on mensure of
capacity, the teacher, instead of re-
quiring the pupil to coninît it to
memory, either fron the book or as
written on the board, procceds in the
follovinîg intelligent way: He first
exhibits to his class the various incas-
ures and allows then to be inspected,
next lie teaches the naines of aci,
and by actual ncasurenient by the pu-
pils thensclves, constructs the table.
One pupil takes the pint measure and

finds that lie will have to eniptyit twice
to fill the quart, tien two pints niake
a quart. Another takes the quart
nieasure and finds that lie wili have
to cmpty it four tines to fill the gallon,
then four quarts niake a gallon, &c..,
&c. Besides the exercise afforded in
the construction of the tables, iany
others inleresting and valuaiale will be
suggested to the skilful teaclier. If
pupils were taught the tables in this
rational way, I sec no reason vly Re-
ducton should present more thian the
ordinary difficulties ofany new tute.

( To be continued.)

SCHOOL-BOOK EDITING AND AUTHORSHIP.

nY THE EDITOR.

N O the least of the evils whichhave cone of the changes in the
text-books in use in the schools of On-
tario, since the Central Conrnittee
replaced the Council of Public In-
struction, is the unchecked develop-
ment of a system of native school-
book editing, trivial as to the extent
of the work undertaken and often
offensive in the manner in which it is
accomplished. In the list of
authorized books of one publishing
house in our nidst, at any rate,
scarcely any book, however good in
itself, and lowever satisfactorily it
has met the wants of the educator
in either the English or theAmerican
market, has been considered fit to find
its way into Canadian schools witlout
passing through the hands of this
editor or that, or without being
freighted with the super-additions of
those more ambitious than modest in
acting as sponsors to the books put
upon the authorized list. So preva-

lent has this custom become of subs.
jecting approved sclool-books to
native editing, that we can quite fancy
the original author lesitating to give-
his consent to a Canadian edition of
his work, lest it should be di6figured
by the puerilities of soine pretentious
native editor, or be disguised under
the "inprovenehnts" of a would-be
adapter of his labours. However
this may be, this, at least, we have
knowledge of, that in the case of
school-books of American authorship,
many of tleir publishers have assured
the present writer that they shudder to
learn that any of their copyrights have
been introduced into our schools, lest
it should lead to the Canadian re-
publication of the books and to the
too-often inequitable disregard of the
author's riglts in the yield from their
sales. So alarning,indeed, have been
the moral ravages upon the good
name of the country by these acts of
Canadian publishing houses, that
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among the original makers of school
books the educational system oi the
Province las begun to be regarded
vith grave suspicion, as it has scemed
ta develop qualities of trade-jockey-
ing and commercial unscrupulousness,
in the maltter of scliool books, uttcrly
foreign to the experience and busi-
ness methods of honourable mien.
That the Minister of Education lias
bcen wholly ignorant of the nianner
in which the authorized text-books
have of late years been manipulated
in their presentation to the schools of
the Province, it is almost impossi-
ble to believe ; and it is as diflicult
to suppose that lie lias not seen the
motif for sanctioning the host of
adapted books which a favoured house
in the trade bas nanaged to get
approved by the Central Comnmittee,
and understood the intiniate bond of
union between the latter body and
the publishing house referred ta. Sa
embarrassing indeed have been the
favours which the Minister's advisers
have showered upon this firni, that it
is with evident difficulty that thet
bouse can now tell which of its
publications are authorized and which
are not, so delightfully confusing has
been the luck whiclh recent years,
through "friends at court," have
brouglht to the firm. But the matter
lias a serious aspect for the Minister
in the account of his stewardship due
to those who, however he may have
himself shut his eyes to the intrigues of
his subordinates, have not been unob-
servant spectators of the Committee's
acts in the exercise of the judicial func-
tions confidingly entrusted to them.
What justification in their behalf the
Minister will be prepared to offer,
we knov not; but those who have the
interests of education at hieart will
demand something more satisfying
than the results of a certain impeach-
ment investigation, against the con-
clusions of which the lists of authoriz-
ed books publisled by the firm con-

cerned in the enquiry are a palpablc
set-off.

Of course, indiscussing this matter,
it will be understood that we do not
hold Mr. Crooks pcrsonally account-
able for the successes of the firni of
publishiers ta whom we refer, nor do
we wish to fasten upon the Minister
any responsibility for the character
of whatever enterprise bas enabled
the house in question ta flaunt its
triumphs in the face of the profes-
sion. With such trade-tactics ive
cheerfully assure ourselves Mr. Crooks
has had nothing to do, nor would we
readily believe that tley are sucl as
comnend themselves to his sense of
propricty and good taste. Thlire are
circumstances, however, which offi-
cially identify bini witli the matter
under notice, of which it is hardly
possible that lie could be unconscious,
and concerning whichi we Iind our-
selves compelled on ethical grounds,
as well as in the initerest of educa-
tion and of the profession, ta make
some further conments. These cir-
cunistances particularly point ta a
seeming default of administrative
supervision and authority, which ve
could have wished the Minister had
been careful enoughi ta have exercis-
ed. We refer ta the intimate com-
mercial relations of the house of
which ve have been writing with the
senior Inspector of the Department
whose books the firm bas published,
and which, despite the fact that they
have no official authorization, have
been industriously circulated in the
schools of the Province-contrary to
the edicts of the Department wbich
forbid the use of al unauthorized
books. The grave impropriety of
Dr. McLellan's pecuniary interest in
these books while holding his oficial
position, is a circumstance vhich
cannot be too strongly reprobated ;
and the perambulatory advertisement
by the author of the books in question
only adds ta thé indecorous charac-
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ter of the connection, which, as We
shall sec further on, is unredecmcd
by any special cxccllcncics in the
books thciselves.

The furthcr relationship of Dr.
McLellan with Mr. Kirkland, a fellow-
worker in the profitable iining oper.
ations whirh have been so assiduously
developed of late in the Education
D)epartment, is an alliance which, con.
sidering the pickings in the ore
Mr. Kirkland bas bcen invited to
make bis own, the senior Inspector
should have bcen scrupulous enough,
for his owni sake at lcast, to have dis-
courage.l. But in the "big Donanza"
which soie of the Central Coimittee
have found in the path of their duty, it
was perhaps too nuch to expect any
severe reprcsýion of the arluisiise
ficulty, particularly wben the cue vas
given by the Chairman himself, in
p'ain disregard of the proprieties of
oìicial positi n, by contributing to a
vorK which sub>,ciuently nust have

coine beore hlim or judicial appraise-
ment prior to official authorîzation.
Says Mr. Kirkland, in the prcfac e to his
work on Elenentary Statics, "I have
t % tender ny thanks to several friends
for suggestions and assistance which
have been of the greatest service to me,
and particularly to Professor Young
for suggesting several important im-
provements in the work, and for the
excellent collection of examination
papers in chapter xii., whichî add
much, to the value of the book."
Comment upon impropriety so grave
as this, in one holding the position of
Chairman of a trusted body of im-
partial advisers of the Minister is, we
conceive, unnecessary.

With the morality of the trade en-
terprise that bas enabled the favoured
b>ok-house to flood the schools with
their publications, as we have said,
we do not connect the Minister, nor
do we unreservedly associate the
Central Committee, as a body. The
relations of the senior Inspector

with the house cannot be said, Iow-
ever, to have becn without its influ-
ence, in connecion withI the diligent
self-assertion oi the Inspector hiisclf,
in advancing the interests of bath
parties in the sale of the books. That
this influence lias in many g1uarters
been rcsistcd, is creditable to the n-
dependence of the profession, who,
rallier than bow to the conditions of
su< cessin the introduciion of the unau-
thorised books, preferred to conserve
their self-respect and maintain the
integrity of their own convictions.
Ncvertheless, the influences have not
been inoperative among teachers, and
we are nut surprised to lcarn that
thousands of copies have been sold
within inconceivably Iîmited periods,
as the publishc's advertisements de-
clare-a record of success unprecc-
dented in the history of native pub-
lishing ! The adcaptanduzm character
of such advertisemîents iay he gath-
crcd from the niorality which imposes
credence upon the profession for the
announcement, in catalogue and title-
page of book, of the nunber of edit-
ions published of works issued by this
enterprising firm of Canadian pubhsh-
crs. One instance vill be as good as
hîalf-a.dozen, and the reader will find
it in tic reprint of Mason's "1 Englsl
Gramiar," which, in the copy before
us, is announced as the 25/h Edition,
an issue which adds the two or
three Canadian ones to the 22
or 23 editions issued by the Eng-
lish p>ubli.,Ies of the work befor'e the
book cam/ze into use in Canadian schools I
But these are natters aside from the
iiiiieUiJe suuject upon which We
intend to offer some criticism, though
such illustrations of the genus of
puffing are but too apt to be traves-
tied among the profession, and to
mislead those who thinkthat the prizes
of success are to be gamned by the
persistent force of similar inflated
aflirmation. How far the Mnister of
Education, however, can tolerate the
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existence of a state of things cvidcnc.
cd by the matters we havc brought to
light, is an anxious and burdcnsome
thouglht ; but it would bc difficult to
reconcile continued indiffcrencc to the
effcct of such disclosures upon public
morals and the integrity of the profes-
sion, with a strict scnse of duty
and a nice apprcciation of propriety,
--and if we know? Mr. Crooks aright,

we feel that we shall not have said this
in vain.

But procecding with our criticism
upon the pretentious editing and au-
thorship which some of the books in
use in the schools of the Province
manifest, let us instance two cx-
amples, one as a rc-edited and the
other as an original work, which pre-
sent such fcatures of faultiness
and pretence as should cari for
them the strictures of a trenchant but
salutary criticism. Those wc shall
refer to on the prescit occasion, arc
Miller's " Swinton's Language Les-
sons," and McLellan's " Mental
Arithmetic."

Taking theni in their order, and dis-
sociating the former from the lavish
eulogies and trade puffs which have
smoothed its path into the schools, let
us first state some facts about the book
and the edition of the work whiclh
competes with it for professional favour.
Here, however, let us be guarded from
the suspicion of interesting ourselves
in a matter of mere rivalry between
the two publishing house. issuing
editions of the book, and which,
strange to say, have both secured
authorization. With the war-clash of
competitive publishers, we, of course,
have nothing to do, but issuing from
such disturbances there often arise
matters which interest others than
those originally concerned in the fray,
and it is such matters that. press for
consideration at our liands. Delicate
the discussion of these questions may
be ; but the interests of education
affected by them are too important

for us to continue to ignore them.
Books, morcover, are puUlir propcrty.
and the circunistanrces connectcd with
th* authorization of ticse rival "Swin-
tons," and their use as tcxt-books in
the schools, are public quctionls. with
which it is the critic's duty conpe-
tently and imîpartially to deal. First
then, let us rciark that the Miller
edition of Swinton's hook is a reprint
of an American copyright issued with
out the consent of its authc'r and in
violation of his moral claim to pro-
tection, or to a percentage of the
profits on its circulation, which wc are
informed lie docs lot receive. ln
addition to this feature of the case.
the author suffers a more positive loss
in'tle interference of this unaccredit
cd edition with one issued by another
native house which is publshed by
arrangenient with Prof. Swinton, who
participates in the profnts of the sile.
But this is not ail; the " Miller book'
further injures the author by retaining
in use an carlier edition of the work
in lieu of the improved and later one
which has supplanted it-the issue
specially republished by authority of
Prof. Swinton, for Canadian schools.
To complete the injustice done the
author, the Education Department
authorizes boli books, and in the..asc
of the Miller reprint, inexplicably
contravenes its own rule that none but
editions issued by arrangement with
owners of copyright should reccive
the authorization of the Department.
In presence of so serious an evasion
of this regulation, the impolicy of the
Departmîîent's approval of two edi-
tions of the sanie bo »k, dissiniiilar in
their text and leading to manifest
confusion and 'nnoyance in the
schools, need hardly be discussed.
From the point of view of parent and
pupil however, this matter calls for
more than the conventional official
explanation.

But now let us look at the Miller
book in its editorial aspects, and sec
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how much in- character with the in-
justice which bas so far been meted
out to the book, is the treatment the
author receives from its editor and
publishers. In the first place the
author gets no credit for his labour on
the book beyond the incorporation of
his name with that of the publishers
in the title, " iller's Swinton's Lan-
guage Lessons"--all the rest is mono-
polized by the Editor, J. iMlacmillan,
B.A., Ottawa Collegiate Institute, by
whom, as the title-page goes on to
say, the work is "adapted to the re-
quirements of the Public Schools of
Ontario,as an introduction to Mason's
Gramnar." But this discourtesy to
the author is trivial compared with
what meets us in the preface on the
next page, where Prof. Swintoni's
name, appended to it in the original,
is cut out, the refere.ices to himself
cancelled, and the use of the personal
pronoun he changed to we. to give
colour to the seeming deception that
the explanatory introduction is the
work of the editor rather than of the
author. In a supplementary "Preface
to the Fifth Edition," immediately fol-
lowing the author's, this playing off
the editor for the author receives ad-
diti aa support by appending the
place and date, "Ottawa, Mar. 1878,"
to the end of the preface. Unex-
hausted by this labour, the euiting
proceeds, and with such instances of
" adaptation" fron the original as the
following will indicate. In the author's
book we frequently meet with profes.
sional hints which Prof. Swinton uni-
formly entitles Teaclier's Note. In the
Canadian work this as uniformly
meets us as Note to Teachers /
In the original, the author says,
" Write the plural of the following
nouns ;" the reprint says, " Change
the number, &c." Prof. Swinton sug-
gests that "the ,scholars will change
papers ;" Mr. Macmillan prefers that
"I the putpils" shall do this. The
author says " W. C. Bryant wrote

' Thaý.atopsis.' " The editor, in cut-
ting the words out, seenis to affirm
that lie does not believe it. A similar
fate mneets the statement that "Fulton
invented the steamboat," and the
" Hatchet Story" is deprived of the
opportunity to inipress its moral on
Canadian youth. A few other prases
in the original are sacrificed on the
altar of national sensitiveness, and
Bunker's H-ill and the Declaration of
Independence are wiped out as his-
toric memories in the reprint. A few
instances of metaniorphosing reveal
themselves, of which the following are
specimens : Wellington appears for
Washington, Pitt for Patrick Henry,
the St. Lawrence for the Mississippi,
Hamilton for Boston, and London for
Chicago, while " The Professor of tne
University" assumes the placeof "The
Teacher in our Academy," and "The
Svord of the General" is the substi-
tute for 'The Bonnet of Mary." The
drollery of all this sportive editing,
however, is nothing to the fun of de-
spoiling our cousins on the other side
the line of their "inalienable right"
to consider that "The American Con-
stitution is a monument of political
wisdom." In the Canadian reprint
the word " British" in the sentence is
su bstituted fortheword"American," an
instance of forgery in letters for which
Mr. Macmillan need not be thanked
if it does not seriously complicate the
relations of the two countries. As in
most instances of this class of crime,
the work has been clumsily doue, the
editor having left, in the words
" Americ t and American" following
the sentence, those traces of his guilt
which he has not been careftil to re-
move. To the English jurist and the
historian of the Constitution, the
amended phrase will present itself in
as comical an aspect as will the edu-
cational book-making of Canada.

But leaving these light touches of
Mr. Macmillan's editing, let us look
for a little at bis more serious work,
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particularly at the mucli vaunted im-
provements it is claimed he has nade
in substituting the definitions of Ma-
son's Granimar for those of Prof.
Swinton. But what is the result ?
Confessedly only a hodge-podge of
two books which is neither Mr. Ma-
son's nor Prof. Swinton's, and which
sacrifices the unity and completeness
of Prof. Swinton's work to a presunied
.dvantage to the Canadian student,
which Mr. Macmillan's jumble of
definitions makes the purest phantasy.
To illustrate this, let us take chapter
35, on Conjunctions, from which we
will quote the three definitions given
by S\vinton of this part of speech, and
contrast then with those given in the
Macmillan book, the 1st of which is
from Mason's Grammar-t/e 2nzd and
3rd being the same as in Swinton.
From Swinton then we quote:

Definition (r), "A Conjunction joins
words to words, sentences to senten-
ces, or shows the dependence of one
statement upon another."

.Defiion (2), " Co-ordinate Con-
junctions connect words or statements
of the same rank in a sentence."

Defnition (3), "Subordinate Con-
junctions connect a qualifying or de-
pendent statement with a principal
statement."

Complete, symmetrical, and intelli-
gible definitions. Now we will quote
the definition from Mason's Grammar
givei in the Macmillan work, in lieu
ofSwinton's definition, No. i, as given
above, and we cali our readers to no-
tice the incongruity of the substitution
when ranged with the others, besides
its much less lucid meaning to the
pupil. The Mason substituted defini-
tion reads, " Conjunctions are con-
nective words which have neither a
pronominal nor an adverbial significa-
tion."

How utterly foreign to the elemen-
tary character of Prof. Swinton's work
is this imported definition, we need
not stop to point out. To pitch-fork

it into line with the _ other definitions,
without a word to explain the mystery
of a pronominal signification, to
either the pupil or to the teacher, who
is not up in the technical language of
the abstruse granim.sian, seems the
height of folly. It may be said in reply
to this,however,that Mr. Mason's "pro-
nominal" should be quite as intelli-
gible to the public school pupil as the
tern " Co-ordinate." Granted, if the
editor had explained, which he bas
not, the imported phrase, as Prof.
Swinton has taken care to illustrate
what are " Co-ordinate " and " Sub-
ordinate' Conjunctions. Of course
we admit that it is desirable to fami-
liarize the pupil, at as early a stage as
practicable, with the definitions in
grammar, which he may be called
upon to cram in a subsequent and
higher field of study. But we plead
that it is only common-sense that the
definitions we place before the young,
up to a certain stage at any rate, shall
be those within their comprehension.
Of such patch-work as this of Mr.
Macmillan, we feel assured that no
good can come to the pupil, if posi-
tive harm is not done him, in grafting
on to the clear, simple, and sufficing
definitions of the Swinton book the
stiff, unintelligible philosophizings of
Mr. Mason, which can only be com-
prehended, if at all, by the advanced
student. Grammar, at the best, is a
fearful muddle to the young, and
above all things it should be kept free
from any adulteration in definitionis,
and from the amateur editing that
would take the systems of those who
have planned out lucid, uniform, and
systematic text-books on the subject
to make nonsense of them.

But let us take another illustration,
where the editor's disregard of Prof.
Swinton's theory of building his book,
as a progressive structure in view of
the pupil, is ruthlessly manifested.
Chapter 18, on Adverbs, is an instance
to hand. Here the author's simple
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plan of citing some examples in the
lesson, and leading up from these to
illustration, and froin illustration to
definition, forms a complete whole,
which can only be interfered with to
spoil the work. We quote from the
original book, both however being
alike, until we come to the definition,
which in the Miller book introduces
in lieu of it the Mason one-a defini-
tion that quite destroys the happy
knack of the author's method, and
unmeaningly mutilates what night
otherwise be an effective lesson. Here
is the instance :

"CHAP. XVIII.-ADVERBS.

"The big fire burns brightly.
''That book is e.zeeding l dear. a
"Some birds fly very swj/ly."

(i) " The word 'brightly' modifies
the meaning of the verb 'burns';
'exceedingly' modifies the meaning
of the adjective 'dear'; ' very' modi-
fies the meaning of the adverb 'swift-
ly.' 'Brightly,' 'exceedingly,' 'very,'
are adverbs."

(2) "DEFINITION.-An adverb is a
word which modifies the meaning of a
verb, of an adjective, or of another
adverb."

Now let us give the Mason de-
finition which appears in the Miller
book, in lieu of the above, and which
fits its place in the lesson pretty much
as does a patch of brown paper on a
broken pane of glass:

" An adverb is a word which shows
the conditions of place, time, manner,
degree, cause, effect, &c., which modi.
fy or limit an action or attribute."

The injustice to Mr. Mason, in put-
ting /dm forward to disregard the uni-
ties of " place, time, manner," &c., in
such work as the above, is obviously
not the least of the evils of this sort
of editing which has had the approval
of the Education Department. For-
tunately for that gentleman, however,

although the Miller firm have widely
paraded the fact that the dfinitions
in their Swinton book have been
brought into harmony with those of
Mr. Mason, such is limitedly the
case. For out of 25 definitions, in
all, in the book, 12 of them are Prof.
Swinton's: three or four more are of
neither author, or are only in part
Mason's; the few remaining being
Mason's solely.

But were this otherwise, as we have
already hinted, the adaptation of
Swinton's definitions and classifica-
tion to those of Mason's Grammar
would be of questionable advantage.
For the object of such a work as-
Swinton's is to teach grammar, not
theoretically, but practically,-in de-
veloping the pupil's power of expres-
sion,-and this can best be done by
giving directions couched in plain
language rather than in the elaborate
phraseology of the grammarian. As
Prof. Swinton himself says, in the pre-
face to his book :-

" This worlk is an attempt to bring the
subject of language home to children at the
age when knowledge is acquired in an ob-
jective way, by practise and habit rather than
by the study of rules and definitions.

"'In pursuance of this plan, the traditional
presentation of grammar in a bristling array
of classifications, ,nomenclatures, and para-
digms has been discarded. The pupil is
brought into contact with the living language
itself; he is niade to deal with speech, to
turn it over in a variety of ways, to handle
sentences; so that he is not kept back from
the exercise-so profitable and interesting
-of using language till lie has mastered the
anatomy of the grammarian. Whatever of
technical grammar is here given is evolved
from work previously performed by the
pupil.''

These remarks of the author the
editor of Miller's Swinton must
surely have overlooked. But the
harmonizing of the two books
claimed by the publishers for the
labour of Mr. Macmillan, as will be
seen, lias fortunately not been done,
whatever the editor set out to do ;
and the citation of a fev further in-
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stances, if we do not weary the read-
er will irrefutably prove this.

To begin with the definition of an
adjective (p. 28) is adapted from the
old edition of Mason, and is quite
different in form from that given in
the new one. Mason calls a or an
a Quantitative Adjective; in Miller's
Swinton, it is called a Denionstrative
one. On page 46 we have the state-
ment that there are iwo kinds of
phrases, instead of three, and the
basis of the classification is not given.
On page 52 we have an explanation of
" complete" and " incomplete" verbs
which, though quite rational, is alto-
gether different from what is found in
Mason. The latter author always
speaks of verbs of contplete or incomn-
plete predication, and it is desirable
that the phraseology, if possible,
should have been retained. On page
57 /e, she, and it, are called demon-
strative pronouns, which is in har-
,mony with Mason, but is probably a
faulty classification. On page 58 we
have the statement that the various

jornis taken by a pronoun are calléd
its cases. A pupil would be apt to
conclude from this that the pronoun
it has only two cases. Again, on
page 68 we have a definition of a
" Compound Tense"--which is dif-
ferent aitogether from Mason's. More-
over, it does not show what is neces-
sary to make up a compound tense.
Mason has nine primary tenses, and
three of continued action. Here we
have onlysix. The definitions on p. 75
do not harmonize in forni with those
of Mason. On page 79 we have the
statement that there are three partici-
ples in English-thePresent, the Past,
and the Perfect. On pages 76, 147
they are called Imperfect, Perfect, and
Compound Perfect-different names,
quite unnecessary to apply to the
Participles, and inevitably confusing.
The Participles on pp. 69, 73, formed
by inflection are indicated as two only,
while on p. 79 we find it stated that

there are three. Mason (p. 63) men-
tions but two. On p. 88 we have the
statement,"In the sentence,'Columbus
discovered America,' the simple pre-
dicate is discovered America." Accord-
ing to Mason, the predicate is discov-
ered only. (See Mason, p. 137).-
The use of the tern confile;nent in the
book is quite different from that of
Mason. (See pp. 89, 91). Finally, on
p. 102, the word mist is not parsed
correctly, according to Mason; (See
the latter, on p. 147); and it is even
in that authority not correctly parsed.

There are many other points of
contrast between the two books,
which as strongly tell against the
editing attempted in the Miller Swin-
ton as any we have spoken of, but to
these it is unnecessary to refer in
detai. Some redeeming features are,
of course, to be met with in the edi-
tor's work, but these are so few as not
to invalidate our contention thay the
claims of excellence for Mr. Mac-
millan's adaption are insufficiently
grounded, and in the interest of
education may be said to be repre-
hensibly misleading. The mechani-
cal dissimilarity of the books, from
another point of view, is not the least
noticeable feature of difference that
strikes the reviewer's eye. Some of
the chapters particularly suffer in this
respect, that " On the Kinds of
Words," on p. i i. for instance, where
the visual effect of the page, in the
original, in impressing the lesson, is
wholly lost to the pupil by reason of
its mutilation in the Canadian reprint.

In this latter respect the author's
later edition is again an improvement
over both the Miller reprint and the
edition from which it is reprinted.
As a text-book, in its professional and
educational aspects, moreover,itstands
on a higher plane of excellence than
the older book, which it far surpasses,
not only in the plan upon which it
has been prepared, but in the more
systematic arrangement and orderly
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development of the subject of which
it treats. But with the author's "New
Language Lessons," in cither its im-
proved literary or iechanical features,
we are not now concerned. This is
a matter of which the profession
have now an opportunity of judging
for themselves. It was otherwise
with the " Miller Swinton," as, when
it appeared conparatively few teach-
ers were so intiniately acquainted with
the edition from which it was reprint-
-ed as to be able to discover the
character of the editing to which the
work, in Mr. Macmillan's hands, had
been subjected. And in the interest
-of the schools, as well as in justice to
Prof. Swinton, it is this work we have
here attempted, viz.: to apply to one
book, of the many that require it
among our authorized school books,
those tests of criticisni by which faulty
work is distinguished from honest
vork, and to bring to the bar of public

opinion the too common but objec-
tionable practices of publishers who
are responsible for the issue of such a
work as the one we have been exaniin-
ing. Criticism, it must be remem-
bered, exacts from school. manuals
the same regard for honest, honour-

able performance, in author or editor,
as it exacts from other literary work;
and it is an educational misfortune,
if, instigated by professional arro-
gance, or at the bidding of indiscreet
publishers, the responsibilities of
editing are undertaken without regard
to the pre-requisites of the art, or in
indifference to what ought to be the
desirable results of its exercise. Too
often, unfortunately, such work is
thoughtlessly undertaken, at the
solicitation of importunate and self-
interested publishers,-and it seems
so easy to edit a book, or to attain, at
least, to the rank of an " appendix.
author,"-but those who heedlessly
fall into the trap sometimes live to re-
pent it. If it be anyconsolationto such
as have become victims to this entice-
ment, we may say that literature is
most often the severer sufferer.

Our renarks having grown to such
length we have thought it better,
rather than extend them here,or relurn
to the subject next month, to throw
the criticism upon Dr. McLellan's
work we had designed appending to
this, into the formn of a book review,
in which department it will be found
in the present number.

WHAT IS RELIGION?-In 'the course of
the Muir lectures on "Science and Religion,"
in the University of Edinhurgh, the Rev.
Principal Fairbairn, of Bradford, thus an-
swers the question, What is religion?-
Religion, they might say provisionally, was a
-consciously realised relation-the relation oi
man to God, and God to man. It was
.neither knowledge, whether described as in-
tuition or thought, nor feeling, whether of
.dependence or of admiration, nor as if it

vere an external conscience, nor conduct.
It was none of these, yet it w-as ail of these.
No one of these included it, yet ail entered
into its natute and its essence. There could
not be religion without knowledge, for faith
was knowledge; man nust believe or know
an object was, before he could sustain any

relation to it; to the unknown he could stand
in no relation or conscious relation whatever.
There could be no religion w ithout thought,
for to conceive vas to think, and an object
believed was an object ccnceived. Nor could
it exist without feeling, for feeling implied
thought. To be conscious of feeling vas to
be conscious first of ourselves as its sub-
ject, and second, of something not ourselves
as its cause or object. Nor could it be apart
from conscience, which was at once know-
ledge and feeling-a knowledge of the differ-
ence between acts and the feeling of obliga-
tion to do acts of a certain kind ; and so a
relation such as was realized in religion was
eminently fruitful of the acts judged and en-
joined by conscience.
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF ENGLAND.

8Y THOMAS HUGHES, AUTHOR OF "TOM BROWN'S SCHOOL DAYS," ETC.

Fromn the ".North American .Review."

[No-r.-No apology, it is thought, will bc deemed necessary for giving place in these pages to the in-
structive papers on " The Public Schools of Engliand," now being cotributed to an American review by so
.high an authority as Mr. Thomas Hughes, M.P. The interest of the subject for our readers, and the rich
detail of information concernirig the schools given by Mr. Hughes, will make ample amends for the length of
.the articles.-ED.]

PART I.
"Well, but will you tell me, after all, what

is a public scliool ?" The propounder of this
was an Anerican gentleman, of high culture
himself and deeply interested in the subject
of education. He was not satisfied with the
state of things in his own country, and was
persuaded that the time iad come when an
effort must be made to meet the demand for
some other stepping-stone for their boys than
the commun school or the private boarding.
school, between the home of the Anerican
.gentry and the universities. le had read
such documents as ie could lay hands on as
to the English public-schools system, and
had convinced himself that there might be
something in it wvhici would be of use to him
in his search. At any rate he would run
over and study it for himself. Accordingly,
having obtained such letters as lie thought
migit be of use to him, lie sailed for England,
and, after consultation with and under the
.advice of some of those to whom they were
addressed, made a tour of inspection whici
comprised most of the English public schools.
He had beenmuclh pleased with his adventures;
had seen a number of fine buildings, some of
then of rare historical interest ; iad got
much information as the methods of study
and discipline; had looked on at any number
of cricket matches and other gaines, and been
much impressed by the skill and activity of
the boys, and the beauty of their raiment ;
had talked with masters, and prefects,
and other boys, big and little, and had
come back full of all, manner of facts and
figures. But in one thing he had failed, and
in a matter, too, which ie not unreasonably
held to lie at the very root of his inquiry ;
and so, after his six weeks' wanderings, lie re-
turned to his original mentor in London,
before starting on his return voyage, with the

above question, " What is a public school?"
Many replies, indeed, he hnd heard, but none
whiclt had at all satisfied him. Thusie iad
been told by a sixtl-forn boy in the Eton
eleven, that the only public schools in Eng-
land were those which played against each
other in a yearly match at Lord's cricket-
ground ; according to the captain of West-
minster, a royal foundation was the true test ;
other authorities of equal weiglt lad limited
public schools to those entitled to contend
for the Elcho shield and Spencer cup at the
Wimbledon gatherings of the National Rifle
Association. A Liberal under-master at
Ragby had defined public sciools as those
which possessed a foundation controlled by
persons in no way interested in the profits of
the institution; while at Shrewsbury lie had
been assured that a charter of some Plan-
tagenet or Tudor sovereign was of the essence
of a true public school. From his own
observations and inquiries, however, lie re-
mained quite dissatisfied with all and each of
these definitions, and came back with steady
persistence to the starting-point, " What is
a public school-in your country ? "

The question is one of considerable diffi-
culty. To some extent, however, the answer
has been furnished by the Royal Commission
appointed in 1861 to inquire into the nature
and application of the endowments and
revenues, and into the administration and
management of certain specified colleges and
schools commonly known as the Public
Schools Commission. Nine are named .in
the Queen's letter of appointment, viz., Eton,
Winchester, Westminster, the Charterhouse,
St. Paul's, Merchant Taylors', Harrow, Rug-
by, and Shrewsbury. The reasons probably
which suggested this selection were, that the
nine named foundations had in the course of
centuries emerged from the mass of endowed
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giumanar.school;, and lad made for them-
selves a position which justilied their being
placed in a · listinct category, and classed as
" public schools." It will bc secen as we
proceed that ail these nine have certain fea-
turcs in common, distinguishing themu from
the ordinary grammar schools 'which
exist in almost every county town in Eng-
land. Many of these latter are now waking
up to the rcquircnents of the new tinie and
following the example of their more illus-
trious sisters. 'l'he most notable examples
of this revival are such schools as those at
Sherborne, Gigglcswick, and Tinbridge
Wells, which, while remiodeling thermselves
on the lines laid down by the Public Schools
Comimissioner<, are to some extent providing
a training more adapted to the means and re-
quirements of our muiddle classes in the nine-
teenth century than can be found at any of
the nine public schools. But twenty years
ago the movement which lias since made
sucli astonishing progress was scarcely felt
in quiet country places like these, and the
old endownents were allowed to runj to
waste in a fashion which is now scarcely
credible.

The saine impulse whiclh lias put new life
into the endowed grammar-schools through-
out England has worked even more remark-
ably in another direction. The Victorian
age bids fair to rival the Elizabethan in the
number and importance of the new schools
which it lias founded and will hand on to the
coininggeneration. Marlborough,IIaileybury,
Uppinghman, Rossall, Clifton, Cheltenhai,
Radley, Malvern, and Wellington College,
are nine schools which have taken their place
in the first rank, and, while following rever-
ently the best traditions of the older founda-
tions, are in some respects setting thein an
example of what the public-school systei
may become at its best, and how it may be
adapted to meet new conditions of national
life.

In order, tien, to get clear ideas on the
general question, we must keep these three
classes ofschool in mind -the nine old founda-
tions recognized in the first instance by the
Royal Commission of 1861 ; the old founda-
tions which have renained local grammar-
schools until within the last few yenrs, but
are now enlarging their bounds, conforming
more or less to the public-school system, and
becoming national institutions ; and, lastly,
the modern foundations whicli started from
the first as public schools, professing to adapt
themselves to the new circumstances and re-
quirements of modern English life. The
public schools of England fall under one or
other of these categories. No one who
understands the subject would question the
claim of the modern foundations named above

to the title of public schools, in the same
sense in whicl it is apiped to the nine. Of
the schools in the second category only a
certain number can be classed as public, as-
distinguished froin local granmar-schools,
and perhaps the best roughi method for ascer-
taining vhici these are is furnislicd by the
conferences of iead masters, now held year.
ly, at the end of the sumier term. Wherc
the governing bodies of grammar-schools.
desire to conforn to the public-school systen,
it muay be assumed that ilcy will be rcpresenmt-
cd by their head nasters on these occasions.
Tried by this test there are in ail some forty
foundations, whicl may fairly be called the
public schools of England, and whiclh would
have to be studied by nny Amucrican educa-
tional reformer, desirous of satisfyang himself
what, if any, portion of the systemi can bc
carried across the Atlantic to any useful
purpose.

We may now turn to tie historic side of
the question, dealing first, as is due to tlcir
importance, with the nine schools of our first
category. Tie oldest, and in soume respects
amost famonus of these, is Winchester School,
or, as it was nanmed by its founder, William
of Wykehan, the College of St. Mary of»
Winciester, founded in 1382. Its constitu-
tion still retains much of the inipress left on
it by the great Bishop of the greatest Plan-
tagenet King, five centuries ago. Toward
the end of the fourteenth century Oxford was.
already the centre of English education, but
froi the want of grammar-schools boys went
up by hundreds untauglt in the simplest
rudiments of learning, and when there lived
in private hostels or lodging-houises, in a
vast throng, under no discipline, and exposed
to many hardships and temptations. In view
of this state of things, Williani of Wykeham
founded his grammar-school at Winch 'ster
and his college at Oxford, binding the two
together, so that the school might send up
properly trained scholars to the university,.
where they would be received at New Col-
lege, in a suitable academical home, which
should in its turai furnish governors and anas-
ters for the school. As might bave been ex-
pected, the school itself tookacollegiateslape,
and under the original statutes consisted of a
warden, ten fellows, seventy scholars, a iead
and second master, three chaplains, three-
clerks, and sixteen choristers. Ail these
were amply provided for Iy the original en-
dowments, but in addition the statutes pro-
vided for the admission of ten " fihi nobihlum
ac valentium personarum dicti collegii special-
ium amicorum," who vere to be educated in
college at their own charges. How gently
England deals with old institutions may be
seen by comparing the Winchester of to-day
witi that of William of Wykeham. As time
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went on the college property incrcased
cnormously in value, and long periods occur-
red in which a vcry different estimate from
that of the Bishop came to be put on the
higher cducation. And so, while the school
never altogcthcr failcd in its work, greatabuses
crept in. Collegc and school were kcpt as a
close borough ; the fellowships, pleasant sine-
curesof somefive hundred pounds a year,and a
good bouse were monopolizcd by the foundcr.'
kin and old Wykehamists of quiet tastes and
popular manners ; the splendid scholarships
which carried their fortunate possessors to
New College, franked them through the uni-
versity, and often provided for them for life,
were given without competition of any kind.
Ail this is changed. The old connection bc-
tween school and collegc has been preserved,
but both have been thrown open, with the
result that England does not contaii two
more satisf-ctory places of education. The
governing body has been thoroughly reform-
cd, but it still cons.sts of a warden and cleven
fellows, of whom four only, instead of ten,
are stipendiary and seven honorary. The
stipendiary fellows are elected by the whole
governing body, and must be persons dis.
tinguished in literature or science, or who
have clone long and eminent service to the
school as masters. Tbe honorary fellows, ex-
cept the Warden of New College, who is
one ex ogiciû, have no payment from the col-
lege funds, andi must be persons qualified by
position or attainments to be of use to the
school. The collegers, or foundation schol-
ars (who get a first-:lass education almost
free) have increased to oie hundred, selected
by open competition, the cleverest boys being
attracted from ail parts of the country by the
value of these prizes. The ten I filii valen-
tium personarum" have increased, under the
name of commoners, to upwards of two hun-
dred, who are boarded in the masters'
houses.

The salary of the warden is now fixed at
.£,7oo a year and a house, and that of each
of the four paid fellows at £700 (instead of
ten at the lower rate named above). The
head master gets from ail sources about
X3,ooo a year, the second master £1.400,
and the under-masters according to the length
and value of their service, from £250 to
£8oo, besides the profits of boarders in the
case of those who have houses. The college
endowinents consist of real estate situate
mainly in lants and Wilts, producing an
average income of upwards of £17,ooo, and
of stock producing another £2,ooo or there-
abouts in dividends. There are also thirteen
church livings in the patronage of the war-
den and fellows ranging between £oo and
£6oo a year.

We must now turn to the monitorial sys-

tem, which is common in principle to ail pub-
lic sclhools, thougli differing largely in detail.
Its origin may bc traced to William of Wyke-
ham's statutes, by which it is provided that
" in cach of the chambers threc scholars of
good character, and more advanced than
their fellows in age, discretion, and know-
ledge, shall be chosen to superintend their
chamber-fellows in their studies, to oversee
them diligently, and to certify and inform
the warden and head master from time to
time respecting their bc.iaviour, conversation,
and progress. Thcrc are six chambers in
college, and cighteen prefects, to which
number twelve have since been added for
commoners-of thesc, eight have power only
in chambers, wbile the remainder are full
prefects (plena pettstatefrae/ccti), with power
everywhere. 0f these, again, five "oíncers"
have charge of the hall, schools, library,
and chapel, of whom the prefect of the hall
is the chief, being "the governor of the
school among the boys," and their organ of
communication with the head master. The
five officers are chosen by the warden, in
consultation with the head master, and ail
are invested by bim with their authority
in a traditional form of words, of which the
operative ones are " proeficio te sociis con-
cameralibus, præficio te aul." The system
of fagging is connected witlh this government
by prefects. They and they only have pow er
to fag, and the only boys exempted from
fagging are those in the fifth form. It is
unnecessary for our purpose to consider the
somewhat elaborate details of the traditional
systeni, which at one time pressed heavily on
the liberty and studies of the lower boys.
At present fagging is reduced to running on
errands, attending at breakfast and tea, and
fielding for a certain time at cricket. The
prefects' powers include that of " tunding "
or punishing corporally. We must defer
any remark on the general system for the
present, but may just note here that, in the
milder form which it bas taken of late years,
fagging is undoubtedly popular among the
boys at Winchester who are subject to it,
and, strange as it may seem to transatlantic
readers,, would not be abolished to-morrow
were it put to the vote of the forms below
the fifth.

Winchester School, though under the shad-
ow of the founder-Bishop's own cathedral, bas
a fine chapel ofitsown, in whicltherearedaily
morning prayers, conducted by a master, con-
sisting of a portion ofthe Liturgy with chanting.
The hours of work in school are on two days
of the week between six and seven and on
the other days between four and five hours,
besides which the boys in the higher fotms
have composition and examination work to
do out of school-hours. A hard-working
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sixth-form boy wilil generally study sevcn
hours a day, and perhaps from nine t teln
before examinations, and will give probably
on an average thrce more hours a day to
cricket and otlhci games. The h9ys arc al-
lowed to go where they please during play.
hours, except in the city, which is out of
buunds.

Our notice of the remaining schools must
be even more meagre than the skeleton
sketch We have given of the oldest of thcm.
Next in date comles the royal foundation of
Eton, or " ''le College of the Blessed Mary
of Eton, near Windsor." It was founded by
Hlenry VI., A.u1., 1446, upon the model of
Winchester, witlh a collegiate establishment
of a provost, teln fellows (reduced to seven
in the reign of Edward IV.), scvcnty scholars,
and ten chaplains (now reduced to two, who
are called "conducts"), and a hcad and lower
master, ten lay clerks, and twelve chor.
isters. The provost and fellows arc the
governing body, who appoint the hcad
master, and claim the right toi narne
the provost also, though this has always in
practice been done by the Crown. Around
this centre the great school, nurnbering now
a thousand boys, has gathered, the college,
however, still retaining its own separate
organization and traditions. Besidcs the
splendid buildings and plnying-ficlds at
Eton, the college holds real property of the
yearly value of upwards of £20,ooo, and
forty livings ranging from £îoo to £1,200 Of
yearly value. 'lie income of the provost is
about £2,ooo a year, and of the paid fellows
£850. The offices of vice-provost, bursar,
precentor, sacrist, and librarian have until
recently been also held by fellows. King's
College, Cambridge, stands in much the
soie relation to Eton as New College, Ox.
ford, to Winchester, being fed by the King's
scholars year by year, andi having had until
recently the practical monopoly of the mas-
terships at the school. King's bas been
now throvn open to ail Eton boys, oppidans
as well as scholars. Besides the King's
scholarships, there are sixteen other scholar-
ships at the universities yearly competed for
at Eton. The systern of private tuition pre-
vails there more than at any other of the
public schools, and the school-work is con-
sequently lighter. There is daily chapel
with choral service on saints' days, at which
the conducts, one of whom acts also as cura-
tor to the parish of Eton, officiate. The
monitorial system scarcely exists at Eton,
except in colle'ge, the sixth-form boys being,
however, expected to preserve order, and
having the right to fag, whici is shared also
by the fifth form. The river competes with
the playing-fields at Eton, where rowing is
at least as popular as cricket, and the cap-

tain of the boats even a greatcr personage than
the captain of the cleven. The boys are
frec to go whcre thcy plcasc in play-hours,
including the town of Windsor ; but arc ex-
pected to "shirk," or, in otlcr words, to,
run away, wlhcn tlcy meet a master outsidc
the playing.ields. lie prestige of Eton,
arising fromi its royal foundation and prox-
imity to Windsor Castle, and its convcnient
distance fron London, lias made it the
fashionable school for many gencrations, and
lias attracted to it large numbers of boys,
the sons of ricli parents, who look morc to
plcasant surroundngs than high intellectual
culture, and desire to provide them at na
carly age for their sons.

The school next in date stands out in sharp
contrast to Winchcster and Eton. It is St.
Paul's School, founded by Dean Colet,
the fricnd nf Erasnus, A.r. 1512, for the
teaching of a hundred and fifty-lthree boys
" of ail nations and countries.' 'lie num-
ber is thiat ofithe miraculous drauglt of fislies,
which is suoposed to have been the Dean's
guide in fixing it. There is no distinction.
among the boys, as at Winchester and Eton,
between scliolars and commoners or oppi-
dans, every boy laving his education free,.
subject only to the payment at lis admission
ofi4d., "once and for ever, for writing of
his namc." Dean Colet wasbefore ail things
a citizen (son of a famous Lord Mayor) and a
radical reformer, and his notions of schoolF
management stand cut in sharp contrast to-
those of Bishop and King. ile will have no-
machinery of warden, fellows, and the r.st,
or allied college at the university, and bas
little confidence in clerical management..
So le constituted the Mercers' Guild, of
which le was an hereditary member, the
governing body of his school, to whom he
conveyed certain estates in Buckinghamshire
for its maintenance. By his statute the
masters, wardens, and assistants of the Mer-
cers' Company are to choose annually two
honest and substantial men of their fellow-
ship as surveyors of the school, wio shall
take the charge and management for the
year. The two suîrveyors, however, in prac-
tice only ook alter the accounts and pay the
masters' salaries, referring all questions of
management to the court of assistants of the
company. The Dean's plan in its working
contrasts in some respects favourably, in
others unfavourably, with those of Bishop-
and King : favourably as regards the manage-
ment of the estates. These in Colet's time
produced an income of less than £200,
which under the management of the Mercers'
Company, bas now risen to £o,ooo. And
while the varden, provost, and fellows have
absorbed the lion's share of the endowments,
at Eton and Winchester, the Mercers' Com-
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pany have never Taised1 thse salarisi fixedl for
the sur veynrs in î62 at £4 a ycar apiece,
while the cxpncses of the couit of assistants
in connection with the sclool have bccn
kcpt under £250a year. On the otlcr hand,
the nomsination of the scholars las becomc a
matter of patron age, each mmcber of the
court of assistance taking themii in rotation.
Thcy have also jealously guardcd thcir
powers, so that the head msaster has less con-
trol than in other schools, not bcing allowcd
even the selection and appointnent of his
stafl. This snder Colet's ordinances con-
sisted of a head master, a sur-misater, and a
chaplain, but has bccn enlargcd to sevcn mas-
tcrs, with adequatc salaries, the lcad master's
being £9oo with the rents of two houses at
Stepney and a residence adjoining the
school. There is no chapel attachcd to St.
Paul's School, the original one having been
burned in the grcat tire and never rebuilt ;
but Latin prayers, two of which were written
by Erasius, are read by the captain of the
school twicc a day. The whole of the lcad
form (the cighth) act as monitors ; but, as
the school is practically a day-school, their
powers and duties arc limited. The school
buildings still stand at the east end of St.
Paul's Chirchyard, fronting on one of the
noisiest thoroughifares in the city. The sug-
gestion of the Public Schools Conmissioners
for their renoval to some more retired part of
the mtropolis, where a sinall playground or
at least live courts and a gynnasium might
be provided, is still under the consideration
of the Mercers' Company. The exhibitions
to the univeraities belonging to the schsool are
(in the opinion of the late lead master) too
numerous and too easily obtained. No Eng-
lish school lias a higher scholastic tradition
than St. Pautl's. William Lely, the gram-
marian and first teacher of Greek in London,
was the first, high master, and Camden and
Leland among the carliest scholars, who
have been followcd by an illustrious succes-
sion from Milton to the present Bishop of
Manchester. But of late there lias been (the
Commis>ioners remark) a growing tendency
in the court of assistants to narrow thesphere
of its operations, and convert it from a pub-
lic school into a mere charitable foundation,
useful to individuals, but of little public im-
portance. .

Shrewsbury School, which follows next in
order of seniority, claims a riyal foundation,
but is in reality the truc child of the town's
folk. The dissolution of the monasteries de-
stroyed also the seminaries attached to many
of them, to the great injury of popular educa-
tion. Thlis was specially the case in Shrop-
shire, so in 1551 the bailiffs, burgesses, and
inhabitants of Shrewsbury and the neighbor-
hood petitioned E.dward VI. for a grant of

snme portion of the estates of the dissolveu
collegiate churches for the purposc tif found-
ing a frce school. The Kingconsented, and
granted to thc petititoners the appropriatcd
tithes of several livings and a charter, but
dicd belote the school was organized. It was
in abeyancc durng Mary's rcign, but opened
in the fourth year of Elizabîcthl, 1562, by
Thomas Aston, who soon drew to it not only
the sons of citizens of Slhrewsbury, but
those of the gentry of Shropslsire, and the
neighboring counues. Sir Ihilip Sidney,
Fulke Grcvillc. ani Robcrt Devereux, aler-
ward Earl of Essex, wcrc among his pupils.
Discussions which at once arose as to the
government of the school bctween the cor-
poration of Shrewsbury and Mr. Aston, re-
presentong the Crown, werc settled in 1577,
tcmporarily, vhcn the schsool ordinances were
passed by which the Bishop of Litchfield w.is
named visitor, the appointnent of head mnas-
ter was vested in the master and fellows of
St. Joir.'s, and the practical control and
management in the town bailiffs andi hcad
master. There lias been a long struggle over
the foundation, the town contending for a
practical monopoly of its eioluments and
benelits, which, if successful, would have
dcgraded Shrewsbury from the rank of a
public school. It lias cnded by the adoption
of the schcme of the Public Schools Com-
missioners, and the governung body now con-
sists of thirteen members-threce namsed by
the corporation of Shrewsbury, three by the
Crown, one by the each of the colleges of
Christ Church, Oxford, and St. John's and
Magdalen, Cambridge, the renaining four
being elected by the governing body itself.
The right of gratuitous education is limited
to forty frce scholars. The thirty-four
scholarships and exhibitions to the universi-
ties have beens thrown open. *he monitorial
system is carried out by twelve prmpostors,
who, upon entering office, engage in wruîing
on the part of the school with the head
master to do and prevent certain things.
They read the lessons in chapel, call over
the naimes, and represent the school before
the head master. They have the power
of setting impositions within certain limits
but none of caning. Four fags are allotted
to the pra:postors' room, who serve by
weekly rotation, laying breakfast and tea
and running messages ; but there is no indi-
vidual fagging or fagging at games. The
revenues of the school ainount to £3, ao a
a year, arising almost entirely fron tithe-rent
charges. The head master's emoluments,
including profits of his boarding-house, are
about £2,ooo a year.

(To be continuted.)
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APrS DEPARTMENT.

[No-rn.-Wc ptbfish this month Solutions to Che Algchra 'rollems wlich appcarcd in the Fcbruanry
issuc: also.a fcw original anid clected problcms, which we trust will bc of intcrest to the prorCssion.
Aucn'o. 1AcMuuciiv, M. A., Math. Ed., C. E. N1.)

SoLUTIoNS TO Tir, Ai.GEnRA PRoatsis
FuxrRsiEri iN FExua;DY, a MnR.
W. J. RonEnTSoN. B.A.

1. (a) 2atb'+21C' + 2c at -a' - -
cs=(a+b+c) (a+b-c) (b+c-a) (c+a-b).
But 2a+2b+2c=2x+21'+2: or a+b+c=x+

y+: anda+b-ce=:, b+c-a=x, c+a -b
=y..·.substituting we have (a+b+c) (b+c
-a) (c+a - b) (a+b-c)-=(x+y+z) xy:.

(b). (x+y+:) (xy+y::-zx) -xy:=F (x+ Y)
(y+:) (-+x)=2a/2bX 2C=SabC.

2. (a'+b'+c' )*+2(bk+ca+ab)'-3 (as+
b' +c') (ab+bc+ca) -
(a' +b' +cs +2ab+2bc+2 ca) { a2 +bl +cl)' +
2(bc+ca+ab)'1-2(a'+l' +c') (bc+ca+ab)-
(bc+ca+ab)' } =(a- Fb+c)' { al4b2+ce ---ab

- c - ca } 2
= (a±b+c) (a2+b2+c2 

--

ab-bc-ca) 12

=(a'+bl+cx - 3abe)*.

i i 4 b-c 4
3. -+ -= -;.•. - = -

b C a ôc a

ab+ac= 4bc.
Again : (a+b-c)'42(b+c-a)2 (c+a-
b)l=2(b+)*- 24abc+6a

2
b+6a2c

=2(b+c)' -6a(4bk -ab -ac)
=2(b+c)s, since 4 bc=ab+ac.

4. a(b-c)' -c(bc)*=o;

c b-c
\/a b+c \la+\Vcb

c _ a-c c

or -
b ~Va+vc'

fc Va _/VaV- c xVa+Vc_
' Va-Vc /a+Vc Va-Vc '

5. If x+c be a mensure of x'+ax+b,
then c* -ac+b=o or b=ac-c'.

If x+c be a menasure of x 2+ax+b,,
thenc' -a,c+b, zo or b, =a,c-c*.

But L.C.%I. =(x'+ax+ b) (x'+a,x+b)
x+c

(x'+a.x+ac-c') (x'+ax+ac-c' )
x+c

(x+a-c) (x2+a,x+ac-c')

=x'+(a+a, -c)x'+(aa, -cq)x+(a-
c) (a, -c)c.

6. Divide as in the process of rinding G.
C.Mr., and put last remainder = o, the value
will be found to bc 5.

7. Put x +tx +qx'+rx-s =(x' +mx
-s) (x +nx+s). Multiply out and equate

coefficients. Eliminate in and n, fromn the dif-
ferent = ns thus obtained and the resuilt is,

r'
p -4q

8. Since x 2 +px+ç=o has=l rootsp 2 =

4q; ... q= -; .. ax2+p(a+b)x+(a+2b)
4

P2
z=ax2 +p(a+b)x+ -(a+2b)=o

4

= x+ - ax+-(Z+2b) =o;
2 2

pp
.. x= -- and x = --- (a-f 2b).

2 2a

9. x
2
(y+z)=a 

3

y
2 (z+x)=b .

z2 (x+y)=c3  2Y 2 Z2

xyz=abc
(x+y) (y+z) (+x)=aabpca : but xyz

= abc; .-. (x+y) ( +z) (.+x)=abc.
x2(y+Z)+y 2(_+x)+ 2(xi+y) + 2xyz=abc;
. a'+b'+c'+2abc=abc; .·. ++c'+

abc=o.
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Jo. X8+-+3(x4--)rn i.. (x+-

Xe x xI iI I
Xe x: .c.

s

.x adding and subtract-

x

ing wc obtain x= and -

"Y~- .• 4=rn1 §ni
2

i. If x'+py2 + g:
2 is ÷blc by xl -(ay

+6)x+abyz, it is ÷ble by (x -ay) (x-b:)
putting x-ay we obtain a 2y2 +Py2 +9z2

=,(,).

Similarly putting x=bz wc obtain 62z2 +
a2y 2

py 2 + q: 2 =o,p .. a2y 2 =b%2 and :2= --
62

substituting this value in (î) a
2
y
2 
+y

2 +
a2y2
- = : divide through by a2y 2 , then 1+

. 2

-+-=O.
a 2 b2

2ac
12. Since a, b, c are in H. P. b= -

a+c

2 8a
2c

2

(a+c)2

Now a 2 +c2>2ac; .'. a4+2a2c2 +c4 >
4a2 c2 (1), also a2 + c2 >2ac and 2ac=2ac;
.•. 2ac(a2+c 2 »4a 2*c(2);.•. adding (i) and (2),

(a2 + c2
)2 + 2ac(a

2 + c2
)»8ac

2

a
2

+ce.> 8a+ c2
(a+c)

.(a). Let s=12x+2 2.x2+32 x3+4m&c.
then s x=12. X2+22. xI+ 3 2. xi+4

2
. X5 &C.

s (l - x) = 1. x+ 3x
2
+ 5x3 + 7+&c.

s x (1 -x)= 1. x2 + 3x3+5xt+7x'+&c.
s (i -x)

2=x+2x-2 +2x+2x'+&c.
2 x2 x(î+x)

.· _1X)2=X+ =l
1-x 1-x

x(- +x)

12 22 2 +
(b). =+ 2+ + &C.

(since x=j) =i=6.

14. Let x = Ist term and d common difl.
of corrcsponding Arith. Progression, thcn

I I I- - -- - -- - (1),
Sx+d 4a+2b+c

- 1 - -»=- _ •(2),

.x+dx+2d 9a+3b+c (

-- i - --- 1__ I - -- 3),x+2d Ic+3d 16a+4b+c
x(x+d)
.•. d =4a+2b+c {4 ) or x 2+dx=d

(4a+2b+c) (7)

(X+a (X2d=9a(+36+e (5) or x2+3dx+

2d 2=d(a+36+c) (8)
(x+2d) (x+3d) 

6  (
d =6+ +c(6> or

x2+5dx+6d2=d(16a+4+c) (9)
from (7) and (8) 2dx+2d2=d(5a+b) ([o)

from (8) and (9) 2dx+4d2=d(7a+b) (I)
2d 2 =d(2a) or d=a,
Substituting a for d in (1o), we obtain x=

3a+b
2

substituting a for d and x in (4) and sim-
plifying we obtain 62=a2+4ac.

15. The sum of the products will bc the
coefficient of xn- in the product of (i + cx)
(1+ 2cx) (i +CIx).. .(I +Cnx).

n
Let (i+cx) (i+c 2x) (i+ cx)....(i+c x)

n
=1+ A1 x+A*x+..A x .. .. writecfor

't
x, cx, then

(1+c'x) (1 +c3x) (1+c'x)......(I+cx ) (l+
n+r ' n n

c x)= i+Acx+A,c2x +....A c x
n

. I+A1x+A2x2..A x (+cnr x)

1 + cx
n n

=i+Alcx+A.c2x2+....A c x.
n

Multiply out and equate coefficients: then
n+1 r r

A+A c =Ac+A c;
r r-- r r-

(n+r
... A =A, +% ~C/. Giving r values,

, 2, 3,....we get
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Ai - (t i> : 12 e c2.(C

c--r(-)( I
and A

pi

(c-1) (c-:1).... -(C )

or A=
til
2 .( i1i \ i--| 1 11

c

î6. Since of a, b, r,....p are cvcn and
a h c

g odd; .•. of (-1) (-1) 1 (-1) ... .p re.
sulis will be + r, and q resuilts - i. The

h positive results taken 3 at a time will give
t <t') <P.2) : and q negativc rcsults

(q) 1) (g-2)
L 3

Take 2, + results vith t, - result, and

the wlho-lC product will bc - 2 : als

2. - resuilts, with 1, + resuIt, will givc

fq(q t) p(p-t)(p-2); .«. total sui)
2. L-3

q(q---) (g -- 2) pgq (pô-)_ Pg (q -1)
L3 , 2 L2

{ ( -p)i -3('-p-Ë 2) + 2(/-p).}

17. (1 +x) =i+ix+A2.+ AAx -&c.
-fl

(<+x) =i+B3x+2i2 +B3x3t&c.
a

.. i +x) = 1 .7 1 +(Ai+B)x+(A+ Ai:BI

+B 2)r2 +(A.4+4?B'î +,4b'2 +b") xa+ &c.,
equating coefficients : 1+.2B 1 +AB2+

Ba o.

rhe folluwing letter has cone into our
hands :-

I have been working out the questions in
'Pe:centage," in Smith's and McMurchy's

Advanced Arithietic, and I find that I can-

not solve the 35th.
If you will send me the Solution of it,

you will confer a very great favour.

Answer, by Math. Editor, C. E. iM:-
By the question we sec that a difference of

$zS on every qr. makes a difference of 15/
on Rent.

$t8 ou every qIr. .- j (Whole Rcnt).

£r, on cvcry qr. - j (£96 + 56s. on
cvcry qr.)

on cvery qr. .- j (£96 + £ on
evrry qr.)
(- -x ) Il£ on cvcry r. . x

§ £ on cvcry qr. x jx £96.
No. of qrs. l PI x l 10 30.

PROMIE.IS.

I.-Thc longer side of a parallclogram is
double of the shorter. Prove that the
straight lines bisccting the four angles will
inclose a rectanglr, whose diagonal is equal
to the shorter side of the original parallclo-
grain.

II.-ABC is a triangle riglt-angled at C,
and 1) such a point that AI) is one-third of
AlB; prove that the square on CD is cqual
to the square on AD and one.third the square
on AC.

III.-If the side BC of the triangle ABC
be hisccted at 1), prove that the angle A will
be acute or obtise according as AI) is greatcr
or less than DB or DC.

IV. - (a). If (x +y+: + 2 (1 - x)

(i - y) (i -:) } ' prove that X2 +ys +:'

+2 x y:-Z 1.
(b). If a+!5+c2s, and a"+b,+c2 =2Se,

prove that, (S2 -a') (SI - b) + (S2 -c2)

(32-a2) + (S2- b2) (.52- c2)=4s (s-a) (s - b)
(s -c).

I I
If x = + -and y= z + -, show that

2'.x
2

,=x--.
il

V.--Shew that ifaxt + brA+cx2 -tdx+e bea
a b2

perfect square, then will - -- and cr-

b2 2ad

4a b
VI.-Find the sum of the Arithmetic ser-

ies in which the middle terni and number of
terms each equals 2p+ î, p being any integer.

VII.-Find all the positive solutions less
than 2

7r of the equation Sin 30=Cos 20.
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VIII.--AUICI is a triangic, a rircle is de.
scribed touching the side uC, and the rther
two produccd at te points i', ': lind the
icngth of the chord l'C'.

IX.-Provc that thc coefficient of Oan in

0 2n nr

3 Cos 0 is - cos -.

an1 
2

X.-ABCD is a square, O its centre, OE

picrpcnlicular to the side AI), F the miAdle
point of OE ; a force of 3 lbs. acts from A
to B. a force Of 4 lbs froni B to C, and a
force of 5 lbs froin C to 1) ; if the square be
Jrce to turn round a ixedi pivot at F, find the
force which, acting along AD, shall keep the
square in cquilibriumt.

EXAMINATIONS IN GEOMETRY.

In answer to the cuestion asked in the
Fcbruary number of the EnteCATnONAT.
MoaxTuîi, by our correspondent "Telicr,"
wc print this nunth the notices given to the
candidates who wrote for matriculation at
the Univcrsitics of Edinburgh and I .aîndon,
and also the directions governing th.' who
wrote in Decmber last at the Caibridgc
Local Examinations. The mcaning of thest:
notices froni the Univcrsities' authorities to
candidates just cntering on thcir examina-
lions clcarly is, that they arc allo.ved tIo se

only wcll-known abbreviations or contrac-
tinns of word%.

This is well, for two reasons at Icast.
Firsi, the leatncr of Mathcmatics would
suffer a loss, if, at the beginning of his course,
lic wec deprivcd of studying the sibject as
it is pîrcsented in such texts of Euclid as
those of Todlhuntcr, Potts, Colenso, &c.
and secindly, the scholar will, at first, find
à itoe difficult to acquire the antount tif
Matiimat.al knowlcdlge containcl in his
Euclid, if it bc prcs:reicd synlbolically, than
in the ordinary tmctlhid. lhe notices are as
follows:

University of London, January, 1S7 9 .
Candidates are rcqucsted to state the text-
books on gcoictry tliey have read for this
cxamination. Thcy arc pcrmitted to use ail
intelligible abbreviations in vritiig out ticir
aiswcrs.

University of Edinburgh, 1878. All
ordinary contractions mtay be usecd.

University of Cambridge Local Examina-
ions, Decenibcr, 1878. The only ababrevia-

tions admitted for the "squate on AU," is
" Sq. oun AI;," and foi .he "rectangle con-
taincd by Ail and CI)," "rect. A13. CI)."
AIl gcncrally understood abbreviations or
symbols for words nay bc used, but not syni-
bols of ol'ERtATIONS, such as -, +, x .

MA'1i. EwITCo, C. E. M.

TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS.

TiIE HA/ITON COUNTY TEAciEts' As.
SoCIATION hcld its lalf-yearly meeting at
Georgetown, on Thursday and Friday, Feb-

ruary 27th and 28th, and Saturday, March
ist. The President, Mr. R. Little, P. S.
Inspector, opened the proeedings by deliver-
ingan address on tle"Flements of Success in
Teaching," in which lie discussed several
topics of prime interest, not merely affecting
the interest of the teacher, but as they con-
tributed to the success of the schools. Said
Mr. Little - Unless ail the elements of
school machinery work harmoniously toge-

ther, the result cannot bc successful. Wlhen
feelings of antagonism, whether of politics, of
religion, or of society agitate the community,
and the people take sides. it cannot he other-
Wise than disastrous to the school. In small
sections, where there is only a limited area
to be assessed, the trustees can only offer
low salaries, thus driving attainable mien out
of the profession. The speaker held that
small sections are undesirible as they dimin-
ish the salaries, and thus limit the educational
privileges of the residents. For this evil
there are.two remedies, one is ' forn boards
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of township trustees, and the other to give the
townshipcouncils power to levy a uniforni tax.
A school can best be made successful by pay-
ing a liberal salary, thus encouraging teachers
to do their work well. Trustees should
supply all necessary apparatus for the con-
venience of teachers; they should also care
for the health and comfort of the pupils by
providing suitable desks, and see that proper
ventilation exists in the schools. The lecturer
concluded by urging trustees to visit the
schools as often as possible, thus stimulating
the teacher, and expressing the interest felt
by school authorities in his work.

Mr. N. J. Wellwood, -1. M. of the High
School, Oakville, followed with an instruc-
tive paper on the "Teachirg of Geometry,"
which he illustrated by interesting examples.

The Rev. James Pringle, of Georgetown,
del'vered an interesting address on "The
School Systems of Ontario and Quebec." Mr.
J. M. Buchan, M.A., High School Inspector,
occupied the afternoon session in discussing
"Grammatical Analysis" and "English
Literature," and the methods of teaching
these subjects. Mr. Buchan also lectured in
the evening, on " Poetry and Politics."
Both addresses were exceedingly instructive,
and were listened to with manifest interest.
The following day, Mr. Moore, of George-
town, ably handled the subject of "Com-
position," and Mr. McLean, of Milton, read
a stimulating paper on "Professional Study
and Courses of Reading." In the afternoon,
Mr. D. J. McKinnon, P. S. I. of Peel, in-
troduced the subject of " Moral Training,"
which brought on some discussion ; after
which Prof. Young delivered his lecture on
the " True Relation of Psychology to Educa-
tion." The Professor placed the principal
points to be discussed on the board, which
he handled with great clearness. The points
were : I., good bodily health ; II., faculties
unexhausted, under which head he argued
that lessons should not be enforced after
fatigue points. have been reached, and that
there is no advantage in long school hours ;
II., concentration, when he referred to the
influence on perception and retention, and
the formation of habits of concentration; IV.,

pleasure in work, shewing how this aids the
pupil, and also why pupils so seldom take
plcasure in their work ; V., pleasure in pros-
pect, which was not so important as the pre-
ceding subject, yet an important factor. .The
lecturer thought the approbation of the
teacher a better way of having pleasure in
prospect than by the giving of prizes; VI.,
absence of undue emotional excitement, and
its effect on the pupil's power of study;
VII., objects to be studied, which should be
actually presented to the pupil and not merely
explained. These points were all thor-
oughly discussed ; the lecture proving a very
profitable one.

In the evening, Dr. McLellan lectured on
"This Canada of Ours," and next morning
gave many useful hints on " Teaching Alge-
bra," after which the convention closed by
re-appointing its principal officers. Mr. R.
Little, President ; Dr. Lusk, Vice-Pres't.;
and Mr. R. Coates, Secretary.

WATERLOO COUNTY TEACHIERS' Asso-
CIATION.-The Annual Meeting of the above
Association was held on January 24th and

25th. After the formal opening, the Presi-
dent, Mr. R. Alexander, gave an interest-
ing address on "Spelling Reform." The
following subjects were then freely discuss-
ed:-

îst Day.-Mathematical Geography, (in-
troduced by Mr. A. Miiller); Factoring in
Algebra, (Mr. D. P. Kelleher). Reminis-
cences of a Trip to the Highlands in 1878,
(Mr. S. McRae) ; Teachers' Residences,
(Mr. S. Eby). Selection of subjects for
next County Promotion Examination, Ques-
tion Drawer.

2nd Day.-Should the task of training can-
didates for 3rd Class certificates be imposed
on our Public Schools? (Mr. R. Cruikshank);
How to teach Canadian. History (Mr. C. S.
Falconer); Our Text-Books, (Mr. R. H.
Knowles); How to Teach Geography to 2nd
Class, (Mr. C. Hagedorn) ; Teaching Read-
ing, (Mr. A. McLean); Question Drawer
and Reading of Delegate's Report of Pro-
vincial Teachers' Association.
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CONTEMPORARY OPINION ON EDUCATIONAL TOPICS.

PRINCE LEOPOLD ON EDUCATION.

H. R. H. Prince Leopold has been recent-
ly making two speeches in London, on the
subject of education, which are well deserv-
ing of the notice of the public. The least
enthusiastic person would be prepared to
allow, that not only in their thought, but
also in their purity of diction they are re-
markable productions for a young man of
under twenty-six. And it is only natural
that they should possess especial interest as
.coming froin a Prince of the blood, and a
son of the Prince Consort. We propose,
therefore, to call attention to some of the
more remarkable passages.

The first of these specches was delivered
at a meeting held at the Mansion House, on
February 19th, last, on the subject of Uni-
versity teaching. The meeting had been
convened at the instance of the London
Society for the extension of University
Teaching. Prince Leopold irn proposing a
motic---after remarking how gratifying it
was to Englishmen to see the part the old
Universities, of which they are so proud, had
taken of late in important educational re-
forms, continued :

T'iere is, liowever, one advantage possess-
ed Iy German Universities which must strike
.everybody. They diffuse knowledge through-
out a much wvider class of the community
than Oxford or Cambridge have hitherto
reached. Learning in England has been too
much regarded as the privilege of a particu-
Jar class. The conditions of resid.ence at
Oxford and Cambridge, however valuable or
necessary for their own purpose, have kept
away students of narrow means. The Uni-
versity of London has in a great degree
removed this barrier, and now the older
Universities unite with ber in offering to all
Londoners a cheap course of instruction,
given by teachers of the same calibre as those
who caii-y on the work of the Universities
themselves.. The undertaking of this great

additional task indicates that a very strong
spirit has arisen in those old seats of learning.
I carnot call it a spirit of benevolence, for
these lectures are in no way a work of char-
ity, and will, it is hoped, be self-supporting
afier the first few years. But it is a spirit of.
active sympathy with the wants and wishes
of a very large class, whose needs in the
direction of higher education have heen too
long ignored; and the impulse of which these
London lectures are the outcome is not
shown in one 'way only, or felt in one Uni-
versity alone. It is to Professor Stuart and
other Cambridge men that we owe the
establishment of those systems of lectures in
the great manufacturing centres which are
gradually developing into permanent institu-
tions strong and living children of the Alma
Mater who gave them birth. But it is not
only in Canibridge that it has been felt that
men of learning and of culture could hardly
have a worthier aim than that of carrying
high thoughts and elevating knowledge into
homes which perhaps know few other joys.
Of such aims we in Oxford have had a great,
an inspiring example. We have seen a man
in whom all the gifts of refinement and of
genius meet, and who yet has not grudged to
give his best to all-who has made it his
main effort, by gifts, by teaching, by sym-
pathy, to spread among the artisans of Shef-
field and the labourers of our English fields
the power of drawing the full measure uf in-
struction and happiness from this wonderful
world, on which rich and poor can gaze
alike. Such a man we have seen in Profes-
sor Ruskin. And among all the lessons
vhich those who have had the privilege of

his teaching and of his friendship must have
gained to carry with them through life, none,
I think, can have sunk deeper than the lesson
that the highest wisdorm and the highest
pleasure need not be costly or exclusive, but
may be alnost as cheap and as free as air,
and that the greatness of a nation must be
measured not by ber wealth or lier apparent
power, but by the degree in which all ber
people have learnt to gather from the world
of books, of art, of nature, a pare, and an
ennobling joy.

The remainder of the speech was occupied
with a consideration of the work that lay
before the society in London.
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The second speech was delivered on Feb-
ruary 25th, at the distribution of prizes.in
the Birkbeck Literary and Scientific Institu.
tion. This second speech, perhaps, contains
more that is remarkable in it than the former,
It exhibits in a marked degree the strong love
of culture and the sincere sympathy with
popular progress which is the truly pleasing
feature of both speeches. After a few intro-
ductory remarks, His Royal Highness said :

I am particularly glad to sec the stress
which your programme lays on technical
education. We Englishmen may be
justly proud of the-character for mental and
physical strength and capacity which our
artisans bear all over the world ; but our
pride is sadly dashed by accompanying critic-
isms on the ignorance and the indifference :.o
anything which needs thought, whiclh too
often render that native vigour of intelligence
a comparatively useless thing. Properly in-
structed, I believe that our British artisan
need fear no rival in the world ; but ii he
goes out untauglit and ignorant into the battle
of life, he is in danger of being outdone by
the more carefully trained skill of foreign
workmen. Against this danger your institu-
tion offers a bulwark whose importance it
would be hard to overrate. I am glad, too,
to see the eagerness with which modern
languages are learnt in your classes. Foreign
nations are not merely oui- competitors, but
our friends, and nothing, I believe, is likely
to create so true a feeling of friendship and
sympathy between one people and another as
a practical knowledge of each others speech.
Sometimes, perhaps. as the proverb says, we
take what is unknown to be magnificent, but
oftener, I think, we take it to be something
unfriendly and distasteful to us-something
which if we did know it we should not like.
But we find that with every real increase of
understanding of our fellow men of different
races some unkindly illusion disappears; we
learn to realize their likeness to ourselves, to
sympathize with their naticnal charactei, to
co-operate in their efforts after the common
good. But I need not go at length into the
advantages to be derived from each of the
subjects which your curriculum embraces;
there is not one which may not be of great
service to the practical career or to the-men-
tal development of the zealous student.
And there is so much similarity in the condi-
tions of all effort and succesr, that even the
studies which seem most renote from active
life may always furnish a moral which life
can adopt and employ. For instance, I no-
tice that in what is called the "Miscellan-
ous Department." of your curriculum you

provide instruction in the game of chess.
This is not the most obviously practical of
your subjects; but it has struck me that even
those, if any there be, who desire to limit
their education to this branch alone, nay
learn some not unimportant lessons of life
from the manner in which you teach it.
"Particular attention," 1 sec your programme
says, "is paid to the study of the openings."
Now, is it not truc that in life, as in chess,
it is often the opening, and the opening only,
which is under our own control ? Later in
the gaine the plans and wishes of others be-
gin to confilict unpleasantly with our own.
Sometimes it is as much as we can do to
avoid being checkmated altogether. But for
the first few moves we are free. We can
deploy our pieces to the best advantage ; we
can settle on the line of action whicli best
suits our powers; and we sometimes find
that it will repay us to sacrifice a pawn or a
piece so as to gain at once a position whiclh
may give us a decided advantage throughout
the whole game. Does not this, too, remind
us of early life ? Must we not often be con-
tent to sacrifice some pawn of present plea-
sure or profit to gain a vantage ground which
may help us to successes which self-indul-
gence could never have won ? I am sure
that anmong the bright young faces which I
see around me there are many who have
known what it is to labour against the grain;
to begin a lesson when they would rather
have gone to the theatre, to finish it when
they would rather have gone to bed. And I
am sure that such efforts of self-denial and
conscientiousness form at least half the real
benefit of education ; that it wotild Io us
little good to wake up and find our heads
magically stocked with all manner of facts,
in comparison to the good which it does us
to fight for knowledge, to suffer for her, and
to make lier at last our own. In great things
as in small, this principle of self-lelp is a
peculiarly English spirit. How much has
been accomplished in this country by private
initiative, by spontaneous growth ! We
have trusted that men like Dr. Birkbeck
would arise-men who felt the needs of
others as their own, and could not rest with-
out spieadin 'idely round then the privi-
leges which iney had themselves enjoyed.
We have trusted that such men vould arise,
and they have arisen.

* * * * *

Learning is a commodity the demand for
which grows with the supply. We need not
fear a glut of science or of intelligence as we
might fear a glut of cotton goods or of indi-
go. All the knowledge whicli we who now
live can gain, can assuredly be made useful
both to ourselves and to those who come.
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after us. It was his firn conviction that a
sound education can never be too widely
spread or too cagerly enjoyed which was the
source of Dr. Birkbeck's claim to the grati-
tude of prosperity. He saw that the know-
ledge of truth was not meant to be the privi-
lege of a class or of a set. In an age when
the strongest prejudice existed against the
education of the poor, he, as far as in him
lay, threw open to the poor an education as
sound and extensive as his own. In an age
when the strongest prejudice existed against
the education of wonen, lie earnestly claimed
for women their fair share in the educational
privileges of men. He was for spreading the
banquet of knowledge before all alike, and
he trusted that nature would sec that the
Benjamin's mess fell to the lot of those who
had the keenest appetite and the strongest
digestion. And if all these seen common-
places now, we must remember that, as it
has been said, "the commonplaces of one
generation were the paradoxes of the last."
How could they ever have becone common-
places but for the ardour of conviction which
inspired a few far-seeing men ? And how far
greater a thing is this spirit of personal,
practical, rational benevolence than any mere
gifts of money can be? Dr. Birkbeck--and
in speaking of hi I speak also of his friends
and coadjutors and of the son who now so
worthily fills his father's place.-Dr. Birk-
beck was, no doubt, even in the mere matter
of money a most generous man. But it was
not his pecuniary generosity which has caused
his name to become the household word
which it is to-day. It was because he gave
to his great work something far more prec-
ious and rarer than money-the intelligent
and single-hearted devotion of a life. We
honour him, not so much because lie helped
others from without, as because he touched
the chords, he evoked the impulses which
enabled them to help themselves from within.
It is not for his endownients that we thank
him most, but for his example; as, indeed,
for any institution its founder's high example
is the best of endownents ; and the most
enduring legacy which a man can leave to his
country is a nemory which impels the men
who come after him to strenuous efforts and
to exalted aims.

The above seem to be the best passages
out of two most strik-ing speeches. They
may well cause a loyal subject in any part of
the Empire to feel an emotion of pride that
the old historie throne of England can show
Princes and Princesses so worthy of their
high position. And the man who cannot
distinguish such an emotion of pride froni
" Flunkeyism," had best remember Carlyle's

retort to the proverb, that "No man is a
hero to his own valet," namely, "that that is
because the valet is a valet, and not because
the hero is not a bero."

BROTHER IGNOTUS.

PROFS. BLACKIE & BONAMY PRICE
ON THE STUDY OF THE

CLASSICS.

The question of the place of Greek and
Latin in modern education, is discussed in
the Con/emporary Review for Marci, hy Pro-
fessor J. S. Blackie, and Professor Bohamy
Price ; the first advocating " A Radical Re-
forn iii Teaching the Classical Languages,'
and the latter giving his views "On the
Worth of a Classical Education." Prof.
Blackie considers it certain that "Greek
and Latin as an intimately related and closely
interlacing whole," cannot "stand in the saine
relation to the culture of the eighteenth (sic)
century that they did to the culture of the
sixteenth century. . . New circumstances
bave arisen, new tasks are to be performed,
newv tools are to be provided, new training is
necessary. Whoever denies this is blind
both before and behind ; great changes can-
not take place in society without correspond-
ing changes taking place in the three great
organs of social life, the State, the Church,
and theSchool . . . And this diminished in-

fluence of the classical languages, as against the
rich growth and influence of modern culture,
is asserting itself more and more every day,
and will continue to assert itself. In the face
of this fact, the inculcators of classical lore at
school and college must in the nature of
things abate their demands considerably ;
and, if they wish to make this abatement less
serious, they must by all means in the first
place change their tactics, and improve their
drill. In other words, whatever loss in cer-
tain directions may fall to the higher English
culture from the extrusion or subordination
of one or both of the classical languages from
school or college, may be reduced to its
minimum by a dexterous change of front and
an improved practical drill." The inordinate
time and energy at present expended in Eng-
lish schools and colleges on the ancient
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tongues, and the very unsatisfactory results,
Prof. Blackie considers just causes of com-
plaint, and attributes them to the fact that
" your classical teacher in one of our great
English schools sets" the method of Nature
"flatly at defiance, and substitutes for it artifi-
cial methods of his own, which have no germ
of healthy vitality in them, and from vhich
no vigorous growth, luxuriant blossom, or
ricli fruitage can proceed." The radical re-
form for which lie pleads is that ' in opposi-
tion to this strange tissue of absurdities and
perversities, in which our indoctrinators of
the classical tongues have entangled them-
selves, we must recur at once to the natural
method, commencing not with abstract rules
and paradigms, but with living practice froni
which the rules are to be abstracted and the
paradigms gradually built up. The essential
elements of this reform are a speaking
teacher, with a correct elocution, and a ol-
lection of interesting objects on which the
thinking and speaking faculty of the learner
shall be regularlyand continuously exercised."
With a willing pupil and two hours a day of
direct teaching, and a couple more of study
by the learner, Prof. Blackie guarantees that
under this conversational method "lie shall
learn as much Greek in six months, as under
the ordinary scholastic method lie may often
learn in six years ; " and enlarges at some
length. on the advantages that would flov
from the reform lie proposes.

That Greek and Latin would be more
rapidly and more thoroughly learned were
his suggestions adopted, we have no doubt;
for they are based on those "first principles "
of teaching which require that in education
the simple should precede the complex, and
the concrete the abstract. But Prof. Bonamy
Price puts more radical and more important
questions when he asks " What is the worth
of a classical education? Why should boys
spend so many years on the study of the
Greek and Latin languages? What results
are obtained to compensate for so much time,
labour, and expense consumed on such an
occupation?" In giving his answers to these
questions we must by no means be under-
stood as fully assenting to his views. He says:
"I hold that the nation judges rightly in ad-

hering to classical education: I am convinc.
cd that for general excellence no other train.
ing can compete with the classical. In sus-
taining this thesis, I do not propose to com-
pare here what is called useful educa-
tion with classical, much less to endeavour
to prescribe the portion of caci which
ouglit to be combined iii a perfect system.
. . . . Let it be taken for granted

that every boy must be tauglit to acquire a
certain definite amount of knouledge posi-
tively required for carrying on the business
of life in its several callings; qnd, if so it be,
let it be assuned that there is a deficiency of
this kind of instruction at the public schools.
Let that defect be repaired by all means. .

. . Let all.interference of Greek and
Latin vith this indispensable qualification
for after-life be forbidden; but let us at the
same time maintain that both things may go
on successfully together. The problem be-
fore us here is of a different kind. The
education of the boys of the upper classes is
necessarily composed of two parts,-general
training, and special, or, as it is called, use-
ful, training-the general development of
the boy's faculties, of the whole of his na-
ture, ard the knowledge which is needed to
enable him to perform certain specific func-
tions in life. Of those two departments of
education, the general far transcends in im-
portance the special: and finally I maintain
that for the carrying out of this education,
the Greek and Latin languages are the most
efficient instruments which can be applied'

Their chief merits Prof. Price considers to
be four in number. First, that gg they are
languages: theyarenot particular sciences, nor
definite branchesofknowledge,butliteratures."
On the cultivation of taste and the refinement of
the powers of expression which they induce
in this respect, he thinks too much stress has
been laid." The educational value of Greek
and Latin is something immeasurably broad-
er than this single accomplishment of refined
taste and cultivated expression. The problem
to be solved is to open out the undeveloped
nature of a human being ; to bring out .his
faculties, and impart skill in their use; to
set the seeds of many powers growing; to
taach as large and as varied a knowledge of
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,human nature, both the boy's own and the
world's about him, as possible; to give him,
-according to his circumstances, the largest
practicable acquaintance with life, what it
is composed of, morally, intellectually, and
materially, and how to deal with it. For the
performance of this great work, what can
compare vith a language, or rather wih a
literature? . . Think of the niany ele-
ments of thouglit a boy comes in contact
with wlen he reads Coesar and Tacitus in

-succession, Herodotus and Homer, Thucy-
dides and Aritotle : how many ideas he lias
perforce acquired; how many regions of
human life-how many portions of his own
mind-he lias gained insighit into ; wiLh lihow

-extended a familiarity vith many things lie
starts with, when the duties of a profession

.call on him to concentrate these insiglhts,
.these exercised and disciplined faculties, on
a single sphere of action. See what is im-
plied in laving reed Homer intelligently

.through, or Thucydides, or ·Demosthencs;
what light will have been shed on the essence
.and laws of human existence, on political
.society, on the relations of man to man, on
human nature itself." As to the exercise of
the reasoning faculty, Prof. Price says:. "I
-confidently assert that for the purposes of
making a youthful student think long and

.accurately, and of forcing upon him the per-
ceptions of the efficiency and the results of
.right reasoning, no better tool can be applied
than a speech in Thucydides, a discussion in
Aristotle, or a chapter in the Epistles of St.
Paul."

'Prof. Price grows very eloquent over the
second merit of the classical languages as an
instrument of education ; the greatness of the
works they contain, and of the writers who
made them. . . " In no language can an
-equal number of writers of the very first
-eminence be brought to bear on the forma-
tion of a youthful mind as in Greek. In
poetry, history, philosophy, politics, page
upon page of the most concentrated force, of
the tersest expression, of the richest elo-

-quence, of the nicest and most subtle dis-
crimination, of the widest range and variety,
strike successive blows on the imagination

zand the thinking faculty of the impressible

student : they disclose to him what human
nature is capable of, what is waiting to be
called forth in the boy's own spirit, the
heights which others have reached, the
thoughts and feelings he may himself create
-in a word, all the wondrous powers of the
human intellect, all the noble emotions of
the human soul. 'What more direct and
more efficient remedy against one of the most
common and most damaging weaknesses-
onesidedness? . . . . Normust we leave alto-

gether unnoticed," says the writer, " the
beauty of form which distinguishes these
undying writings." The third merit which
Prof. Price claims for classical education has
not bitherto, certainly, been recognized as
an advantage on its side, namely, that
" Greek and Latin are dead languages: they
are not spoken tongues." The very charac-
teristic which Prof. Blackie proposes to re-
form away by introducing the natural and
conversational method, Prof. Price thinks a
" merit of the very first order." The very
reform which the one would introduce in
their teaching, would cancel much of their
usefulness in the eyes of the other. He says:
" Living languages are learnt by the ear; "
(which is what Prof. Blackie would have in
the case of dead languages) "they are im-
bibed without thought or effort ; they would
awaken little reflection or judgment ; their
possession does not necessarily imply any
great development of mind or soul. . . .
The difficulty involved in learning a dead
language is an excellent feature. . . Such
langüiages must be learnt by rule. They call
on the mind to perceive the relations of
grammar at the outset." True, and with
Prof. Blackie we say, they thus set the method
of nature flatly at defiance, and run counter
to the normal course of mental evolution.
A further advantage, according to Prof.
Price, is that "not only are the languages
dead, but also the societies to which they-
belong. . . This fact both enables pupils
in the educational process to study classical
writings without wahening up the interest,
the prejudices or the passions of modern
life, and it affords an incomparable facility
for examining and apprehending first princi-
ples."
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Prof. Price also urges on behalf of classical
cducation " the field which it opens to the
action of the teacher, the close contact which
it establishes between the mind of the boy
and the mind of his master, the power with
which it enables the vhole nature of thi
teacher, his character and intellect, to
influence and niould the nature of his pupil.

This is the greatcst work in cducation-the-
development of one humanbeing by another."'
Decidedly; and we can only say that, as this.
is thc last merit which Prof. Price clahns for
a classical education, so is it the last that we-
should ever have thought of claiming for it..

A. W. GUNDRY.

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

MENTAL ARITIIMETIC, Part II., by J. A.
McLellan, M.A., LL.D. Toronto: Aam
Miller & Co.

In the preparation of school text-books,
more especially of those designed for younger
pupils, the utmost care, even when bcstowîd
by experienced educators, bas too fre'luently
failed to give a result at all commensurate
with the time, skill, and labour devoted to
the work. The various subjects treated of
must be brought fully within the comprehen-
sion of the papils for whom the book is in-
tended; the different parts of the work must
be presented in their natural sequence. and
a proper gradation from simpler to more
complex results secured. Nor must too great
simplicity be aimed at, something of real
work must still be left for the student him-
self to accomplish, not so difficult as to be
beyond his reach nor even to tax his powers
too severely, but yet sufficiently so to. be
" worthy of his steel," and keep his faculties
in constant heathly exercise.

The text-books which have been most suc-
cessful, best liked by students, and longest
retained in use, have been those prepared by
teachers of acknovleged ability and long ex-
perience. These it is not inviduous to say
bave, in the main, been the product of
the authors of the mother-land, or of the
United States. To such older communities
it is not unnatural that we should be behold-
en for our school-book supply, as to them
also we are indebted for the mass of our
general reading matter. That we should
endeavour to create a school-book literature

of our own, and to supply the schools with.
the works of native authors, is a laudable-
and patriotic, if ambitious, .sire, with the-
execution of which ve should be the last to
interfere. Our only scruple in the matter is.
lest the work turned out should be jejune and
inefficient, or being otherwise, that it should'
be marred by careless and inapt work. In,
the book before us, though the author is a
inan of ability and a good niathematician,
his work is disfigured by such blemishes as.
are sure to appear in the productions of those-
who have not had experience in authorship.
School-book compiling particularly, as we
have beretofore said, requires exceptional-
talent, or a long apprenticeship, before it can,
be of a character suited for the purpose and
uses of its vork. If it is not favoured with
these conditions, the product can rarely be-
satisfactory. In Dr. McLellan's case, as we
have ulsewhere pointed out, there are other
circumstances which interpose to prevent his
vork from becoming generally acceptable.

And though the circumstances be regretted, if
that gentleman bas the gift of effective
authorship and would do honest work, yet his
duty is to respect the proprieties of his offii
cial position, and to abstain from publishing.
We have no desire to say a harsh word, per-
sonally, of the Senior Inspector, or of any
of our would-be authors or editors, but our
concern for the best interests of the schools.
compels us to protest against this duality of
representation, which in Dr. McLellan's case,
presents bim as an author of school books,
and at the saine time an Inspector of the-
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schools in which thcy may or may not be used.
Since writing the refercnces elsewhcre to this
subject, ve have noticed the action of the
Minister of Education in the official instruc-
tions issued to the profession to guard its
inembers against becoming agents for publish-
crs. Commendable as these regulations are, it
will be obvious that they do not directly
touch the matter we have referred to, and we
trust that the Minister will cee this, and
practically, and finally, abolish the cvil com.
plained of. But to the book before us:-
The Mental Arithmcetic, Part IL, of Dr.
Mctellan, possesses many of the essen'ial
clements of a bad text-book. It contains
mistakes ranging from badly corrected proof
to erroncous solutions of important problems.
It is not properly graded, the simplest pro-
blems being found in the last half of the
book ; the solutions given are often too long
and too intricate for mental exercise, and are
too frequently not the simplest that might be
given, nor the best adapted to train the mind
of the pupil to habits of close mathematical
reasoning. We scarcely know whon we
should hold accountable for such errors as
these : -rl = 1s; 74 x 6 = 644; 14 0 is i
of 3502. Perhaps, too, the responsibility
for the following may be doubtful: $ioo
amounts to $114 in one year and cight
months, at eight per cent. But no possible
doubt can exist in cases such as these:

'' By selling tea which cost 48 cents a lb.,
I lost i i per cent. of the selling price : what
was the loss per cent. on the cost?

"Sol.- of selling price lost .·. ; of do =
cost ... cost lost = 121 per cent."

"A man is engaged to work at $i a day
and his board, witl the understanding that
he is to pay 374 cents a day for his board
when idle : what must be the proportion of
working time so that he nay just keep out of
debt, supposing that he vorks whole days
and not parts in every case?

"Sol.-Wages $8 ; loss on idle days=$y,
L. C. M. = $88 = 1 1 working or 8 idle days

In the first of these since 1 of the selling
price = · of the cost ... required result is

xo% ; and in the second problem since three
days' wages will pay '*Ns board for eight

days, he only nced wbrk threc days out of
cleven.

Thcsc arc grave errors and can only bc
accounted for by attributing to the author
culpable carclessness in the prcparation of his
book.

The work, again, contains too many solu-
tions. A very trifling modification in a pro-
blem furnishcs a prctext for giving a model
for solving it Even whcn no modification
can be detected, we have separate solutions
given. Thus each of the following questions
is solved :-

i. A boy spends i cent of every 5 cents he
has, how many does hc spend of 20 cents?

2. A boy spcnds 2 cents of every 6 he has,
how many does he spend of 30 ?

3. If lie- spcnds 4 out of every 1o, how
nany does he spend of 6o?
And no attempt is made to vary the solutions,
the three being as nearly alike as the num-
bers used will permit. Nor are these solitary
instances ; needless solutions occur on nearly
every page. So frequent are the solutions, in
fact, that throughout the whole book, there
is not, on an average, three unsolved ques-
tions for each question solved. The direct
effect of this method of training is only too
manifest. Independent effort receives no en-
couragement ; the faculty for original inves-
tigation remains undeveloped, and new im-
petits is given to perpetuate " the rule and
routine methods that have too long pre-
vailed."

Too many of the solutions, on the other
hand, are such as cannot be grasped by the
mind of the average student as exercises in
Mental Arithmetic. Some of these should
be excluded on account of their length, occu-
pying as they do, fully half a page of the
book ; others on account of their intricacy ;
being in reality simultaneous equations of
three unknown quantities.

The "commission" question, page 16. is
the only one mentioned in the preface, and
may therefore, we suppose, be taken as hav-
ing received from the author full considera-
tion in its solution, yet even in this the most
direct solution bas not been reached. The
following appears to us to be the much
simpler solution: after the first com. bas
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been deducted therc remains j:jo of the value
of the flour and the amount invested in tea
is - 8g of this la ' which = ?,es of the value
of the flour the rcmaining -r, must have
gone as commission. &c.

Otier instanccs might be adruced, but
we have given enough to bear out our asser-
tion rcspecting the unfitness of the work as
a school text-book in its prescnt objection-
able shape. Wlhen the numerous crrors shall
have becn lookcd out and corrccted, and the
number of model solutions rcduced to about
one-third of thcir present number, we shall
not have so much fault to find with the book.
But until this is donc, we cannot considcr it
a proper text-book to bc placed in the hands
of pupils.

That the work should find its way into the
schools, without the authorization of the
Department, is, of course, a matter ;with
which the Minister will have to deal; and if
sanctioned, the propriety of authorizing a
book by an official who stands in the relation
that its author does to the schools of the
Province, is a question that must then come
up for settlement.

ENGLIs11 MEN OF LETTERS , edited by
John Morley. SAMUEL JOHNSON, by
Leslie Stepien. OLIVER GOLDSMITH,
by William Black. Macmillan & Co.
Toronto: A. Piddington.

It is, presumably, part of Mr. Morley's
plan to have the lives of English authors
which he is editing, written afresh for him.
We might otherwise question the necessity
of Mr. Stephen being set to produce a new
biography of Johnson. Besides the larger
and more pretentious works upon this sub-
ject, the world already possesses several suc-
cinct lives of the great writer and conversa-
tionalist. Two men of very differing tastes'
and styles, Macaulay and Carlyle have given
us widely circulated pamphlets, embracing
as much as Mr. Stephen offers us, besides
the incidental allusions to Johnson that are
to be found in the " Heroes and Hero Wor-
ship," and the räview of Croker's edition of
Boswell, by Macaulay. However, there is
always room for a new work even if it have
few pretentions beyond being a compilation,

and as such wc wclcome the prcsent book.
We notice in it several inaccuracies of diction
which wa should have thought Mr. Morley
wouid not have let pass. At page 39 we
find the following peculiar passage : " Any
systematic training of the historical proccsscs
by which a particular language has been de-
veloped, was unknown.", We can imagine
a scholar being trainecd in the knowIedge of
suci historical processes, but the processes
themselves are not usually supposed to ba
particularly amenable to any kind of
"training," however cextcrous. A worse
instance of the grossest carelessness is to be
sean at page 46, where the point of the
famous letter to Lord Chesterfield is most
culptably lost by the twice repeatcd substitu-
tion of the word "loss" for the word "less."
Johnson would have bean enragcd had ha
known that any one who aspired to writc
his life could have been capable of sud- a
blunder. One other solecisi must content
us for the present. At page 92 we are told
that Boswell " remains as not only the first,
but the hest of his class." It would puzzle
Mr. Stepien to tell us what good end the
word " as " subserves in this sentence.

Mr. Black's Goldsmith is perhaps freer
from such mistakes,-but it is not quite free
from them. I-e condemns his author's accen-
tuation of " Niaga'ra" in the "Traveller," ap-
parently oblivous that it is by virtue of a
common law of the degradation of words
that the accent has travelled backwards and
that the modern English barbarism of
Niàg'ra has become the usual pronunciation.
A worse fault, however, is the occasional ob-
truding of himself by Mr. Black upon the
reader. le is at his old game again, if we
may venture the expression, and lugs his
favourite deer-stalking and Scotch-yachting
experiences neck and crop into the life of a
man who would have run away from a stag,
and probably been extremely ill in a schooner
off the Hebrides. Mr. Black also makes a
little too much fuss about the obtuseness
which several of Goldsmith's associates
showed as to the real nature of the little man.
There can be small doubt but that Oliver's
Irish wit was occasionally too delicate for
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Boswcll to apprcciatc, and Goldsmith has
got credit for being cxtremcly vain, jealous,
and conceited when lie did not rcally dcserve
it. But after all, wc must rcmcmber that the
dcfcncc merely amounts to this, that Gold.
smith jocoscly pretcndced to be inordinately
vain.glorious and put on airs that wcrc taken
au serieux by is graver comradcs. Such a
peculiar turn of humour, so frcqucntly rc-
pcated, although so stcadily misunderstood,
must, we should think, have had its root in a
n2tural bent of the mind towards these
qualitics, the outward manifestations of
whiich it served to cloak and disguisc. In
cither view of the case it is one of the lcast
lovoable sides of Goldsmith's charactcr.

Mr. Black lias donc his best to assure those
to whom the author of the "Vicar of Wake-
field " is dear, that their favourite was not
so hardly used by the world as it lias been
the fashion to picture him.

He fell on his feet pretty luckily through-
out his life, and his distresses were generally
attributablc more ta bis own reckless mode
of living than ta any lack of appreciation on
the part of the booksellers or the public.
It was much of his own accord that lie wrote
the lucrative but worthless compilations that
took up so, much of his time, but we need
not think him entirely sordid in so doing.
It is quite conceivable that he may have ex-
pected to gain lasting fame from his histories
and "Animated Nature." That such subjects
when properly handled do bring fame to the
poets who, casting aside the muses for a
moment, come down to mingle with the
crowd of ordinary mortals, may be seen by
the instance of Southey, who will probably
be remembered by bis "Life of Nelson,"
long after his "Thalaba" shall have been
forgotten.

These two lives we have mentioned to-
gether as forming companion volumes to
each other. In fact several episodes, as for
instance the club life in London, are com-
mon to both. We can recommend them to
the perusal of those readers who canrot go
to the fountain-heads for information as to
either of these two great men.

ARclîDIsIlol' TREcii ON TIE STUDY OF
WORDs. I7tl Edition.-EN.GLIsti, PAST
AND PRESENT. ioth Edition. London:
Macmillan & Company.

More interesting books than thesc, and
more likely to lcad one on to deepcr rescarch
in philology, could hardly bc put into the
hands of the student. And yet in vcry many
instances we find the Arclbishop astray both
in bis ideas and his facts. Take for epample
the vcry pointcd instance that occurs on the
second page of the " Study of Words." He
is denouncing the saying that " ignorance is
the mother of admiration," and throughtout
his rcmarks it appears that nothing more
than the vulgar modern meaning of the word
admiration was present in lis mind.

Had lie rcflected for a moment and re-
membcrcd that the word really means "won-
dorment," he would have lesitated before
condemning the proverb. Of course, even
with this correction, the saying, like all other
epigrammatic remarks, only expresses half a
truth. The ignorant man wonders superfi-
cially at this, that and the other, wonders
why the sea has tides and the moon bas
phases. A little lcarning extinguishes this
faculty of wonder, and the ordinary man
ceases to be astonished, for he is periectly
satisfied by a single word, " gravitation " for
instance. No doubt on a higher level the
wondering mind is again called into play,
but this may be said to be on account of the
recognition of that ignorance which was not
understood by the clown and which was
ignored by the empirical observer.

Again we find in a note at page eleven the
astounding assertion that the word "frank "
is found in English in the sixteenth century,
"but scarcely earlier." As part of the com-
pound words " frank-tenement, frank-mar-
rinage, franc-almoigne," it occurs over and
over again in Littleton (ob. 1491), and was
in use long before bis time. The view of
frank-pledge or court-!het, is an institution
as old as Alfred, but we of course do not
wish to say that the word itself is quite as
old as that. It is enough for our purpose to
point it out in the political songs of the reign
of Edward II., speaking of prelates who
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"DBe in office vith the king and gatler trea-
sure in a hepe,

And thcfranhise of holi churche lhii laten
ligge siepe, fui stille."

Occasionally, too, the Archbishop's logic
is at fault. In his fourth lecture on the
English language he is trcating of the re-
covery of wurds vhich, after falling into
disuse, are now well known again. To aug-
ment the number of these lie quotes lists,
such as the one annexed to Spenser's Shep-
herd's Calendar, in which many old words
are explained for the henclit of the reader,
such as " askance, bevy, flowret," etc.,
which would need no such glossary now.
But in the saine breath he quotes other lists
which do not purport to be explanations of
ildl words, but of old and obscure words, and
of words " ntotfami/ar to the vulgar reader,"
which evidently embrace entircly different
classes of words from those of which he is
treating. A newly introduced word may be
so obscure or unfamiliar as to need explana-
tion when it lirst appears, but that is no
reason why ve, who now understand it,
should call it a recovered word.

There are also instances of harshness in
style which should have been ren-xteed before
the work arrived at such a late edition.
The expression "as in instances innumerable
cases may be seen," jars upon our cars, and
a very little trouble would put it right. The
next example is, however, radically wrong
and foreign in its construction. Speaking of
sone conpound verbs, such as "to wit-
wanton " or " to cankerfret," he says, " these
words, tho' never in public use, seem to me
haMier than that they should be allowed to
die."t The close of the introductory lecture
on the Study of Words is another example
of " how not tu " express a simple thuught
in simple language.

Still, in spite of these and of yet graver
faults, the books are fascinating enough to
make us regret having to put then down.
There is a mystery and a charm about words
that attracts us to follow, while all the time

• Camdien Society's Political Songs, p. 325.

t English, Past and Present, p. 221.

wc know that howcvcr searching our quest
may be thrce is a limit to our discovcrics,
and that when wc fancy we have traced back
a word tu its bcginning, and sec upon it the
delicate. blooni of a freshly exprcsscd thought,
we must cxpect to find a yawning abyss of
years open Lcfore us, and to Icarn that our
ncw word is, alas, but some battercd frag-
ment, floated to us from the wrcck of a dead
or dying longue. Archbishop Trench natur-
ally magnifies his subject. To him Hobbes
was a " false prophet," espccially when he
said that vords were wise men's counters
and the coins of fools. The same thought
had occurred to Montaigne, vhen in speaking
of wordy and pedantical learning, he says, it
is passed from hand to hand " only to make
a show in conversation . . . . likc those
glittering counters, which are of no other use
or service but to play or count a gane with. "*
It seems lard to believe that our author was
incapable of appreciating the wholesome
truth embodicd in this saying of Hobbes,
or that he could not sece that the blame was
attached to the fool who so misused the
word, and not to the word itself. In the
abstract, and as viewed by the philologer, a
word is the same wherever it occurs, but the
Archbishop would be the last to say, as a
man, that as much weight is to be given to a
word in a scurrilous tale as to the same word
in an impassioned soliloquy by Shakespeare.

It is very curious to notice the blindness
that hinders critics fron distinguishing among
a crowd of new candidates for admission
into our vocabulary, those few favoured in-
dividuals which will eyentually succeed. A
good example occurs at page sixty-five of
" English, Past and Present," where a list of
glaring Americanisms are given in a note,
and the author overwhelms them all with one
common disdain. We agre. cordially with
his abhorrence of " eventuate,'' " happify,"

Montaigne's Essays. On Pedantry, vol. 1, p. 149.
9th edition, i8rr.

On the same point cf., "The Two Gentlemen of
Verona ;" AcL 2, s. 4:

Tiurio. Sir. if you spend word for word with me,
I shall make your wit bankrupt.

Valentine. I know it well, sir, you have an ex-
chequer of words, and I fancy no other treasure. .
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.and " to resurcct," but what arc we to say
when wc find among the list that most happy
expression "to elittle," and that indispen-
sable term "shortage "?

On scveral occasions the Arclbislop shows
signs of professional prejudice. le falls
fouil of the Renaissance as a return from
Christian to Pagan Art. Although lie lias
Mr. Ruskin for an ally in this, we must enter
our protest ngainst his canon of criticisn.
Art is a world by itself, Christianity, Pagan-
isii, are accidents to it, and arc not in any
way essential to its wcll-bcing. It cxists in
a diffcrent sphere altogether from religion,
and its re-birth is happily so tcmed from the
fact that under the lcading of the great
Italian master-mninds the rccently discovered
Greek statues, and the human form itself,
then first became the models of excellence
and the exemplars of study instead of the
angular impossibilities of the early Christian
Schools of Sculpture. Naturally enough,
Modern Science also cornes in for a rap over
the knuckles. Sometimes (as at page fifty-
one of English, Past and Present) Darwinism
is disnissed with a phrase, barely covering
the sneer that is too plainly intended. We
are told that, in the case of words at least,
the rule as ta the "survival of the fittest "
does not always obtain. An interesting lec-
ture inight be written on this text, showing
how persistently a wrong meaning is forced
upon a scientific theory, on account of the
want of precision in the catch-word by which
·that hypothesis is generally known to the
vulgar. Every ortliodox opposer of the doc-
trine of development is prepared to prove
that throughout the realn of nature, whether
we look at men, emotions, morais, or words,
the absolutely fittest does net survive, but on
the contrary a lower type often supplants the
higlier. This achieved, there is a îlourislh of
trumpets over the defeated hypothesis. It is
however a hollow triumph, a triumph of
words and not of facts. The position which
was intended ta be assailed remains intact,
for it does not rest upon the survival of the
absolutely fittest, but of the fori whicli is
fittest in relation ta its surrounding circum-
stances. It is abundantly plain that in many

cases the lower type of man or of word will
be best fitted to survive and will survive
accordingly. Given a convict settlement,
with Shakespeare and the slang dictionary
for its sole litcrary pabulum, and one can
prophcsy very easily whcther the poet's or
the pick-pockets' phrases will have succumb-
ed in the struggle for existence aftcr a fcw
ycars; and which parts of the dramatist will
have contributed a few words to the roguc's
vocabulary. HamIlct's language May bc the
noblest and fittcst for men and angels, but a
few low words out of Pericles, or a curse or
two fromi the lips of Caliban, will have ap-
provcd themselves as fittest for a community
very far removed from being angels or cven
men.

It will be readily understood then, that
Trench dismisses the "urang-utang " thcory
of man's developmcnt as incapable of satis-
factorily explaining the grov.ti of language.
It could hardly have been expectcd that lie
would have donc otlherwise, but none the lcss
mîay we venture to predict that no conplete
hypotliesis will ever be framned that will ex-
plain everything so thoroughly as that which
supposes the slow and natural growth of
nar's body, mind, moral qualities, eniotions
and language from a creature, low it may be
in its actual attainments and functions, but
mysteriously great in its God-given capacities
for improvement and progress.

TiiE TEACHIER. By J. R. Blakiston, M.A.,
one of Her Majesty's Inspectors of
Schools. Macmillan & Co., London.

PRACTICAL HAND-BOOK oF ScuooL MAN-
AGEMENT AND TEACIIING. By F. E.
Harding, M. C. P. Thomas Laurie,
Edinburgh.

HUIlGIIES' HAND-BOOK OF EXAMINATION
QUEsTIoNs in Arithmetic, Geography,
Granmar and Analysis. Hughes & Co.,
London.

It is nat necessary for Mr. Blakiston ta in-
form us, as he does in his preface, that his
manual is the result of twenty-five years' ex-
perience in educational work ; every page
attests extended practical acquaintance with
the work carried on in elementary schools
by ..n active, searching, and unbiassed mind,
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accustomed to look for somcthing good in
whatcvcr comes bcfore it.

"The Tcachcr" is divided into thrce
parts :-Part I. is devotcd to Tonc and Dis-
ciplinc, and to Class Managcmcnt ; Part Il.
to Infant Schools ; and Part III, to Boys',
Girls' and mixed Schools. Two appcndices
arc addcd which will provc uscful to the
young :cacher, as thcy contpin outtincs and
notes of lcssons given by cxpcricnccd Mas-
ters and blistresscs on the various subjccts of
School-work.

Parts I. and II. arc the niost valuable, In
the book, and the remarks of the author on
tonc and discipline are full of good ecnse.
Whiilc admitting, for instance, that therc are
born disciplinarians as well as born teachers,
lie maintains that much may bc donc by
pcrsistcnt cffort on the part of the most un-
skilful teacher to secure excellence in shool
management, and he supports his assertions
by the following rcmarks:-

" The lcast gifted may takc hcart whcn he
bcthinks him that succcss in school manage-
ment dcpcnds mainly on watchful and unrc-
mitting attention to little dctails, and on
conscientiously grappling with cvery difficul-
ty as it ariscs. . . . If a teachcr at all

times kccps a high aim steadily beforc him,
and struggles incessantly to attain it in spite of
repeatcd failurcs, his vcry mistakes carefully
noted and thoughtfully corrccted, will lead
to gradual improvement and ultimate excel-
lence. lie should cver be on the look out
for better methods, apter illustrations, more
vivid ways of putting things, however home-
]y and familiar to himself. A lifetine is not
too long to attain perfection in his art."

He gives advicc that only a inan of long
expcrience in school work might bc cx-
pected to give on the way to deat
with troublesome parents, strongly re-
commending forbearance, and the "soft
answer." In conncction with this subject he
wisely cautions teachers to beware of turning
to a child's disadvantage in school anything
he may have learnt by a visit to his home.
Mr. Blakiston isevidentlynot disposed to coin-
cide with those teachers who think they
should exemplify in their own persons that

uscful fiction of our political constitution,
" The king can do no wrorg;" for he plainly
adviscs them to confcss ticir ignorance wlci

uqucstioncd by tlicir scholars on any subicct
with which thcy arc not acquaintcd ; and to
makc nmends for any injustice or unkindncss
ticy iay, through irritability or infirmity of
temper, have bcen guilty of towards thmcn.
This course of action cannot bc too highly
commcndcc on the part of thosc who have
the training jC the young ; childrcn shuuld bc
taught by cxamplc, as wcll as by prcccpt, to.
shun intcliectual arrogance; and to shQw a
proper regard for the feelings and rights of
all with whom they comne in contact.

Coming to mcthods of tcaching, our
author lias no word of praisc for the old style
of tcaching rcading, by uttering the names of
thc letteis and not their powcrs ; he strongly
supports the phonic systcm which has begun
to show good results amongst ourselves, and
as an encouragement to thosc who may not
have tricd it, hc says:-" Tcachers previously
accustomed to tcach reading alphabetically
must not allow themsclves to become dis.
hcaitcned by the sccmingly slow progrcss.
made by childrcn during the first few months.
Their steady progrcss aftcrwards, and the
confidence with v. nich they will soon grapple
with words will more than rcpay patient
waiting." T'a.n follow some excellent re-
marks on the way to tcach spelling.

His rccommcndation of simultancous read-
ing whcn childrc are beginning a ncw lesson
is of questionable utility, as arc sonie otliers
that lie makes on tcaching the ordinary sub-
jects to advanced scholars, but any defects of
his own are amply made up for by the admir-
able notes of experienced teaciers in the ap.
pendices. One of the points to which Mr..
Blakiston gives frequent prominence is the-
necessity for the teacher to thoroughly preparc-
himself for every lesson he has to give; and
in doing this to make notes of subjects with
which he is not perfectly familiar bv consult-
ing other authorities than the school text-
book before he brings thern before the class.

It is interesting to know what a man of
our author's range of thought and experience
deems necessary for children of our element-
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ary schnls-Scyond the ordinary school
subJccts. On pages 6o and 6r, lie says :-

" A girl leaving 'hool at the agc of
twclvc should be A good nccdle.woman, able
to mark, mcnd, an make lier own and her
b:2hr's unJrclothing. She should know
the tises and priccs of common clothing
materials, and the most economical way of
cnoking simple food. Boys should have
spccial instruction in elcmcntary physics, so
as to unuderstand somethmng of the forces with
which they have to deal. The teaching
should be such ns will tend to implant In
them a sense of their ignorance, and a desire
t Icarni more as they grow older. Thus the
action of syphons, pumps, screws, inclincd
plancs, lever,, wcdgcs, whccis, axies, and
pullcys ; dew, rain, hail, frost, clouds, cec,
snow, winds, thundier-storns, arc all subjects
of which a good tcacher will be anxious to
let his boys knov something definitc, bcforc
thcy leave school for work. . . . Systcmatic
instruction should be given to both sexcs on
the laws of hcalth, and on such parts of
animal physiology as are necede for an in-
tellig cnt knowhdge of those laws. They
shouid be tauglt the proper trcatmcnt of
common accidents, burns, scalds, clothes
taking tire, cts, bruiscs, and drowning."

WVe have said enough to show that this
book has a good deai that is frcsh and wcll
worth knowing, on what is rcgarded as a
thrcad-bare subject. We can hcartily com-
mend it to the attention of our young
tcachers, fecling sure that a studious perusal
of it will nid thcm in shaping their idcas in
right courses, and their conduct in safe paths,
ovcr difficult ground.

The ncxt work under review is in marked
contrast to the one we have just dealt with.
Mr. Harding, M. C. P., cvidently knows
littlc about himself, or lie would never have
committed his crude notions on School Man-
agemcnt to print. Mr. Blakiston's book is the
work of one whose knowledge of his subject
is sufficiently extensive to make him, as he
declares in his preface, "feel more and mort
every year how much he bas yet to learn ; "
while Mr. Harding's is the work of one who,
like the unskilful sculptor referred to by
himself, proceeds to use mallet and chisel
upon a stone whose nature he lias not
carefully studied. We find, for instance,
that his idea of school management
does not rise higher than that of regu-
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lating cvcrything by the rod. There is little
to be Icamed from thc methods he recoin-
mcnds in t.aching the various suljects, if wc
cxccpt spclling, and perhaps gcography;
and thcrc is much to rind fault with. Take
for instance, what lie says about tcaching
subtraction.

" Thc system of borrowIng and rcpaying,
continually carried! on in these tcrms, should
bc carcfully and clcarly explaincd to hc
children, making thcm sec that though wc
borrow lo, and apparcntly pay to the next
digure only r, we rcally pay ro; for the i wc
carry being addcdl to a figure ten tines as
valuable as that for which the 1o was bor-
rowed, counts not as 1, but as tcn tinies r,
which is ro, and so the repayment is just."
It docs not seem to have entcred dte heatd of
this "MeImber of the College of Prcecp-
tors," that the mcthod of subtraction he
describes and tries to explain consists in a
continua] adding and not in a borrowing at
all. Equally cnde are some of the remarks
lie makes on the tcaching of writing and
graminar. We can best mark our estimation
of the book by saying that the most inlcrest-
ing part to the Canadian teiacher is the Ap.
pendix, which contains the standards of
Examination in the subjects taught in English
and Scotch elcmentary schools, and also
those for the examination of pupil tcachers.

Mr. Hughes' Handbook is one we can
strongly commend to the attention of teachers
of our PublicSchools. It contains an extensive
assortment of questions in four of the most im-
portant subjects of their work. Many ofthese
are sccetctd from those put by Inspectors ie
Britain, when visiting schools, to test the
knovledge of the classes they examined.
The questions are graded so as to suit the
various classes, from the first book up to the
fourth or fifth. Answers are supplied to the
Arithmetic questions. Amongst the easy
problen.r for young thinkers will be found a
large number that will serve as admirable
exercises in Mental Arithmetic. To teachers
of ungraded schools, who have such a variety
of work to attend to, this book will be
particularly valuable.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

TOPICS OF THE TIME.
The future of the English language is, at

the present tiie, a matter of anxious concern
to those who regard with uneasiness the per-
sistent efforts of sciolists and tinkerers to re-
mould the muther tongue on the principle of
phonetic spelling. The agitation for the so-
called "Spelling Reform " is one which we
trust will be sternly resisted in Canada, as,
however rational some of the proposals may
be, to remove from the language same of its
more glaring inconsistences, the schem as a
whole is a wild drcam iof unwise, half-edu-
cated men, who would, for a craze, mongrel-
ize our whole literature beyond recognition.
It is very desirable, no doubt, that we should
have cor..istency and uniformity in ortho-
graphy, and tu this end we would go some
length in meeting the reformuers of the lan-
guage, but their designs extend much further
than this, and would treat words as visible
objects to be shaped in their spelling after
their own orthoepic notions, regardless of
their history and derivation. In the forms
of those letters which inperfectly represent
our vowel sounds, we should be prepared to
entertain proposals to alter theni, or to ex-
tend their number. So in regard to other
matters, in which a change or an improvement
would be serviceable, we would not object to
innovation. But to revolutionize the language,
and to desecrate our literature, by recasting
its whole structure in the melting pot of
visible and audible uniformity, as so many
American theorists on the subject would
do, is a project which should be utterly
scouted and receive the discouragenient it
deserves.

WE have little to add to our remarks of
last month upon the new School Bill, which,
in a considerably amended shape, became

law as the session was about to come to a
close. Immature as were many of the
clauses of the Bill, and uncalled for as were
almost all of its provisions, it is to be re-
gretted that the House was not prorogued be-
fore it had a chance of being placed upon the
Statute Book of the Province. We do not
doubt Mr. Crooks's good intent in introduc-
ing the measure, but there is much in its pro-
visions to warrant the beli'r that the interests
of the schools were not wlholly the motive
which gave to us new legislation on the sub-
ject. A few more such sacrifices to political
and sectarian intrigue, as education lias just
been called upon to make, will not be long,
however, in testing the permanence of the
office of Minister of Education. Govern-
ments that lend themselves to such legislation
not unnaturally, also, imperil their existence.

WIAT is the inatter with our contemporary
"The School Journal?" In the last two
nuinbers it lias taken a new departure, and
"gcone back on" its loyal adherence to the
Education Department from which, in its
nursing days, it received that aliment which
substantially aided it in finding its feet. Thir
is ungratefuil. But it lias taken a more ser-
ious ieparture in the tone and style of its
editorials, which we cannot say are an lin-
provement on the crude efforts in composi-
tion which have hitherto been the noticeable
feature of the ournal. Under the evident
inspiration of soie American contemporary,
' out west,' it has exchanged its former sober
and timid style of writing for the flippant and
the critical; and with a rough malice and a
vulgar sneer assumes a defiant attitude to-
wards the Minister of Education and the De-
partment, which it ill becomes its conductors
or its publishers to affect. The editor of the

.70urnal, in his monthly lucubrations, mani-
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fests an English style of bis own, which it
would be sheer presumption in us to criticise.
This,. time will perhaps either amend or
considerately attune our car to ; but it would
be well, while grammarians gencrally agree
upun what is the correct English.of a simple
sentence, that the ourna! should not set
before the teachers of the country any very
gross instances of its violation. On the
question of style, we might, at the same
time, suggest what must be patent to every-
one but the conductors of the ournal, that
educational topics cemand a dignity of treat-
ment which in the April number of the
publication, at any rate, they cannot be said
to have received. We refrain from comment
on the questionable taste of the 7ouirnal's
splenetic detraction of the Minister who,
like its Editor, is a public servant, and more
than this, the official chief of the Ctntral
Committee, of which the editor is a mem-
ber. Mr. Crooks has personal claims, aside
from his official position, to be considered a
gentleman, and to be spoken of and treated
as such, and it might be worth while if the
conductors of the Ilournal, ere they issue
another number, would reflect upon this fact.

AN English Journal recently made this
facetious remark, that, " Ages hence learned
Archoologists may authoritatively declare
that the great Needle was erected in England
to mark the period when women abandoned
the art of sewing, and began the competition
with men which will then have resulted in
feminine supremacy." If our contemporary,
in his delicate rebuke of our wives and sisters,
had exte.nded the point of his satire, by some
referer.ce to the centuries of baking the
needle had undergone in the hot sands of
Egypt, and had included the abandonment
of the art of cooking on the part of the sis-
terhood, he would have added a graver
iharge to his indictment of the sex. But the
English public have less to charge themselves
with in these respects than we in Canada,
for not only is Domestic Economy-including
needle work and cooking-both theoretically
and practically tauglit in the Art Schools of
Kensington, but over the country much at-

tention is devoted to these important branches
in thousands of the public schools. With us,
however, the pressing claims of these neces-
sary branches of education have never been
practically -recognized as subjects of school
instruction-public opinion, seemingly, never
having been sufliciently influential to secure
their being taufht. So apathetic, indeed, is
the public mind on the subject, that in regard
to Domestic Economy, the Minister of Edu-
cation publicly admitted the other day that
some recent efforts he had made to have it
included as a branch of study for women at
the Toronto Normal School, had resulted in
failure. Now without repressing the sex's
laudable pursuit of the 'Higher Education
of Women,' we venture to declare that their
abandonment of the kitchen and their un-
willingness to familiarize themselves with
even the rudiments of the culinaryart, is an un-
toward misfortune, not only to the sterner
sex, but to themselves, and to the households
of which they forn a bright and graceful
part. It may be, however,--happy thought !
-that Mr. Crooks's experiment was resented
because our young women knew already as
much of cooking and of household duties as
they were likely to learn at the Normal
School-and the high reputation Canadian
women enjoy as proficients alike in the
kitchen and the drawing-room, may be
safely taken as indicative of this-but a com-
prehensive theoretical and practical course of
Domestic Ecomomy, it will be admitted, in-
cludes much that, if properly taught, would
be an important acquisition to the sex, and
we hope larger views on the subjett will yet
prevail, ar.d that schools of cookery will cre
long become-if we must use the word-
"fashionable " in Canada.

BRIEFS ON NEW BOOKS.

Goldsmith's Traveller and Grav's Elegy;
by William Williams, B.A., and John Tait,
Collingwood Collegiate Institute. Toronto:
James Campbell & Son. Messrs. Williams
and Tait have put together with considerable
care the necessary material for the use of
students preparing for an examination in
these two classical work. It is, of course,
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hard to be very original in travelling over
such well beaten literary paths, but *the
editors have shown sufficient evidence of
pains-taking to entitle us to expect more
ambitious things from them in future. We
would especially single out for praise the
chronological table given at page fourteen,
which shows at once the relation between
the events of the lives of the two poets and
the other leading incidents of their age.
We must also have a word of praise for the
neatness with which the little book is printed
and bound. There are some points as to
which the editors must allow us to differ
from thein, though even in these cases their
mode of expression is perhaps more to blame
than anything else. For instance they can
hardly mean that an increased regularity in
the number of syllables in a line is a desidera-
tu ntin poetry. The highest poetry uses to the
full those irregularities of verse construction
which we find in the later plays of Shakes-
peare as opposed to the more monotonously
regular flow of his earlier efforts.

illton's Paradise Lost. Storr's Notes.
Toronto : James Campbell & Son. Mr.
Storr's notes to the first two books of the

THE EDITOR has had the accompanying
note courteously sent to him, by the Deputy
Minister of Education, with reference to the
Midsummer Convention of the "American
National Association of Teachers.' The
invitation is a very cordial one, and with
Dr. Hodgins, the Editor would gladly see it
heartily responded to by the Canadian Profes.
sion, feeling sure that the contact with their
brethren over Educational matters will prove
profitable and interesting -

MY DEAR SIR,-
Toronto, April ro.

I have received the following note from the
President of the A'merican National Associa-
tion :

" We are making such preparations for the

great poem are perhaps hardly so exhaustive
as those given in the similar work by Mr.
Seath, lately reviewed by us. Except for
this and for the fact that the text itself is not
interleaved, we should think a studcnt would
feel some difficulty in knowing which of the
two editions to choose to work upon.

_ulius Csar, edited by J. M. D. Meikle-
john. London and Edinburgh : W. & R.
Chambers. This is a capital little book ;
the text carefully revised, the notes (in most.
instances at least) well meant and unobtru-
sive. We would particularly praise the
typographical arrangement of these notes,
the fount used being peculiarly adapted to
catch the eye. Mr. Meiklejohn is, as might
be expected, liable to occasional attacks of
the commentator's rage to explain what needs
no explanation. Thus he comments upon
Act I., scene 2, line eleven: "and leave
no ceremony out," as follows " out-unper-
formed.". Surely to "leave out" anything
is an ordinary, every-day expression enough,
and the elucidation itself might as vell have
been "left out," or as the editor would
doubtless say, might have been left "unper-
formed."

meeting of our Association at Philadelphia,
July 29-31, inclusive, as we think will in-
sure a great meeting.

"We should be glad to have you and
other Canadian Educators come over and meet
with us. I am sure United States Educators,
and people of Philadelphia, will extend a most
hearty welcome to such as may be prevailed
on to cross the border."

I trust that our County Teachers' Associa-
tions will be able to depute some of their lead-
ing members to join in this gathering. Those
which I have hitherto attended have been
most interesting and instructive.

Believe me,

Very sincerely yours,

J. GEORGE HODGI'NS.
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OFFICIAL NOTICES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

[The following "Gencral Circular" issucd by the Department has, wc learn, been distributed among School
Trustees, and members of School Boards, In the interest of the profession, however, we have thought it im-
portant to give place to it in these columns, where reference may be more handily made to it -ED.)

GENERAL CIRCULAR.

The Amendments mn the School Law dur-
ing the Session just closed, make it necessary
that Municipal Corporations and officials,
School Corporations and officials, and the
public generally should be informed of their
nature and effect ; and I propose to do this
in the like order as in the Revised Statutes.

I.-AMENDMENTS IN TIE LAw.

i. It is now the duty of the Minister to
apportion annually, on or before the first of
May in cach year, the Legislative Grant in
aid of Public and Separate Schools accord-
ing to the returns for the last preceding year
of the whole population of Ontario, which
the Clerks of the respective Counties, Cities
and Towns separated are now required to
furnish to the Minister on or before the first
day of April in each year. This duty is,
therefore, to be performed immediately by
the several Clerks, using as the basis of their
returns for the population of each County,
City or Town separated the Assessment Rolls
for the last year.

2. School Corporations purchasing author-
ized prize or library books, maps or appara-
tus from booksellers or others, are entitled to
an equal amount from the Depository stock
or in cash, as they may desire. Normal
School students can obtain from the Deposi-
tory, at cost price, text and library books,
maps and apparatus-Teachers' Associations,
works on education, and Public Institutions
receiving Provincial aid, library, prize and
text books, maps and apparatus.

3. The Franchise in the case of all Public
Schools has been extended so as to include
income voters who have paid a school tax,

while all formerly qualified continue to be
so.

4. The mode of electing the Trustees of
School Boards in Cities, Towns, Villages
and Townships, has been clearly provided
for, as will be seen from the Act itsel ;
while in the case of Rural School Sections
the old mode has not been changed except
as to the day of the Annual Meeting, which
will in future be on the last Wednesday in
December in each year, or if a holiday on
the day following.

5. The duties of Municipal Councils in
organized Townships apply to every organ-
ized Township in the Province ; but with
respect tounorganized Townships and Muni-
cipalities composed of more than one Town-
ship, but without County organization, the
law is now clear, owing to the amendment
in section io of the new Act, which provides
that the Municipal Councils in such case can
form portions of the Townships into School
Sections or a School Board as they see fit.

6. It is important to know that the powers
of Trustees of rural school sections to levy
or collect upon their own authority public
school rates has ceased, excepting as to pend-
ing proceedings, which may be prosecuted
until the rates are collected ; and henceforth
the machinery for the collection of all school
rates as well as other rates is the same, the
basis for the requisition of the School Trus-
tees being the Assessment Roll, and the col-
lections being through the Municipal Collec-
tor and other Municipal officials.

7. Any surplus school money (not derived
from the Municipalities' Fund, or the Muni-
cipal Loan Fund surplus) may be apportioned
amîongst school sections according to the
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average attendance of the pupils at each
school.

8. The ainount payable from the County
Rate for Teachers' salaries can either be paid
by the County Treasurer under the direction
of the County Inspector to any Teacher
direct, or transmitted to the respective sub.
Treasurers.

9. It is made clear that ail pupils, children
of non-residents, are liable to pay a school
fee, not exceeding twenty-five cents for each
month.

io. In arbitrations for taking school sites
ail interests, including those of Owners,
Mortgagecs, Tenants and others, can be
dealt with.

ii. As to Union School Sections the fol-
lowing doubtful points are settled :-

(i.) The union is considered for inspection,
taxation, borrowing of money and aIl scltool
purposes, as vithin the Municipality in which
the school bouse is situate.

(2.) Part of the portion of the Municipal-
ity forming the union may be withdrawn, but
any proceeding of this nature is always, as
well as the whole portion, in the discretion
of the Municipal Council.

(3.) On the first day of January next, the
provisions as to a union formed after the
second day of March, 1877, vill apply to ail
unions formed before that date, and as to the
latter, the period of five years runs from the
time they were first established.

12. The Public School Board of any City
is empowered to constitute one or more of
the Public Schools in such City a Model
School for the preliminary training of Public
School Teachers subject to the Regulations
of the Department.

13. As to Separate Schools, in order to im-
prove their efficiency, while recognizing the
principles on which they can be established,
the following bas been enacted :-

(i.) Elections of Trustees in Cities,
Towns, and Villages are to be held, as pro-
vided in the case of Public School Boards,
and in Townships, as in Rural School Sec-
tions.

(2.) Trustees can borrow on the securit
of the School preniises or rates, repayable
with interest, by instalments or otherwise.

(3.) A non-resident owner of unoccupied
land can, if a Separate School supporter, re-

quir the School rates thereon to be paid tto
the Separate School, if any, in such Munici-
pality.

(4.) Any Separate School rates charged
upon real estate and uncollected at the end
of an1y one year can, as in the like cases of
Public School rates, be advanced by the
Township. •

(5.) So nuch of the General County rate
for salaries of Public School Teachers which
may be levied fron Separate School sup-
porters is to be paid over to the Separate
School Trustees, if any, in the Township.

(6.) In cases where the Trustees of R. C.
Separate Schools exercise their option of
having the Separate School rates collected
by the Municipal machinery, the Assessor
can accept the knowledge of a person being
a Roman Catholic as prima facie evidence
of his being a Separate School supporter.

(7.) The Education Department can auth-
orize a Separate School to become a Model
School for the preliminary training of Teach-
ers for Separate Schools; and in such case,
or in the special circumstances of Separate
Schools in any County, the Minister nay
recommend to the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, the appointment of an additional
memuber of the County Board of Examiners
possessing qualifications prescribed by the
Education Department.

(S.) The thirtieth section of the Separate
School Act is now defined to comprise
Teachers qualified cither in the Province of
Ontario, or at the time of the passing of the
British North America Act in the Province
of Quebec.

14. The powvers of Public and High
School Boards in requiring Municipal Cor-
porations to raise upon the requisition of such
Board any sum which they migit demand,
bas been circumscribed as to expenditure on
capital account to the extent following, viz :

(r.) The Municipal Council may, by a two-
thirds vote, refuse to raise the amount de-
manded.

(2.) In case of refusai the School Board
may require the question to be submitted to
the Municipal electors qualified to vote on
By-laws for creating debts, and on the assent
of a majority of the electors being obtained
the Municipal Council must pass the By-law.

15. In the case of Rural School Sections,
Trustees cannot borrow or raise any money
for expenditure on capital account unless the
proposition has been fi,.-t approved of at a
general meeting of the qualified school
electors.
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16. The above provisions do not apply to
cases where School Boards have, before the
passing of this Act (the 1 sth March, 1879),
resolved upon or entered upon any such ex-
penditure under their former powers.

17. Debentures for the loan of money for
School purposes may be for a terni not ex-
ceeding twenty years; and may be repayable
by ifistalments of principal, as provided by
the Municipal Act.

i8. The Board of Examiners for the ad-
mission of pupils to the High School is now
confned to the Public Sclool Inspector and
the Head Master of the Higli School, the
expenses being equally borne by both School
Boards, after deducting any fees therefor to
be prescribed by the Regulations of the De-
partment under which candidates, being non-
residents of the County (or City or Town
separated), will be required to pay a moderate
fee ; as also unsuccessful candidates.

19. As to High Schools, the thirtieth
section has been made more clear, so as to
carry out what was intended. The Board of
Education, while one corporation, is yet to
act in Public School matters and High
School matters respectively, as if invested
with all the powers of Public and High
School Boards respectively.

20. In case of a tic in any quorum of a
Public, Separate or Higli School Board on
any question, the Chairman has an additional
vote to his own.

Ul.-QUESTIONS UNDER THE REGULA-
TIONS.

I take advantage of this opportunity to
express the proper effect of the Regulations
on some questions of general interest.

i. The Regulations generally are to be
understood as being a standard or model, to
be reached as far as may be, liaving-reference
to the varying resources and different circum-
stances of each particular school as compared
with another. In their application to any
given case Inspectors and Trustees are to
exercise a wise and prudent discretion, and
upon this mainly depends their beneficial and
useful operation.

2. Inspectors will understand that they
have no power to withhold the Legislative
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grant from any School Corporation, but
should report the facts to the Minister, in
cases where it is considered there bas been
wilful omission or neglect. It is to be
specially noticed that the hints for the guid-
ance of Teachers as to the programme or
course of study should govern them; and
that it is for the Trustees and Teacher to
impose any time or limit table for use in the
School.

3. As to School accommodation, Inspec.
tors should consider the Regulations as
recommendatory; and that the circumstances
of cach section must be regarded, in order
that its resources may not be unduly affected.

4. Inspectors are requested to be careful
in exercising any authority to set aside any
election or proceeding at a school meeting,
or to summon one on their own motion, and
should proceed only upon formal rcasons in
writing. While the lav and regulations are
explicit as to their duties, they should en-
deavour always to act impartially, and thus
justify the continued confidence of the Coun-
ty Councils who appoint them, and of the
Education Department.

5. Inspectors should carefully consider the
grounds on which they may recommend to
the Minister the granting of a temporary
Certificate or of any extension of Third-
class Certificates.

6. The constant attempts to evade the
lav in introducing unauthorized Text Books
is an evil which demands the immediate and
personal attention of every Public School
Inspector.

7. The functions of County Boards of
Examiners, since August, 1877, are confined
solely to the granting of Third-class Certifi-
cates or their renewal upon re-examination,
or their withdrawal or suspension.

8. The duties of the County Board first
begin when the answers are placed before
them by the presiding Inspector. He alone
or with an approved substitute conducts the
examination itself, and as there will now be
only one Intermediate Examination in each
year there need be no misapprehension as to
this in the future.

9. As to authorized Text Books, the Reg-
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ulations of July, 1877, expressly prohibit
Teachers fron substituting for any of theold
Text Books any newly authorized one unless
and until hQ has reccived the sanction of the
Trustecs and of the Public School Inspector.
All the old Text Books if in use, in any
school before the end of the year 1878, re-
main authorized in such school, and can
only be changed by the Trustecs and School
Inspector jointly concurring.

ro. The Regulations of July, 1877, were
intended ta meet the urgent and gencral
demands for a revision of the Text Books,
and to carry out the work which the Council
of Public Instruction had begun. It was
not the policy or intention of the Minister
to go further, or to recommend any new
Text Books on any subject except where the
Council of Public L..truction had proposed
this, or it was clear there existed a seecial
want; yet, notwithstanding knowledàe of
this by publishers and others, persistent
efforts have been and are constantly made to
induce Inspectors, Teachers, and officials to
recommend for purchase and use in the
schools new works not only unauthorized but
as to which no publisher could have had any
reasonable expectation that any of them
would be authorized. The law expressly
prohibits any Teacher, Trustee, Inspector,
or other person officially connected with the
Education Department, Normal School,
Model School, Public or High Schools, to

become or act as agent for any person, to
sell or in any way to promote the sale of any
School, Library, Prize or Text Books, Maps,
Charts, School Apparatus, Furniture or
Stationery for use in any School, or to re-
ceive any compensation or other remunpra-
tion for such sale or for the promotion
thereof. In his endeavours to secure the
observance of these provisions of the Law,
the Minister hopes to obtain the co-operation
of all School Corporations and officials, in-
cluding Teachers generally.

1. As to County Model Schools-there
is no Institution more important in its cdu.
cational results, and while in all Counties of
the Province, except two, this is fully ap-
preciated, it is to be noticed that the Model
School is for County purposes, and County
Councils nust rely on them for supplying
their Counties wýith qualified Teachers. The
Department has discharged its duty in afford-
ing these opportunities and the Legislature
in providing a share of the expense. No-
thing so economical or beneficial can be
offered for the continued confidence and sup-
port of County Councils.

12. The subject of 'Text Books in the
High Schools require the same observations
as have been made in the case of Public
Schools.

ADA CRooKS,
Miiù/er of Educations.

Education Department (Ont.),
Toronto, March 14 th, 1879.
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